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'Defend America
- Through Moral
Re-Armament

A dependable new*.

-_

paper, dedicated four
square to the beat interests of Calloway

County.
..
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the part of the war mongers, in- a public address system, plertty of
J. R. Pdelugin brought in a
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'It's like joining- the Army. You will chdhge.
Mrs, Norman Klapp, Murray
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Marine pilot and World War flier.
They len resistance. The - e belligerent roundings.
Miss Marell Orr, Hazel
his garden at his home on Noth
yourself under orders. Then you- Pacific is very powerful.
Parachute Jump-Marion Lytle,
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, Morrlx
Risenhoover
Seventh
M.
R.
Mrs_
are given new equipment. You aieseepossest a combined
makeit very un- and Japan sink again to a smaller ing two aviators' identification Evansville. Ind, will make his
Mr. Melugin-,etated. that the
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find new comradeship. Your way weapon that can
jump when be.
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250th
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port.
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(See "Defend America," tage
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What Are You Doing
To Get Ahead in Life

.:

STATE TO STICK
TO LAW ON $5,000
SALARY CEILING

VOTERS—

Legion Meeting
Next Thursday --

Mrs. C. G.

LET'S MAKE YOUR
DREAMS COME
TRUE NOW

Calloway to Select Its
Officers Saturday

a

LARGE VOTE IS
EXPECTED TO BE
CA,ST IN RACES

AIR BOARD WILL
MEET IN MURRAY.
AUGUST 25TH

FAIR COMMITTEE
HEADS CHOSEN

•

Flying Circus Assures
II Sunday

COMP
OF THRILLS SET
FOR AFTERNOON

Selectees Leave
For Induction
At Louisville

.6?

.ThmAlt Omit
-Company-

•

nigh

To

Cast Your Vote In The Primary Saturday
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AMAZE A MINUTE

"Kentucky's Greatest Weekly Newspaper"
ot 'The Murray Ledger. The Calloway 117nes, and
- Comoiniation
•

BLISTER RUST,/

The

Times-Herald, 09tober 39, /929

R. hi. NALL
JOAN R. ACKER

EDITOR-MANAGER
ASSOCLIVE KIHTOR
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Published Zvers' Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth SL, Murray., Ky.

Strawberry Queen Enjoys
Life And Outdoor Sports

Aid to Britain
Loan
Federal
Administrator
Junes announced the RFC has
authorized a loan of $425.000.000 to
the United Kingdom and Great
Britain and Northern Ireland to
pay for war supplies Greet Britain
ordered before the Lend-Lease Act
was passed. Mr Jones _mid Great
Britain has put up collateral which
lincludes securities of U. S. corpoe
rations, capital stock of 41 British
owned U. S. insurance companies
worth $800.000.000. and the earnS. branches of 41 British
ings
insurance companies which have
net assets of approximately $200,000.000. ,The loan matures in 15
years and bears interest at 3 per
cent per year.
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States to avoid rationing. Congress
passed a bill authorizing federal
aid to private firms in constructing
interestate pipelines, and Mr. Ickes
SCIENT1FACTS •••• IT ARNOLD
recommended that the petroleum
industry construct a F70,000.000
pipeline from east Texas to the Atlantic coast wile a daily came:lig of
.- i - -a-- S—_ - e
$250,000 barrels. He also asked the
CALIFORNIA SUGAR
industry to construct 40 to 50 large a ...G
.everything to
t
STon
JUD
lo0
PINES., IMPORTANT FOR
.. I
. have
high-speed oil tankers in addition
T1M8eR, ARE THREATENED
to 139 now on order.
Miss
of
words
the
Suet, viere
WITH THE BUSTER RUST
charming
Starks, the
Urbena
•
Civilian Supply
DISEASE WHICH HURT
Who" Of the week. •
"Who's
Henderson
Administrator
Price
PROFITABLE neitTE PlNE
Born in Paducah. Ky.. on Octeannounced a tentative program to
EAST,
PLANTING IN
ber 12, 1921, Calloway County's 1941
cut production in -the automotive, Strawberry Festival Queen is the
domestic mechanical refrigerator daughter of Mr. and Mrs. U. G.
and mechanical household laundry Starks.. She was graduated from
ill_1939- While
elauipmeed..industeiee tu make _nude_ MiIXtIIS
-- materials available for defense. He in school, Miss Starks took part in
OPM Directer General Knudsen- said the cut will - be offset by-de- all activities-band, -glee club.
named J. A. Krug. OPM Pewee fense work these industries would plays., a eirsella choir, driatatic
Consultant head of a special power undertake. OPM Director GeneAll club,
--A
unit to assure an uninterrupted Knudsen said the proposed shift
the Paducah
"Ben*" entered
!imply of electrical energy by re- should - coincide with Increased deducing consumption in non-de- fense orders • to the industry to Beauty School in September. 1940.
After six mseiths of training she
fense industries, and, if necessary, avoid unemployment.
entered a shop in Louisville, Ky..
by rationing power where shortages
Leber
but returned home soon to Sift.1
are threatened_
HARDRoosevelt established Mrs. Mary Kathryne Orr in KethPresident
,Mr. Krug said vast "power pools"
committee on fair employment'' ryne's Beauty Shop, where she his
IN SPITE OF CHEMICAL ADwill be Created to nature adequate practice in the Office of Production been employed since.
VANC ES,11.1 DIAMOND REMAINS
supply of electricity for aluminum Management to prevent discriminaIn one of Miss Starks' busy days
HARDEST OF ALL SUBSTANCES,
and magnesium -plants now under tion against defense workers or she
and
by . cleaning
begins
He said one has al- Government employees because of straightening the shop: . The reconstruction
OwL
Mies Urbino Webs
ready been formed for aluminum rage, creed or national origin. The mainder of the day is -filled with
POODplants in Tennessee and others six Members represent the CIO, appointments-and then for relaxaaxe being considered for Arkansas.
chooses saftball gapes,
Owt.S ARE
'
AFL. the newspapers arid radio, tion--she
.•
Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, the
skating rink', shows,- -dates, ,511011- sers • and one sister. During the
and include two Negroes. .1
NAT U R AL
southern s.ectlense01 Kansas and
awberry Festival • in Paduoak.--:- ing,- penmen -Egrector Getiorai
4 Missouri. and for the Northeastern
.
ENEMIES"I dearly !eke to skate. I'd rati1OF SAIL
section, including the New England Hillman announced that 800.000 . do it than anything." And be- this year. .Urtteria had a grand
e1
members
union
trade
building
States. New York. eastern Penn.She chose a Niish Maruell •
work our
have reached a stabilization, agree- sides her intefest in her
sylvania and New Jersey.
tibig to ride around in.
:
cbrivez
day
some
hopes
and
Qtren.plans
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,
ment with the Government calling
Enjoying golf, horseback ridWhile
designer.
dress
a
be
to
projects
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•
for no strikes ai defense
be ing. Swimming, dinners in everyDefense Petroleum Coeirdinattee• for the duration of the emergency growing up hot desire was to
and a number or*--City
The
hi
place
1.-kes requested a voluntary cut of and no stoppage of work because a nurse.
things, was one of the mem- .
A lovely brunette, with brown „Ohot
33 1-3 per cent in motor fuel cone et• jurisdictional disputes "or any
'
her young life:
eyes. Miss Starks has five' broth- orable times of
eimption in the Atlantic Coast other cause.-
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“Vii Love Our Children-"
Love Our Children—Please Driy,e Carefully"—
"We
these are the words upon neat signs placed about the
residential section of a Tennessee. city. Our neighbors
mean what th-e-y-Triey.-ati4-111iej Yea -their officials in the
erifdrcement of a reasonable speed. limit. Children are
universally loved, or should be, and deei, when sunshine
and summer play brings them out-of-doors, scurding
hither and yon, light-hearted and irresponsible, we Mould
cali•PraTIY: ...dotorlstritrantli.itecept,
.§
-_—m...4r-resp4lonitti/Ity„huLtAit of _thel-rhiklren.as
_considerate. careful driving will protect our Children at
their play nere, too, we love our children.
.
,
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AMERICA[

'Continued from Page 1

This Week In
Defense
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WHAT OUR NEIGHBORS THINK .1

outlo_ek on life.
-Acting Secretary of State Welles
"To be governed by God means said'Meesent Japanese activities diyour
beyond
entoward Indo-China
hi listen to a wisdom
rected
own. And obey
MY COUNTRY—
danger "{tamely) use by peaceful
-George Washington listened A nations of the Vacrfic_ eee ,. jeopFrom the viOrthein gnaw plains to the sieimpluids a time of conflici-and gave a ardize the procurement by the
freedom.
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7Abraham Lincoln listened at a
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said.
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God's
is endangered.
of
direction
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Islands.
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This is our land, founded, fought for, retained with 1 caapot doubt this power comes The President issued
a statement
durtimes
Many
liberty.
of
and
blood-shed, hardship
from above. I am satisfied -that that the United States_ has been
to
track
gone
ing the pages of history, our minds have
when' the Almighty wants me to letting -oil go to japan "with the
days4hen thin great land wits settled, out from the -wit- do or not to do any particular hope-and it has worked for two
'Hie finds a way of *nine years of keeping the war out of
derneika to a civilized and. wonderful 151ser of great cities thing
the South Pacific for Der own
me. know it'
and bread plains, as a wild flower is cultivated into a
_"You &ant have to be President goal). for the defense of Great
the. Making of to-do as Lincoln did. When you Britain and the freedom of the
bloorilleg beauty. The work that
_1i4rogstam4 heantiful flower garden went in the mak'rue_ to_ tieLingiet• and hetet% MIS
!our thoughts. He Mn. Roosevelt told his itiiii
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in
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Sf the petits of the situation, any
and with freedem -for-those who'find Vie ican home. Our fathers were not more than it realizes the dangers
afraid to use them
The Minute of war in the West.
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Men a! Lexington and -Concord Ay
It is those who drown out the voice of the Joneses as seized them and ran to defend their Secretary of War Stillwell said
Not a man in Miseries
...they tell the .Smiths how the government is going to the country
of vital items has been
it again if productionos,how much better the other way would be. For no would hesitate to do
increased with the cooperation of
his
invaders
threatened
homeland,
otherziace can the criticized words of the government "But America has already been American industry during the wt
100 crucial days' as follows • hat
from -entry citizen be pried and heard as in this coun- invaded • Like parachute troops tanks.
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475 per cent, medium tanks.
in the eight, fear, hate, and greed
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HERE IS WHAT GOLDBLOOM
HOMOGENIZED MILK IS

ity I
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A better milk ii;r your 'money, HOMOGENIZED milk

Bug

-

is milk which has been forced, under TREMENDOUS
pressure, through a machine called a V1SCOLIZER.

Sati

--strum

me
voti

globules or droplets of cream, some large, some small, unevenly distributed through the milk. After Homogenizing these cream globules are
broken up ineIrVery much smaller globules, properly uniform in size, and distributed VINNIbr throsgatout the milk. The milk lodge:richer, tastes richer, is more easily
digested. It is better to cook with and contains iricreaied vitamin assimilation. It is
you the
another one of the City Consumers improved products desitmed
finest in invigorating, healthful milk. A truly great product is our NEW MARG1NIZED MILK. Try it at your first opportunity.

Ordinary milk
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''READ THE BOTTLE COLLAR ON YOUR GOLDBLOOM MILK BOTTLES
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FARM SECTION
SECTION TWO
THURSDAY, JULY 31, 1941

Summer Squashes
Beckon the Cook
A vegetable too attractive and
too nourishing to be missed in
Kentucky is the bright-colored
summer squash. The little cymling, the many varieties of the
yellow summer squash_ all have
et their own mild flavor and are
enjoyed by almost everyone who
tries them.
According_to home economists sj
iste College of. Agriculture
the
and Home Economics, all squashes
flattish some vitamins, but the
yellow-fleshed ones rank highest.
That's because the yellow color is
the sign that the squashes are
rich in vitamin A.
Here are some suggestions about
selecting and cooking squashes:
If you pick your squashes at the
market, try to get those that are
heavy for their size and fresh-looking.
Summer squashes usually
are cooked without paring, which
means the rind should be soft and
free from marks or bruises.
Boiling is one of the simplest

Sheep Profitable
in Logan County

FRESH PEACH WEEK
SET FOR AUGUST

Farm Women Crowd
Defense Meetings

Grass into Sil-age
Conserves Storage

FAMILIES URGED
TO USE STATE'S
BIG PEACH CROP

' RURAL AMERICA MUST UNITE!

The interest of farm w
Putting legume hays and grasses
in the
into the silo is insurance against national defense is re
loss in curing, and also conserves attendances at meetings held by
The Western Kentucky Peach
storage space, it is pointed out.in county home-demonstration agent,
Producers Association was organa new circular of the Kentucky in Kentucky in the 'last month or
held
growers
of
ized at a meeting
With the largest peacb crop in, College of Agriculture and Home two.
In Paducah July 25, and commit10 years, Dean Thomas P. Cooper Economics called "Grass Silage."
Reports summarized at the State
tees were appointed to cooperate
of the Kentucky College of Agri- In wet seasons often as much as College of Agriculturet and Home
with the United States Department
the
of
'value
the
of
cent
culture' and Home economics be- 50 per
show that 35.028 Kenof Agriculture, State Agencies, the
lieves families on farms, and in 'hay is lest in an effort to get it Economics.
Food Tradas Industry. Chambers
tucky women attended 2.134 meet,
towns and cities, will take ad- cured,
KenWestern
of Commerce of
.
vantage of the big crop and can.
About three and a half times as ings held to discuss general prodtucky,. and. civic bodies in a pubdry-, - piekle---eaLeateieravise. - flreser v mtich Idbfrge.space is reeilMsed for IeTn-i aT Tiatf&nirdfge.— Atigfidia • lic-spirited drive to increasethe
large quantities of this fruit.
loose hay and nearly twice as ance at 1.387 meetings to discull
home consumption, canning and
In face of rising food prices, much for baled or chopped hay, as
preserving of fresh peaches dur49.292 worneft.
mila
with
blessed
is
Kentucky
is needed for the same amount of nutrition totaled
ing the Peach producing marketing
lion-bushel peach crop. By can- grass silage: Grass silage in the Consideration was given to home
season.
ways to cook squash. Wash the
production. including Ilarning and drying, families can in a silo conwins about 14 pounds of
Keen Johnson, has
Governor
measure protect their food budgets dry matter per cubic foot, loose dens, dairy and poultry production,
rind thoroughly, and cut the squash been petitioned to proclaim Aug,
and at the same time help growers hay in the mow about 4 pounds, canning and Storage. One thouin to small pieces. Then drop in- ust 7-15 "Fresh Peach Week'', and
dispose of their big peach crop, and chopped o rbaled hay about 8 sand and forty-two meetings were
to lightly, salted, boiling water. to urge all consumers of the ComDean Cooper pointed out.
held to consider the production
pounds per cubic foOt.
summer mOnwealth to can and preserve a
that
remember
But
The Markets Department of the age contains about 12 pounds of more food for Britain.
squashes are so juicy that they good supply of peaches, in keepcollege is helping; arrange the dry matter per cubic foot.
In addition to the women at.
need only a little water to keep ing with-the National Defense Conof
bution
tending these- _defense ,.ineetintille
widest possible
from scorching. Simmer about 15 servation and Nutrition Program.
Grief can take care of itself; but ttibusanda. of homemakers wee*
ttribeing made_
peaches. Surveys a
minutes or until the squash is ten- which advocates an adequate food
to determine - the - aomounts of to get- the full value of by you reached with letters and inform*.
der. Serve with plenty of butter, supply for home consumption.
peaches families can . use, and must have somebody to divide it tionar tnaterial mailed by counef
Newspaper publicity and adverbacon drippings, or other fat, behome demonstration agents.
storekeepers are ,being asked to
sides salt and pepper for seasoning. tising, radio programs and spot
Twain.
picture
bring in truckloads or carloads to with.L'Itark
announcements and motion
ento
believed
is
sell in bushel lots. It
WOW US TO MEET
slides will be employed
'Wbere there is so visioo tbe peopic
on
that several- hundred thousand
chalked
courage housewives, to can and
_uotice
Wartime
d
Fite/welt
Ad
.C.us laSeeeiaa Wasaaietao's
bushels can be sold in this way. blackboard
4-Lynrt-Grove Camp No,
1
/
preserve a year round supply. of
--111
-rkTon
outs(
To encourage the preservation of
158, will, meet in the high school
peaches and to crowd their menus
knocking,
am
knees
your
11
church:
fruit, county home demonstration
auditorium at Lynn Grove Friday
with fresh peaches while the short
agents. assisted by members ea kneel on them.
evening. August 8 at 8 p m.
season lasts.
•.$
homemakers' clubs. are holding
"I feel sure", said Herman Yopp,
canning and drying demonstra- •
chairman of the association, -that
miaveinent,
concerted
tions iu...nitore than half of the
through this
-—
counties in the State. Attendance
peach growers of Kentucky will
at these del:ministration& indiCete
find new _outlets for this _year's
.yly RACHEL ROWLAMIX •
great interest in incerasing the
abundant crop." Mr. Yepp pointed
Ifftne Demonstration Agent
County Agent
home food supply according to
out that while most food prices
have advanced recently, peaches
Did you know that there is a Dean Cooper.
This year, ror tne first time,
of
because
are- sal le-thrifty buy
noway County has commercial Kentucky Home.Defense Feed Prothe plentiful supply.
peaches. _This is a fine fruit year duction Program in which any
Westhe
of
_meeting
next
The
and every Dean home in the coun- farm family mae enroll and take
tern 'Kentucky Peach Producers ty should can and preserve peaches, part? Many farm families already
Association, will be. held July 30. not only for this year but for an- are working on a good live-at-home
program and should continue to do
at 7:30 p. ra_ at the Greater Padu- other year as well.
For years- Mont -Sault of Adair
enough county has been throwing peach
cah 'Association's Assembly'Room.
foliqws an- se.a. All families fortunate
extreme
one
Usually
Building,
haye land for gerden, cows and seeds in a spot where they could
citizerks Savings Bank
Other and a short drop nett year to_
Paducah.
chickens should realize that they produce trees. When County Agent
may be avoided ify a two-year
.just producing
, this season. ere doing more than Ther are ald- R. B. Rankin recently visited his
supply stored awe)
he foods they need:
farm he saw 100 bushel or more
The peach growers of the couneffect
ng in national defense ba making sif__geoti fzeeachek strinvuig_ „Qo the,.
Wednesday tiara Saturday 311e cask price is .
--haw* .a- goost.-.-crop_ -of
RAW --ftelfftMer seedlings.'
—WReiffer
alaih
—
eins
For -the best canning •
peaches.
The enrollment card for the home
peaches one should secure only defense . food production. program
Fruit men at the Kentucky ColCalri41
TROUSERS
those that are tree ripened. The states: "We agree- to do 'our part lege of Agriculture and Home Eco2 for 29c
2 Pair 29e
PRINCETON. July 28-- Speciali flavor and quality are far better
nomics foe years have been urging
betfor
program
nation-wide
a
in
—With August 28. 29, 30 set for when ripened on the tree than
cast
farmers
to
few
a
peach
seeds
for home defense by prothe dates of the Fifth Annual To- when pulled underripe and allowed ter health
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
ducing at least 75 per cent of the about—in one side of the orchard.
bacco Festival at Princeton. direc- to stand.clo ripen.
In
/fence
along
corners,
even
ditches
acfamily
by..,o46,
neeled
foods
tors of this popular celebration
Food specialists tell us peaches cording to the scoee card for the in the fields. If trees are needed
program
are rapidly completing
to stop up a ditch. they might as
have a good supply -of vitamins and family food supply"
plaits. Despite the rather gloomy at, 'excellent food. They suigest
The card must be signed . by well be pooch trees as any otheroationic of wocld conditions no ex-families use peaches generously
the husband and wife; and
inake this In the family menus for health and
rinse II being spared ---,- duplicate is kept in the county-4C
year's. event what - is believed to happiness
Murray, Ky.
Young people today are alike In
719 W. Poplar St.
lensaon office. On the back of the
be the biggest ever.
.
most _Nods are advanc-a earcl is a egore_card_ for the family all dasresparata..-a.
of
Special emphasis - is- being Placed tng but not so of peaches because °oil supply which is ;belated inie
on entertainment and an osketand- of, the supply.
parts garden, dairy, canned and
ing array of shows asast-attractIons.
stored Mocha poultry, and meat supLate Gardens
More. than 30 towns
[Is promised
Late garciens may be a valuable ply.
In the "Black Patch" area havr asset to the farm family that has
At the end of the year. reCorifbeen invited to send queens to atarted.one. Scattered showers are tion will be made of those famicompete for the coveted title of
making it possible ter them to lies who will be made of those
"Queen of the Black Patch", Tite, grow rapidly. Every -storage facili- families who produced the 75 per
young lady selected.queen will be
ty should be filled ibis year before cent or more of their own foods
crowned amid pomp and festivities
Not only will it aid those and they will be presented with'
and receive a $75.00 Derepae, Bond. winterwho Mere it but it will relieve the an achievement certificate
Columbia",
"Miss
The runner-up,
The family wanting to aid in namarket for supplying defense inwill receive a $25.00 Defense Bond.
tional defense and has not known
dustry and training camps.
The grand parade, which always
Let's not let it be said of Cal- exactly hew. should enroll at once
opens the festival, will feature
loway County people that they in this 'program. This is • definite
more than a score of colorful
have stored their food but Part- of home defense and should
floats. tnapy depicting the ro- could
hitee the Whole hearted support cif
not.
did
clerk
the
in
mantic and tragic life
all term people.
Cadiz,
froth
Bands
•
tobaccoland.
Further inforrnatibn and enrollHanson. Clay, Morganfield. Proviment blanks may be Obtained froth
dence and several other Western
the county extension office.
Kentucky towns will participate
in the parade and vie for $10000 in
'A final check-up showed 125.000
Legumes and grasses are cut a
cash prizes."
square yards of tobacco plant beds
way
the
under
intended
for
now
when
little
early
Negotiations are
in Garrard County treated with
for a riationalli'famous radio bond silo, says a new circular of the Bordeaux mixture.
to play for the "Queen's Ball'"' to Kentucky College of Agriculture
be held the opening night. August and Home Economics deillinak with
28. Other attractions will be a grass silage. Stages of maturity
Broadway. niusical show, a well should be about Na follows—when
known ..BC network radiei show, such crops are grown..for silage.
horse show, cattle show, midget Alfalfa, one-fourth bloom; red
TO THOSE WHO MAY
auto races, duck derby, folk music clover and korean lespedeza half
contest, kiddie and pet parade, to full bloom; soybeans, pods half
WANT SAW DUST—
folwer and garden show, and num- filled; tweet clover,. half to full
erous educational and amusement boom; bluegrass, before bloom, I can furnish some good oak
timoThy, before bloom; grains, earexhibits.
..
dust at a special price if
ly milk stages. These crops should
be *Flowed to wilt one to lour " bought before Adgust 1.
hours, depending on' weetper" conditions.

Logan county farmers are reporting gross returns of approximately 125 per cent on their flocks
of sheep, according to County
Agent John R. Watlington. From
a flock of 20 ewes, which cost
$220 in July. 1040, Paul Beauchamp
this year sold wool for $83.28 and
lambs for $204.92. For J. M. Hester. a flock valued at $230 produced wool selling for $75.53 and
lambs bringing_ $251.7A.___At least
2.500 unrthwestern ewes will be
brought in Logan county this summer.
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LIVING 'FROM THE FARM

FINE CLEANING CANE DONE— .1
AT LOW PRICES!
- Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Prices

Se-edling,Peaches
Produce Big Crop

DRESSES
'SUITS
COATS

Princeton To Hold
-5th-tee Festival -August 29, 29, 30

C

CLEANED
ahd PRESSED

Now •

slaws

•••••••••
— •• .,•••••••

kiVIODELebanorg

VISIT

MURRAY'S NEWEST
AND

Crops Cut.Early
for Making Silage

MOST MODE

As this campaign draws to-a- dole
.portUrrit is only fitting that I take this op
ity to thank all of you who have so graciously offered me your whole hearted
support..

Defeat ign't bitter if you don't
swallow it.

BtTY

I will go to the polls with'you on
Saturday,- confident thationar
a-victonoua
me will be substantiat
v_ote in my behalf.

STATES
SAVINGS —e-BONDS
STAMPS.

- n only repeat in these closing
I r.a
hours that I will give you a business administration in a business-like manner;
that -politics- will play no part in my
administration, no more than. they have
- in my campaign. My actions will ever be
..controlled by my will -teostrve Murray
IlOnatiy,-- faithfully, and un-aelfishly.
.• Sincerely,
_

i'Os1 tell( F OP ‘s

IA ail F 11

AMERICA ON GUARD!
Above is a reproduction of the
Treasury Department's Defense
Savings Poster, showing an exact
duplication of the original "Minute
Man" statue by famed sculptor
Daniel Chester French. Defend*
Bonds and Stamps, on sale at your
bank or post office, are a vital part
of America's defense.preparations.
NEW PILE RELIEF
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS
Four weeks ago we started introducing NASH'S HEM-AID OINTMENT for the first time iii this territory. Since that time sales have
been astounding and many customera have told us of the glorious restilts. If you suffer the awful pain
and discomfortof PILES. don't wait
another day. Try Nash's HEM-AID
OINTMENT on our GUARANTEE.
adv.
WALLAS DRUG STORE.

P. N. Blab:,

SUPER

See C. R. BROACH
•1413 W. Main Street

ervice.Statio
OPENS FRIDAY, AUGUST 1

.4m.••••••••••••.m.....m.•01

'mem

ese

UNITED

AND

NOTICE

J. IL tOLEMAN
----FOR CITY JUDGE

Laos and

•Warwr,./,' ••••••••

CORNER NORTH 4th and CHESTNUT STREETS
(Opposite Outland's Toicco Factory)
MURRAY;KENTUCKY

G',..of Murray, Kentucky:

24

Upnievutitingibur hoineuto solicit Yo4r suP.port
of my candidacy for the office of Judge of the,
Murray Polite Court I fpund many of you not at
home, which deprived me of the privilege and the
pleasure of kitting personally to you my views on
the duties of a judge of a court in upholding the
social and moral standards of those brought before him.
Not all who are brought before the court are
criminals, thoughlhey.have violated some statute,
and no juveniles_are criminals, and with them the
court should aid the parents in- endeavoring to
change their course by positive, patient, and kind
advice, and treatment.
To know the law and administer it justly, impartially, and fairly is the duty of a judge of any, court. In ordeF to do this successfully a judge
should know the law and how it has- been construed by the higher courts.
Should you feel that I possess these qualifications and•can be of service to our community I will
truly appreciate your support.
Sincer4;
- --J.

HOUR SERVICE

'4

24_

SUPER SERVICE GUARANTEED BY COMPETENT
AND WELL TRAINED SERVICE MEN'UNDER
. THE'PE1180,NAL DIR8tTION OF

-.RAY P.AMWAY

STUDEBAKER MAN
Standard Oil Products
------- Handled Exclusively
THE

H. COLEMAN
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How I SOLVED MY FARM Penrws

THURSDAY, JULYe81 1941

TIMES, MURRAY IMITUCKY

geniis Robert and Mae. Mrs. Carrie
'Wes, Mrs. Ralph McDaniel and
son Martin, Mrs. &mks Mathis and
Mrs. Carrie Reeves and 'Mrs., children, Denton and Sue. Mrs.
Merle Andrus and son spent Sun- Guy McDaniel. Mrs. Emma Mathis,
day With Mr. and Jars-Lae Reeves Miss Gladys Fennel, Miss Laurine
Tarry, Jerry Edwards, Joe Ernstnear Murray:
berger, Mrs, Mac Tarry and daughWS. Murray Roe and Mrs. Newter Margaret.
man Ernstberger of Jackson. Tenn_
Murray State College • will open spent last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman DaVatua
its doors Monday. September 32. Frank Ernstberger and also visit- of Paducah event Friday night With
service'
for its nineteenth year of
ing Mrs. Hugh Edwards who has Mrs. Carrie Reeves.
to West Kentucky and surround- been very ill and is in the hosMr and Mrs. Dallas Elkins and
ing states, President James H.. pital at this wining.
son of Tennessee spent the weekMiss
Richmond announced today
end with Mr. and Mn, Wavel
Mrs Fred Caldwell and
During the past 18 years. Mur- Dortha Caldwell of Tennessee were Pritchett.
ray has graduated 1582 seniors Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman Coursey of Jeffersonville,
with bachelor degrees and is now Will Robinson.
Ind.. spent the week-end at home.
offering courses leading to the
of
Hall
Bernard
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Coursey and
granting of master's degrees in Farmington and Mr. and Mrs..
daughter of Detroit, Mich., spent
education.
Roger Hall of Camp Shelby, Miss.. two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. BobThe calendar for the fall semes- were Friday evening guests of
bie,Hopkins.
ter:
Mrs. Carrie Reeves.
Sept 22-Registration begins.
Mrs.-. Bell Jackson of Hardin
are
Daughtry
. Mr. and Mrs. Clymt
tatu days of last week with
Sept. M-Classwork starts.
the parents of a baby girl who is spent
oileeYel000__
__SeLIL_ZiosLaStolisolo regt.s.Leriars,oraw-two weeks-of -age. - She has Mrs. Adei
full load.
Mr and Mrs. John . Goodin or
been named Clara Janet.
for
register
Ind., were weektuOct. ti-laW day
The Dexter Homemakers Club Jeffersonville.
of Mrs. Merle Andrus
credit.
enjoyed a picnic at Peggy' Ann end guests
Nov. 20-Thanksgiving.
19.
.
Springs on last Tuesday evening. on July
Dec. 21)--Christmas holiday vaMr. and Mrs. Dudley Culpepper
A picnic supper was spread and
cation begins.
of GlIbertsville were
enjoyed by everyone. Those at- and children
-Jan. 3, 1942-Classwork resumes.
of Mr. and Mrs.
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Sunday guests
Jan. 30-Semester closes.
Skaggs and children. Mary, Betty, Lee Mathis.
For the first time in history,
Mr and Mrs. Lacy Joyce are the
and Charles, Mr. and Mn. I- B.
Murray students will have an opof a baby girl born SatTucker, Mrs. Richard Walston and parents
26.
portunity of seeing the Thoroughchildren. James, Robert and Mallet. urday. July
breds in action in a varsity football
and
Mrs. James Moorehead
Mr
Merle Andrus and sun Billie,
Mrs.
game on the first day of school.
child of St. Louis, Mo., visited
Carol Haley and daughter and
Murray will play Culver-Stock- Mrs.
Thorn and Chil- Mr. and Mrs. Noonan Coursey this
Claud
Mrs.
Ann,
ton Monday night, September 22,
dren, Jackie and Norma. Mrs. Gene last week-end
in Carlisle Cutchin Stadium.
Margaret Ann Tarry has been ill
Woodall and children. Maud. EiiThe complete football schedule
for past two weeks but is better
Sept. 22-Culve2 s- Stockton at
at this writing
Murray (night).
Oct. 4-Eastern at Rictunond, Ky.
at
Water
Murray (night).
N.44".
Oct. 18-Tennessee
at
Tech
• CALL—
Owensboro. Ky. (night)
Oct. 23-Morehead at Murray
(Homecoming .
Oct. 31-Delta State at Cleve• THROUGH—
land, Miss.
Nov. 8-West Tennessee at Murray.
Nov. 15-Middle Tennessee at
for pure drinking water! Accurately and Candela,
Murray. •
ed
Parse
- Nev. We-Western at Breveting
Green. Ky

•
'

Ing US _Mr. Eldridge. but at Me
(This Is *KO 404 41111141fre of articles
Thhi- Is Another is the series
Press As*•1111on I Solved Mv Farm Prob- I same time it takes careful plan- sponsored by the Kentucky
KIM •
In 1941 would
ning and care to make it produce soclatton which
terns.- These are atricles taken
Kentucky as Kentucky!
tuck.ans
Of
bring
will
that
fruit
of
kiod
•
neigh1142--Seurautown
in
men-our
world
the
from
shoold tell
prices on the-market
ienfenrual Year.)
bor' in Cailoway Count arc making their farms
In the following statements Mr.
*
*
*
* *
piry by various methods on ail
Eldridge gives his method fur carMoods of craps and stook. ,
ins fur his peach trees and fruit.
BY ROST. A. BLAIR
February is spent in pruning and
Otis 'Eldridge Is one farmer who
Cumberland Pails. Kentucky's
...limbs
doesn't 'believe in standing still or cutting awe, any dead
Million Dollar State Park, is instanding pat on any one method.' and in this month the spraying deed the most interesting and
the
to
so
is
essential
that
but is willing and eager to accept Process
beautiful of all our Parks. Shrines
new methods and toes. He bad care of the trees is begun. I use
Memorials.
or
gun'
's
with
Meyer
spray
barrel
-a
TVA
the
to
farm
old
his
to
Located as the very heart orthe
and' rnoved to five miles-out-on- The first solution is made up of
that famed Kentucky mountains, near
lime and sulphur
the Concord highway. near New liquid
Hope Church. whore he is cult:dot- eliminates all scales and bugs. This Corbin and Williamsburg, this
• Anita well ordered 'farm.- In his j continued again in the spring. roaring cataract offers to the
famtly lit home., now are his 'wife"Theo When the .blooms come on Public who trek there by the
and hie two children of school age. the tree tne secend spray is begun. iiintOdnds. a place where nature
-1711Y-rime the siolollon to Matte
did far more than she expected.
time -to • be vice-president and, see- of lead arsenate and lone put on then added a final touch in the
retai-yoreasurer" of the Fruit Grow- in the same manner and with the general surroundings of the Falls:
era rAitalciatien, affiliated with the same gum as used in the first cpedelicate touch that changes
CallbWiy County - Vegetatrle-Stresiestration..... After the blooms come a
four seasons so that
era •Association and many other Sc- t off and the fruit is under way, then with the
Fall and Winter
sooseo---thrtilisating-sorith progressiteithe culllnijpsoliemoto eliminate Spring. Summer,
- fruit that will not attain its full finds a new and different picture.
Sirgelag
"thou CumTo all who
want to tell you t ruwtti- The Wray used at this
up of lead arsenate, berland Falls, this is indeed the
about'?'he stated in opening his;stage LS made
lime This culls one season most pleasing to the
coneenation, ':I have about 510 *Mr sulphate and
worms and bugs that well sting true lover of nature. At present.
Peaiki trees and the like number `. the
ince its coos solthe fruit and cause Brown Rot. Onin epples but s
the snowwhtte dogwoods are a real
fruit -picture 'with this being the grand'Peach 'Week- Set'-me-tell you. about_1 either _spraroshat-helps ...the
_oolong
I through tts .prOSiisooustit
-othisilvO"s:1
est season for the blooming of the
grehard is lots of fun, accord- time is -wettable sulphur. This dogwoods in the history of the
7
itit•Falls. Even many redbuds are still
in bloom, forming a background
for the dogwoods. The wahoo trees
•
mom pspyriatrairs by Wes. a. S. moss. Wiaismalmeg. Bei are beginning to spread their
used by special osiverseion.)
magnificent leaves and will soon
open to the world the one and Here is a view of the Falls showing also the profile of an Indian
oily . wahoo flower-s picture —and reviving interest in the ancient name, Shawnee Falls.
wore?! traveling thousands of miles
-hen we must not forget
to •
. and Daniel Rioine.osi his see our "neighbors" come and go,
oneysuckle that is now
-S .
first -visit said it was 'the most became we want to share this bit
iodios ;Witt fragrance to the atbeautiful country my eyes have of nature with them-and it pleabaospheie. and which will be folses us more and more to see them
ever seen."
lowed the last of this month, by
And Cumberland Palls is }net return time and time again. For
the &Sainte and abundant Mounas beautiful and interesting today, nineteen consecutive years a Cintain Laurel and Rhododesutron.
and unlike the earli *an when it cinnati family has visited Cumwith their blossoms of sweetness
was almost impossible to even get berland Falls for their yearly vabeauty.
and
•4
"
-a wagon to the Cataract, our mod- cation-are the Falls not untsmally
Cumberland Falls State Park Ls
ern roads are marvelous, and the Interesting to have and hold loch
1 •
4
even more interesting. Wonderful
"
Park, under its present Manage- attention?
from
area
the
into
highways lead
Then we must not forget the
ment of the Departinentof State
east,
southi
ever! &section; north.
National Part Ser- World's Largest Sunken Garden
the
and
Parks
toll-free
ferry aand west,Srith a
vice offers to the public all area that is just a short distance from
cross Cumberland River a short
which the visitor is weitainke. the Palls-an area owned by the
lb
distance above the ,Falls. Highand services tO Mate his alig/g WIN?. National Forest, and an ang that
ways are smooth - With long
to be developed into a recrea-sant
straight-a-ways ga- wide sweepHistoric Moonbow Inn, agetied tional unit at an early dale, but
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RECIATION--
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-TO IEVIERT

I
-U. This TaWopportunity through the local prat
kifilak
before the primary election to again express my sincere thankri •
for every iotirtesy you have eictended to me during my campaign
for Sheriff. I have solicited the support of those who could vote.
and I have valued the influence and friendship of all, whether
or not you vote at all. Furthermore. I shall-treasure "the-Trientlship.. and fellowship of those whom I know will find -it their deaire or necessity to vote for my worthy opponents in this rase.
•
q-have been delayed a few days.in my campaign and have
had.to-go to a hospital for repairs on account of an automobile
accident. (*this account I have failed .to make -a -kiimber of calls
and visitsjI would have made,otherwise. I am sure that those whom I did not
get to see personally will understand that my plans were upseLby an unfore_
seen incident of fate.

•

:

ASK

Fog SUNBURST'MILK

1

•

Murray Milk Products
COMPANY

Murray, Ky.

Telephone 191

1

can also; be sprayed on in dry I
; .
i1
. This spraying ttzstun:ris.;sititk.
picking nine avd
ed. carried 14 the peeking shed
ad, defiiMed.
here in Or market and
gritted, mod sl

--NOT WANTED!

form: however.

CHANGE OF AIXIMESS.1----4----

--

-1 have made this race .upon. my past record of public service with ,my own
Private and personal life an open book O. you. I am coming to the end of this
eanfpidgn stifl itandintr.ntrintretroptiirffirrertyrd-utkly a-moc-tetWiCiVittryou.
I have refrained from .ifidulging_In any schemes or-rumors that viiiiii151 detract
f- rom the digitiWW the-office T seek or
I want to,thank my worthy opponents for the fine spurtsmiutbip tkey ,have
shown as fine gentleMen, all of them.
-

•fOr WOM E

!

Neverthelem.zaTain aware thai,oftentiniea ioMe- peiTiotiii, in therViesal for
the candidate cif their Choke;.inssey either purposely or unwittingly start wild
---inors and. various whispering 'that might influenrani•-sonte way those wh•J10
-ffifiikAii this connection I want to warn all of ler friends to:
—ri
batYealTy-irt
BEWARE OF A IL NVLD RUMORS
'Atio . WHISPERINGS 'THAT-,MIGHT
COME 'to. YOUR \EARS IN THESE LAT, HOURS 01' THE CAMPAIGN. It,.
i's my heliel..that al Candidateeroind voters ought to 'keep cool and keep clean,
and play the game fair to the last minute. Not onlyt_ara the hopes and plans
of candidates_at stake, but,the „reliutation of a great-county and a great people
are at stake.
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"dean up"
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....Ably: disorderly outlets'to
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NOTICE!

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

I

YOUR EVIDENCE OF CONFIDENCE IN ME WILL BE --Mii-G-REATEST
.-.CSIALLENGE TO MAKE YOU THE BEST SHERIFF IN HISTORY!
Again, thank-you; ohe and all,' al way .
•
•
Your'Friend and Neighbor.
. •

r

K1NGINS

A.B.Beale & Son

LEE and WADE
BRISEND1NE
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I sincerely believe Alt a- vote -for melts a vote'for A WINNER!

PLUMBING

I

1

urn happy to Ante to-my friends that _l am able to be up again and a few
more days will find -me completely well. Although my injuries have been painful. I am assured of. complete recovery and no permanent ill -effects. I expect to
be, among you in the court yard Saturday night and, to listen with you, myneighbors and friends, to returns which will announce your choice of your
public officers.

2Wail
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days recently.
10e
Children
lee
facts7
Children
the
Lowell Key was the guest ,of
.tincerfty. is it necesaary or lair to miaiepresent30e
Haleong (tit! included)
21e
t
Charles Morris in the home of Balcony (tax hsehided)
0
.00
36c
Lower Floor (tax Included)
Odle Morris Thursday of last week. Lover Floor (tax included)
Soc
(COPY)
We are glad to know Mrs- RuCODIMONWRALTH OF KENZI.I.CRY
dolph Key was able/ to attend part
of the revival series at North Fork
• DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
last week.
HIGHWAYS
„-DIVISI9N'OF
Lewis Cosby,,Odie Morris, Dendl Paschall have been biliakieg
•
7
Report
No.
ground to sow some seed the past
Coniatallowai
two weeks_
-Date-Turrio, 1841
Airoint NO. 7190411—
„'
Odie Morris killed three large
chicken snakes, measuring about
$15,166.95
Amount allotted
five feet in length. last week The
reptifes were eating his young
$1,749.45
Unexpended balance previous year
NDY VALLEr
chickens and duck eggs
$16,916.40
year•
ANN M ILLER
1941-42
Mr. and Mrs. One' Morris were
Total amount available. Fiscal
the guests of Mr. and Mrs Oman
612,276.10 $12.276.10
Less: Total encumbrances
ROSEMARY LANE
Paschall. Sunday.-Humming Bird.
CHM jigs gs
$ 4,640.30
Unencumbered balance
• •
tilitt

ii

PINK O. CURD

Around Paschall
School

Hico News

Army Children Sponsor July Class of
Aviation Cadets
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SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

LOUISIANA

•••

JOHN WAYNE

FACTS Vs. "POLITICAL" PROPAGANDA

•

VARSITY

-:- COOLED BY REFRIGERATION

RURAL

SUNDAY AND.MONDAY

TODAY and FRIDAY

A

LikTAYLOR

_
IfEE r.TRYEAR,

•

-

District'Engineer.

helped to pass a-tax on electric'
He would also lead you to believe that I
itYa-tale-iiho.nes. etc. He knows quite well that this was p*in 1936„ btlbre_,
..•
I became p member of the Legislature.

•

against me by
:As_.to_.theae hut--minuse
want to sly They are false, put oti rtsi_mislead yokand to injure

I
me.

•

-

•
have made a clean, fair campaign, having presented my claim to the
.vottes upon my record. I beliiie- in sincerity and fah- dealing. I have nothing
to hide. I have rip desire tb•misle•cl the public -in any way. Clean politics are
very essent1 to ouy prosperity at .this time.
My record still stands as my platform. At the last session of the Legislature, during which I had the experience and pleasure of representing your
interests, all my acts and decisions s:have been according te_Any conspientious
judgment. I will continue to- keep an active mind toward the interests of all
I

the people Of Calloway

County.

The Radio Shop of the. Murray
NYA project now has 10 iriernbers.
They are Goirdon Lynn, J N Reed,
Sam Proctor and James Mentes in
the evenings and William Collins,
J. D. Mitchell. Harry Felty. Leslie
Jennings. Keith Sublet -and Chaster Brantley in the mornings. with
Chester Barntley as the veteran
member
According-- John
Douma. project supervisor, the
equipment will be moved to the
new shop building. next to the
dormitory, in a few weeks
Mr. Chamberleln. the new state
radio supervisor. is expected to
visit this shop in -a few weeks.
bringing along new instiuctions
and equipment.
Anyone who desires may Pend
Bring the mesactive amateurt
sadism Into the shop and they will
be sent out ovet. the project trans-

o'clock,aturday, Aug-oat 2.

•
I ,want,to take _this opportunity to thank my tnany friends for their en,
splendid cooperation, and wilt appreciate to the utmost
ft:wresting words and'
anything you may do for me in these dolling 'tiers of this campaign. .

AM YOUR. FRIEND,

•

PINK G C11

Art, like
drawing the

loifrOt COI NA
r" STOOGES
CCNARO LANA
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lift Oleg as
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TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

b

THE 110 LAUGH
GLITZ OF 19411

9=
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al6rM
• CUla"

SA:TURDMLONLY
THAT MAN'S HERE AGAIN,FOLKS!
-with • koort-full of joy end comfort
I
' T, for, his Cold River crenles—and YOU!

•

mitter, WOULG.

In this,.my final and closing appeal to you, let me once more make a request of each and every voter in Callo.way County to go to your voting place'
on Saturday -August 2, and raid. your vote fa r me for your Representative.
Don't say to yourself: "My vote won't' count much; I just won't go." It means
at 4
much to me. I am asking my friends to stand by - me until -the polls close

I

"ATZILT
7azcz

The Radio Shop Has Ten Menate,rs

-4SignW

•

Mt

morality, consists
Une somewhere.

FARM FR sALE.

HOPE•LAMOUR

Plae farm will be sold at COUR
ptit'sr DOOlt, Peri& Tenn.. Alip
to highest and
est II at I p.

Lere Overman • Eddie Puha

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

best bidder W ii. Finney 640 acre
farm on PARIX-MAYFIELD HIGHWAY, in Henry County, Thai., 2
miles Tr oin.Enstiseky-Tenriesare
line. RICH BOIL. GOOD TIMBER,
TWO-STORY DWELLING. 4 less-.
ant houses, big new stock barn, tobacco barn. fine welL An ideal
stock farm. Ask tenaht on farm to '
show you this property any day. '

10
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Kappa Dettit
Banquet Held

-

One of the loveliest occasions of
the summer was the Kappa delta
Pi banquet held Monday evening.
July • 28 .at the Woman's Club
House. Miss Anna Diltz Holton,
Miss Annie Smith. Mrs. Adlin Fowler, Mrs. Olga Freeman, Miss Jane
Sexton, Miss Myrla Peck. Miss Rebecca. Light and Carl Walker were
inducted into membership in this
9ational honor fraternity in edu4cation during a beautiful initiation
service held on the terrace. Shirey. Castle ,an initiate, was unable
o be present.
Following the initiation cere. niSfiTes members and guests went
7"
to the dining room festive with
.palms and summer flowers. Place
cards designed by Mary Ed Mecoy
flall and stamped by Mary Eliza-

rt

Id

Id

S4ann's Grocery
24-PHONES-25

PAaa rmitait"-.2

TEE LEDGER ar TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THUltigokY, JULY 31, 1941
birth Roberts casried out the fraternity emblem end colors. Fred
Johnsen, vice-president, persided
at the dinner. Mhxine Pybas ac=-ccmpanied by Jane Sextun sang.
Dean Wm. G. Nash gave a brief
account of the national organization and of some of the laureate
members. Supt. H. L. Smith of
Paducah, guest speaker for the occasion, spoke on the responsibility
of the present day. American teacher. Throughout the dinner course
gave
impromptu
initiates
the
speeches under the direction of
Mrs7C:- C. Ashcraft and responded
to an Askit-Basket directed by Miss
Evelyn Linn. Each initiate also
performed an entertaining stunt.
The delightful evening closed by
singing the-Alma Mater.
Those present other than the
eight initiates were: Supt. and
Mrs. H. L. Smith. Dr. and Mrs. J.
W. Carr. Dean and Mrs. Wm.- D.
Nash. Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Ricks,
Mrs. George Hart, Miss Rubyr
Smith, Miss Evelyn Linn. Mr. and
Mrs. G. C. Asheridt, Miss Berne
Manor, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester;
Mrs. Roberts Rudd. Misses Mildred and Helene Hatcher, Mary
Elizabeth Kress, Maxine Pybas,
Mary Elizabeth Roberts, .Helen
Hire, Frances Legible:1W Marjorie
Sue Wynns, and Fred Johnson.

I

Idin--Padelas-.4.1nn.-,Dank flort- Usti,

Mrs. C: Pg. Hood.-Mrs. Con Enoch.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Wat..-2:ficld. Mrs
I Nora- Coie.---Pite:--Witliam--B:mto- Mrs.
I Jesse Wells Lassiter.
• ••• • •

S

Picnic Supper Honors
Rodney Drennan

View from tower. rraalse's reels right. MO
Hated by U. S. Surveg In 111:4'• us the highest
point in Yeutuotry, P• In Levi Jeckson Pork.
Another view from What is 'Kubhnoty forest Communteof U & roma: Servion with
ita 46 wan.; farms sod modeil homes. "A
worsen and her rampage child rum•Pad the Indians by tidios las a1uwtzce" negrby.

Beauty Abounds in Historic
Levi Jackson State Park

Allen Accepts.Post
as NXA Supply Clerk

"
"-telling Kentuckians of Ker&neity
• « • •
(This Is one or a series of articles igiamored
MY the Kentucky Press Amocistion which is
--_---ntiMidshteollalELnatuokiawissora terockL:
the
*
r.) *
*
* Year.)
_eggi•Creettrnial
•

ue.
r••

In

J. R. Scott Extends
Thanks For Aid

Dittos/AA Diehe, The Sentinel-Echo, London, Hy.

Stress Good
Nutrition As
Defense Need

Iron Sources Shown in New Chart
IRON and COPPER
1•41•11.1
• illi•••••

4.billiMe/9.---•-•

Ifs

Ttiday outritien -andboritied .an

TOILET & CAI

10c
300
36c

- 'FOOD

ffIN•

MARKET

J
ir

TOPMOST CAN GOODS and BANQUET BEEF

HEINZ KETCHUP
POTATO SALAD iloopz"::sati, 15e
15`
PICKLES
SALAD DRESSING
45*
LIPTON'S TEA
29`
TREAT
25`
SPAGHETTI
C DATE NUT BRFAD
2,13c
"
BROOMS 5 !ie. 23` Fancy -mns 50c.
18e
P & G SOAP
TOILET TISSUE 6 ROLLS 23
• • M SALAD Home
CHICKEN SALAD
40`
PIMENTO CHEESE
Large size

DILL OR SOUR
Large I4-ounce jar

26-ozs.

23c

1 ' lb and
two glasses

Ideal Hot Weather Lunch
3 CANS

•

2 cans

4 BARS

made

stressing the need for guarding the
natioffal health in carrying on an
effective program Of defense. In
calling attention to the intpertader
Of proper food:it is pointedstut that
'a.survey has revealed that approximately 45 million of our population
are living below the "safety line"
. .of what is considered an adequate
dietWhat factors are essential in our
foods to assure that the diet fully
meets body needs? Protein is necessary to build and repair body
tissue. There must be vitamins to
promote growth and protect health,
and calories to supply heat and
energy. Minerals, such as iron, copper, phosphorus and calcium, are
needed to build blood, bones and
teeth.
Importance of Iron
In considering the minerals
needed, medical authorities point
to the special importance of ire
as a-blood builder. It ranks first
among the nutritive elements in
this respect.
The iron in the body of an average adult is only about the weight
of a penny, but this element is vital
to health. Iron enters into the structure of every active body cell Iron
is a constituent of the hemoglobin
or red pigment of the 25 trillion
or more red Mead corpuscles, and
thus helps to carry.oxygen to every
part of the body.
Foods rich in iron must be added
to the diet at six months or earlier
and continued throughout life, according to nutrition authorities.
The adult requires at least 12 milligrams of iron daily.
Iron Prevents Anemia
The penalty for an insufficient
Iron supply is a eondition known
as nutritional anemia, characterized by fatigue, digestive disorders
and other symptoms.
As early as 400 to 500 B.C., a
eondition corresponding to anemia
was described by Hippocrates, the
Father of Medicine. Menghini an
Italian, is given credit as the first
to discover iron in the blood -in
1747. The present view thatean iron

Pound

Pound

Pound

, ow.
Choice cuts steaks, roasts, dressed fryers, leg of
lamb, cold lynch meats.
We pay highest market price for nig* -hams and
fresh eggLs._
PAUL GARGUS, cream buyer, in baelk,ef- stenbest price, best test.

PROMPT DELIVERY

-

Cards were written for Mesdames Gordon Banks, Joe LoVett,
ff. S. Diuguid, Jr.. Woodfin., Hut.
son, C. L. Sharborough, W. G.
Nash, Charles Stewart, Wells Over'.
by. Hal Houston. H. I.,.Sledd. It.
M. Mason, Hall Hood. Charles
Wilder, and W. T. Sledd. Jr., and
Misses Carolyn Wings% Gertrude
Cherrey of -Berea, and Iltittrtexton.
. Mrs. Banks was entertained
dinner on Monday evening by Mrs.
E. S. Diuguid, Jr.. on Wednesday
morning at bridge by Mrs. Cliffor
-
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tug •ritoutit
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across' Teem -Stetter -Ittalr-Look for the Big trailer! '

To the Voters of Callow* CettetY:
This week brings to a close'my campaign. for Judge
•
al'ea-noway 'County.•
it would like to extend,to my many friends a word
of appreciation for the encouragement and support they
.have given me thus far. Also. I would like to thank my
opponents for the manner in.which they have conducted
their campaigns.
This being my first time ever to ask for a 'public
offfre,-I have tried to mfike aiiklean. and honest race,
seeing everyone possible, although I have had to work
along as I wen and have failed to.see many-ot you. This
ital you to a ept as -a personal solicitation- to =summitSaturday.
me for Judge n
Resp`ectfully yours,

•
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-deficiency is the principal cause of'
anemia, was first advanced in 1880.
In BA a serious form of anemia,
known as pernicious Anemia, was
described. In the year 19:14, Drs.
Minot. Murphy and' Whipple were
awarded' the Nobel prize in mrdieine for their discovery that liver
was effective in the treatment of
pernicious anemia which was previously regarded as a fatal disease.

of the American 'Medical Associafion, presents the most up-to-date
information on the iron end copper ,
content of our common foods. The
iron Of foods is better ot Rimed in the
presence of small arhounts of copper. Liver, which heads the list, is
recognized as pre-eminent among
blood-building foods.
An average adult would be -assured, an adequate daily supply of
ifon if the following amounts of
Sources of Iron
focatiare taken each day: 2 serai se( of meat (1 serving of liver
The accompanying chart carry- (
ing the seal of acceptance of the ach week); 1 egg; 2 servings of
Committee on Foods and Nutrition vegetables; 2 servings of fruit.

Plus this valuable

sresmr-e•-4c....-

DROP 114, SOONYOU'LL LOVE IT!

10 POINT
INSPECT!ON

When you come to Louisville, make it a point to.drop
-dancing at dia..
in for luncheon, dinner or supper
enchantingly beautiful Bluegrass Room in the Brown
Hotel-Louisville's gayest, smartest "bright spoe'l
Delightfully delicious food! Makes-yoU-IBi•gg•dgime.
music! Two melt floor AMPS nightly! And id let
little as two or three dollars per couple!

• i,
_
party : home of Mrs. J. M. Cole, West,
coca-cola
Melugin. at a
keit
Thursdity morning -by Mrs. A. F. Main street.
Won't you drop in soon-and see for iouzself:
Yancey and bps. W. G. Nash. and.I Those calling duivng the day and
Room?
Bluegrass
the
in
have
can
yog
fun
Much
at luncheon . ThursclarlIT 'Mts. remembering Mrs. Houston with
Charles Sresirart.
gifts were Mr. and Mrs A. B.
• • ••
I•asister, Mrs. ilrooks Stubblefield.
Mrs. Anna Lassiter. Mrs. Houston
Slater,
Mrs. Franaue _Meadows,
Mre...511deveAsissites„.
'Tarr'
Lassiter, MrE _Fanny
and Mrs. Tom'i4
Loge Butterworth'Mr. Robert Linn
Friends
hthill*Prfca "Aunt featterwortiv, Mies Michael Linn.
.
•
-14Ada IL RUETER, Mosey,
Bush" HnuatIon. af she 1.4 so fondly clebrge Robing Wilson, Mr. and
Dick Lee of Flint,
called,,celebrated-her ninety-fifth Mrs/ Roth
.
•
4'as
Samassassaispas•amoss..asmai;s
'
birthday Sanday, July V, at ,the Mich., Frances Wilson,' lir. ,and 4119011ftsaliaa

BROWN HOTEL

Airs. Bush Houston
Celebrates 95th •
Birthdaik ..
And

ititievii and ginea

'•$1e.
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,•glets •Windshield Wipers•Ho.
• ignition • Cooling System • L
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A minimum of 411111'41 atferiel•n wow
will Insure carefree .41•114.411 driving, kwep
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I Ear* succeeded where other readers hale Ward. One visit is worth
:oluinr.s of belt praise. I jell you of
toy or sin changes you should or
thank' or should not make. Ilinutes
-cornritwtton with me wait wive ro•
ruuncy and hours of worry. It ii never
Po late !or 5004 adrize. Sattsfaction

•

dor *

resitC‘,-

Answer all foci-Danis, gives home,
when married, to
sitiont and names
of friends and enemies. Tells your
past so you alone know it. your posse is to, -your Slaikare all is'dill -Sr.
Advice on' love, courtskip, rgarriorar
dlitirce. wills, deeds, speculattod and
business, lost sod stolen property.

t•
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•

-11

Manuy---kfrthnlace of radio.
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ants„
••;140
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for *
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William "Speedy" Allen, former,S,W•4'
enrollee from Marion. itY..-,--has ac- '
tepted the position of supply Clerk ".
-fur the _Murray Resident project.
-Alien-win , be in charge of • the - --„,
store room, and his duties will con- - .".•
..
'
slat of. issuing all staple foods, as --L"
' I well as all other supplies comigg
He began his dutiEs
to the project.
. v
July. 16.-

•

Fort _Wayne VisirOr
Is Entertained

ty

•

-7

z
-Byron Mathis, Bardwell;, ames
Vozat'onal agr iculture leacherS__
LaCenter: McCoy Tarry,
of West ISontucky high schools Brewers: W. D. Kelley, Lone Oak;
'met 'Monday night at Hotel ',Irvin B. E. Harrison. Bandana; Ral Hall,
Cobb. Paducah. to complete plans ealve.t -City; R. H. Show, Hickfor theireparticipatipn in the West man; Richard Junes, Reitiland; W.
Xentticky Fair in Paducah. and to H. Brooks, Murray Training School;
discuss the Kentucky Future Farm- Joe
Duke. Benton; A. N. Duke,
Mrs. M. G. Carman had guests ers of America
convention to be
for a picnic supper at her home . held in Louisville August 9, 7 and r., Hardin; nitre-Gregory, Sharpe;
Cfiimen Parks, Hazel; and Tullus
Thursday evening in honor of RodChambers. Benton. president of je
prize
of
of -State College.
Plans for distribution
West itentucky vocational egrtgjilfey
Supper was served on the money to `FFA members were ture tenchers.
Miss.
lawn and games were enjoyed. ' mac. -The Greiner Paducah AsThose present. included about ten sociation contributed Mk the Petter Supply Company $25. the Young
friends of the honor guest.
Men's -P-regrarai Clisti-of Benton
_
625. and the Young Busffiess Men's
Read the classified column.

Established "to perpetuate the memory of the
pioneers w4ose struggles made possible the settlement and development of Kentucky and the West,"
Tennessee watermelons
the Levi Jackson Wildernesa Road State Park is
situated on U. S. 25, three miles south of London,
Nice lemons, dozen
20c and 25c
• • • • •
northern entrance to "The Valley of Parks." Around
the "Defeated Camps," the scene of the worst Irdian
Don't overlook new. churn-fresh
.naaaaacre in Kentucky, were the first develop.nents
Snowdrift, a pure vegetable shortof this Park through Which Boone had blazed nis fafiling. Goes farther, cooks bettermous Trace and, Gov. Shelby built the .W1.derness
bucket
65c; 6-lbs.
Road, the first "vaaggon road" from infant Kentucky
$1.15
Banks of Fort
Mrs. Gordon
•
•to Mother Virginia.
Temple Garden salad dressing - Wayne, Ind_, who spent this weei
Beauty and magnificence combine with the hisMrs.
Lovett,
with
sister,
Joe
her
11-oss. 10c; pint 15c: quart 25c
toric to make this, as-a distinguished visitor recentwas honoree at several lovely par.
ly exclaimed.. one Of the most interesting spots in
QL Jar Marco mustard
l0 ties during _her visit.,
Kentucky. In the museum, which had been a piotd,rs.
afternoon
7
Tuesday
'On
neer log cabin home, and about it are gathered relic.;
platen vinegar
,
20c Lovett had guests 'for bridge and
representative of early heme arts and industries of
tea at her home honoring Mrs.,
the Mountains. The Wilderness Road Weavers pro__- 25c
Gallon Jug vinegar
Banks. Six tables were placed for
cess cloth from wool and flax, while Mcidargue's
Water Mill on the banks of Little Laurel grind corn
Johnson's peanut butter, qt.
25e the game in the spacious rooms
which were decorated with a promeal and Graham flour. One may see both in full op34-lba Dainty biscuit flour
See fusion -dr garden flowers. 1111.
eration most seascanrofthe-leer. Developments
curs
of
ading.
an
diatom.
Mill"
aoes
Water
regularly
Charles Stewart received the pr'
include group csaript•-pienie wounds, marking of
ssr fur high score, 'Mrs. Woodfin Hut- ioidit7.11=rahara.flour, also sacked for stores and *purists.
12-111s. Osnogn fl,ur
Mresting points and miles of roads, •
paths and trails.
o seed potatoes. 15-lb. pk.
Nis
25c son second high, and Mrs. Banks
was presented a gift.
Laurel County Homecomings
1111nt beans until Angell 5A delightful salad plate was
Bring In Thousands Each "Week
All seed beans, pound
10c served at the conclusion of the
End of Full Moon in Augur'.
.game.
i
25e
"-White lidbaso
Guests for bridge included MesThe"Laurel County Homecomdames Banks. Marshall Berry, M.
ing, held eacir year since the Levi05.65 G. Carman. Wells Purdom, Hugh
Jack:_-on wars--5ftleia11y opened in
1935, haa made famous 'The Week
Will& thrift's Sliver Leaf lord $5.75 Houston. E. S. Diuguid, Jr., George
_BakeL__Cltek_
JtaigaisLI:-.
the-F4411.--Meoa
Geod sorghum. gallon
56c Cutchin. Woodfin Hutson, Clifford
This three-day event begins with a
Melugin. B. 0. Langston, Hal Hous"Yepth Day" on Friday and winds
Red syrup, gallon
55e ton, W. G. Nash, C. 1... Sherup- kin Sunday with the "SouthYanF.
A.
Scott,
borough. G. B.
eastern Kentucky Singing ConvenWhite syrup. gallon
cey, Chas. Stewart. Wells Overby'
Liam!' whic.h in 1940 attracted thireldefield. P. W.
ty quartets from ten counties in
47-oz. can grapefruit Jake __ 15c Frank Albert Stnib
toperud. T. H.
two states, and crowds totaling
Ordway: A. H.'
70c Stokes and H. I. S d. Addition25-lbs. growing mash
more,than 10,000 persons.,.....Katertakting programs of ftwUsic and
al guests for tea were Mrs. Hall
scratch feed, corn and wheat are held in the wonderful
dancing
Hooch Mrs. W. T. Sledd, Jr., Mrs.
25 pounds
net:Ural 'amphitheatre Friday 'and
lie A. M. Wolfson. Mrs. Charles WildSatarday nights under the epell of
Gertrude Cheney. of
McCormack's Rotenone. 2411L17_Sie er.. and Miss
the "Full Moon." Saturdays are'
Berea.
3-lbs.
Stic. 5-lb.--.
75e
glar over to special events. which
thin, year will tie the-"Sixtieth AnMrs Banks was again honoree on
sary _Celebration of the Swiss
• • MEA33--10--111----•- Wednesday at one o'clock when
C
y Bernatadt." The dates art
Mrs George M. Baker and Mrs
•sad 10. 1941.
Lily Oleo. ? pounds
!tat. Part. A
• •
25
.w
ish ...Houston gave a bridge
Timm log bogie haa belawne•Vitamin in the Levi rackann Wilderness noma Here
at
wad
.errlow.
bourse part of the
rear.
rizhr
senokehouse.
The
Ky.
Lemont
near
to see us sometime!
latter.
the
of
home
the
at
luncheon
k,
,
2
Bacon. sugar owed;ubig,
KM &bevels Cis,Library of Mounggin thrtsroa.•
A color scheme of yellow and
Belts, an ok-d
lsc white was carried out in the lovely table decorations and place
Veal albspa-en.nranhe
cards.
Following the delicious luncheon
Pork Liver
15e
bridge was played at three tables.
received the
Round or loin steak. IL C.
35c Mrs. Hal Houston
high score prize. Mrs. Wells OverAll kinds of lunch meats., dressed by the cut prize an dthe honoree
was presented a gift.
chickens and mutton,
Nice Tenn. cantaloupes Sc. Sc, lSe

iturraiy.$25._ -Mr/mitre/v. TeachThers- Teachers
attending the meeting
were George Hurity. Cuninngham,
Meet in Paducah
Edrington. Arlington;
C.
Ralph
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Airt:

Shower
Social Calendar I Miscellaneous
Given Thursday
Thursday. Fedor it
Afternoon
B. and P. W. Club will have

Qrdest Mr.and Mrs.Brown - Mrs. Henry Lewis
Mr. And
Erwis Are Honored Entertaisl Visitors g Celebrates 46th
Mr. and Mta.__Elvis Brown of Birthday
'On Saturday afternoon. July 12,

Wails

Mrs. John W. Cochran and Miss
was Irene Cochran. of Marion, are the
„Mr. and Mrs. Ordest Erwin were Murray had as their dinner guests
miscellaneous shower
A
Friends and relatives gathered
home
of their son and -brother,
honored *oh a household shower Sunday the following:
guests
given Friday afternoon at the
Mrs. HenPaleas- . Gordon. Elaine Elvis Gor- at the home of Mr. and
at the borne Of- Mr. 'and Mrs.-- Bob
of Mrs. Emmett Mckris in honor of John T. Cochran, and family. Mr.
and
July
20.
Sunday,
Lewis
ry
dan. Murray Route 3. Mrs. Elvie
and Mrs. Herbert Cochran, also of
Mrs. Buel Morris.
celebrated in honor of Mrs. Lewis'
Marion, will spend Thursday here.
mans nice and tisane ems were Kirk and EOM. Lonnie James. forty-sixth- birthday. At ,Obs. -noon
The hours were spent informally
brown
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Higdon and
itslietitful ..lioner- was
ren"
and- prniesowere .aavareisid. to_ Mrs. lay, and MissIffiby-lkheathley, of
Edgar
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Pond.
Golden
lEEWIRE-trr-thr-har"me
thsnifts were opened and admired
spread.
Gladys Overby and Miss Martha Mayfield, were guests of Mr. and
Golden
of
Eddie.
son.
Brown
and
...refreshments of sandwiches. cake
Evelyn Morris.
Those presient were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.,Max
Mrs. E. C. Overby Thursday eveThe general meeting of the
e
'Mad and ice tea were served Pond. Route 1.
Lewis. Mrs. Elvira Washam.
Beery
Refreshments were served.
-Maxine.
daughters,
Hayden
and
ning.
Women's
Society
of
Christian
Serto the following guests:
Mr.
and
Riley
Peeler.
_Shirley end Sue of Milan. Tenn . Mr and Mrs..
Miss Flossie Alsman, of Mayfield,
Those present and sending gifts
vige will be held at the Methodist
Inolend Mrs COh
• •• opoolgelootasopatagobeyomooagegoo,,
ansk----Mete- =heft Br8V/11 and Mrs._ Otho Schroeder. Mr_ and
were Mrs. Mary Morris; Mrs. Irene who has been visiting her sister,
Church at three o'clock.
Tom-Mrs.
Burkeen.
Mr.
and
Willie
Peso 011ie :Merle.- and - daughter.
Williams, Mrs. Willie- ..Williiunrs Mrs E. C. OVerby. and Mr. OverWednesday. Aimed 6
• . Milo - Tenn..- Mr. mid Mrs. •
Jetederia---of - Paducah, Route -3 mie tisi-keen and daughter. Willie
Jewell Morris, Mrs. Pierson by, for several days. has returned
Mrs.
--4-.
McReynolds. Mr. and Mrs. Lilbtuit ...
Mrs. P. W. Ordway will be host- Lovett, Mrs, Ruth Morris. Afr. and hone.
Sunday .afternoon milers were Dean. Mr and Mrs, Stanley .Hope
pastsua lir and mrs. Arcie
kins and son. Junior. Mr. and Mrs.
ess at the Wedneisday afternoon Mrs. Vernon Dick and baby, Mrs.
Miss Geri:6de Cheney, of Berea.
' WulaCd J°Iter lin4 Light Peeler. Mr. and Mrs. Heeler
Orville Owee.
.
'
e:" and Mrs
L- sp,..
ten,-Lir. and Mrs.
bridge club at 2:30 o'clock.
Murray Ross, Mrs. Grace butland. is the guest of her sister. Mrs.
mr...nd iirs. chioje Moore. mr. Ma..0 Joyce of Hardin. Route 1.
Loise,
Linda
Fennell And daughter,
Mrs. Mae Williams. Mrs. Ruth Charles Wilder, and Mr. Wilder.
•• • • • • '
and Mrs. Hubert Si-Osseo Mr. Mut ' '
'Mrs. T. D. Walker, of Nashville,
Mr. • and Mrs.. Lawson Fennell. Mr.
Cunningham, Mrs, Eural
_ Mrs:C. James, Isir:-_•end igrs. To's&
and Mrs. Bill Hopkins and daughOverby, Mrs. Ida Was the guest last week of -her sisGladys
Mrs.
and Mr.
Stubblefield. Mr. and Mrs.- R. L.
ter. Helen. Mr.. and. .Mrs. Henry
Cook. hir,„,and Mrs. Emp Parrish. ter, Mrs. C. C. Farmer,
64th
Mrs. Bert Moore,
Cooper, Mr.
Childress and daughter. Laherths
McNeely, Mrs: Ray- Farmer.
-Howard
Isaac- Keys, of • Corpus Christi.
Mr. and Mr. Ernmits Erwin. Mr.
Kay. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Turner, Mr,
Homemakers mond Hargrove, Mr. and Mrs.. Her.
The
Pottertown
and Mrs, Bob Moore. Mrs. ht,ertie
and Mrs. Wilbern Herndon and
Club held its regular monthly man Williams, Mrs. Sidney Puckett: Texas, was a guest the first of the
Moore.
Novella
,Mrs.'
'Mel
HuipsOhrey.
Week of his mother. Mrs. John
' -was given daughter. • Jeanette Gray and
A birthday dinner
meeting July 17 at the home of Mrs. Paul Morris. .
Keys, and other relatives.
Mrs. Beesie Myers. Mrs; Marelle Sunday, Jab, 27 henorial lam and Mrs Robert Jones ,and two
Mrs.
Dallas
Wicker,
with
Mrs.
Morris.
Mr.
Mr. 'and- Mrs. Flue'
—
' on
--' her
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burnett
grandchildren of Michigan.. .
Trestle/ Mrs. john &arisen, Mn. Z. M. Jackson
surt/-fonrth
Lowell Outland. assisting.
and Mrs. Emmett Morita', Mrs. Opal Miller spent the week-end with
Cone Conner. Mrs.. Dena Cr. Mrs. birthday, id her bomb near Lc
Bobbie Gene " and . Bettie Luc'
ParWillie
•
Mrs.
'were
the
Officers
_kw_
Mr.
and
elected.
Hopkins,
_ . Church..
friends in Nashville.
• is, Gona
limn Coopei. -Iirs. Betels--Fins
Burkeen. Virginia Nell Burkeen,
coming year as follows:
rish, Mr. and Mrs. George Parrish,
- Herbert and Rodney Drennon reGrogan. 'ars. Lunlie -- -Nis.
delightful. dinner was eerved Jerry Lee .• and Grace Hopkins.
A
Mrs.
Parrish.
Maxie
Mrs.
Mr.
and
turned • Monday to their home in
L.President, Miss Delia Outland;
Coosge. Mrs_ Aray Brown, Mrs Clo-•
Edna
. ..vis ,otown. left's. part.r_srandinl. on the laisnon the noon hour The Rudy Burkeen. Reba, and
Bessie piles, Mrs. Velma Tripp, State College, Miss., following a
vice-president,
Mrs.
Virginia
Thurremembered , with Eileen' Hopkins. Mary Monier) Bairwas
man; program conductor. Mrs. Roy Mrs. Jimmy Billington, Mro Otis week's visit with, friends in Murhtw rele
. it00.11,-.14ilda May Childreao -Luiseile.
• Mrs.- Brenda_ Erwin, Mrs. Ellen'
..,
Boatwright. Mrs. Peter Kuhn was Colsqn, Mrs. Rufe Burkeen, Mrs. ray.
°hi'
hwelY
sever2I'
.Key.
Nos'.
Huth
Ori7
ortirs'Clara
Aulton. Bettie Gene Fennel. JimJewel Bogard. Mrs. Ada McDaniel,
Overby has retUrned
Mrs.
Those attending were Mr.-Osnd mie Lewis,' Paul .Lawson • Fennell,
re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Cooper. Miss LeOrsa. Farris. Elsie
'Mrs. pernioe Turner. Mrs. Mae from alwis weeks' visit at the home
Rev. fuld Mrs.
CarftwaO,
Ben
The
following
project
leaders
Jane
Betty
Glyn
and
Mary
Myers.
H.
'HungiohrerOrme Burkeen. W.
Mrs.
Billington,
D.
W.
Miller.
Mrs.
Buof her•brothee. Mr and Mrs. C. E
were appointed: FOods-Mrs. May. Youlenda 'Cooper.olled 2. -If. ThUromanoadr. and Mrs.
Ili
•
Hopkins. ,Lnuelt Brooks. Gladys
nard Ragsdale and Mrs. George Cora Williams. Mrs. Mary Ross, Lufer, in Meridian, Miss.
r, Kay Trease, Diane Marion, ford Bailey and son. Will Edd, and Loulse;FennelL-J. C. Schorader.
Dr. E. L. Garrett, of the Mason
on &trial Owen ibo. Edmon Wilcox, Mrs. Margie
Hill Gard- Mrs, Bessie" Bogart/Mrs. .Adelle.
Williams; Cicrthin
tdianA-Burkeen, Jua, --Mrs -Thelems---fbfle,arra !tempted, is'back In Mtnrs. h. Too Canner;
•
rogan.
Wirier;
Owen. Shiner
Peeler. Mary. Nell liepkins
rota
Mrs. Woodrow Rahn-eon, ray now and will be living in the
School Lunch-Mrs. J. O. Cook and and
.Dolpliih Stsibblefield. Larry Coop- on. Mr Ad...Moo &dry Canoe". Ruby Lewis, Edison Miller and J.
Williams.
June
Langston house on Olive-Street.
Mrs. Walter Hutchensik Landscape Misses Murieise
er, Mary Jo 'Erwin. Leoia Erwin: Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan. Mr C.':Chapman. ., a
Martha Evelyn Motris,
Junior Stafford. of Charleston. S..
Gardening-Mrs. Solon" Shackle•••• •
Maxine Orr. Glenda Brown. Mary and -Mrs. Geover Parker. Mrs_ KaMotele
Lorene
and
Hopkins,
lane
C..
is the guest Sat Mr. and Wis.
ford;
Lovell
Citizenship-Mrs.
Frances Cooper. .DelYithite Cie:mess tie Vance. Mr. and Mrs Clancy.
Duncan, Lucile Wills. Vera Hale, Carlton Buchanan and children and
Outland.
WIldy Cooper, MEW Blondaverie Vince. Mrs Minns Pinion and-sons.
Pauline Cunningham, Hazel Par- Kr. and Mrs. Geo. Shoemaker- and
bale. &id and-Oliver. Mr and
Moore.
- •
The chairman announced that rish. -Anna Ruth Billington, WanSOlota.
Those seridtag gifts included Mr Herman Hslland, Mrs Bettie Sellsix' members of the club •had puss da and Mary Lovett, Carolyn
Mr. and „Mrs. I- B. Sommers left
--ant:tiara'&am-Moore- Mr,.,and Mts.- Sri.' Mre. A.. -0 Hamlin. - Will . Miss ROberta'Matvar had guests
chased pressure. cookers and that
Suzette. Boyd; Messer*. Auk. Sunday for their summer home at
SerrHill'of Detrort-liheir ;Ole and- Batley. C. W.• Winters:• - Thomas Mondae•-morning furs coca-cola
another .was in use at the school rey Williams. Kindsor Tripp,. Du. Camp Cloudrnont. Mentone. 'Ala .
. " Ti&-s. Wsssri :Lollar:id. Mr. and Stroolleghes Jr . R. L Houston. Graham-- party
in Connection with the lunch pro- yon -Morris, craves Ward Matirs, ifter a two weeks*--visit with her
un the la wn at The Zelna I
Derliam anft ion. Jimmie. Mr*
losti_oothory of Detroit
ject.
'Junior Parrish, Lawrence °verb/. mother, Mcs. A- 4-Thiran, and rdJoe'-eht--- 4weleie th iww"e a mil ""
And-Mrs Carmon Parks Mr. and Euva Burton. Mr. and. has.
.
the
soli were _oxide or a • clue Mrs. Iva Mor
-ln--r-IMjacesoo and son. Charles. egynsooe Vaughn of - Jackaon. Miss.
Mee: Troy Geurin of Detroit.
...
Swann.
7
19
W.
S.
Cra
wa
w
fo
j
rul
d'
y
MIT
illisag•
•beNui4.
;
111 he
Fract Ena
Mrs. Clarence Landham and baby
Ramm Holland. Wanda Lou Vance. Fran- house guest of Mrs.
lunch for',the members of the club Billingten.
,
,
• Mkt.., Mr. Arid Mrs. Lowers
informal•
• • • -•
spent
morning
wes
and
son. Robert Collins Landharn. reThe
their families to Wheld AugAirs.
Mrs,. Maisie Outland. Mr% Lucille. M Vanee--G-Vance. Mr.-.grdl
were
Wesley
of
refreshments
home today from the KeysGeraldine
turned
delightful
intes
Mildred
ust
10
at
isoand
the
of
Miss
Delia
daushter.
home
.
CAW •ROMOCOMSOlg.
Jackson and
.
Gosport Mrs, inssene Cc.i.... Kra. Hayden
Houston' Clink.
Lexington. Mr. Crawford. the,sun Outland.--'
-'
served
H.
firs.
C.
Mr.
laid
Geneve
"Lee,
Dim
Cooper.
Jane
Cooper.
clots-fine
the. of Mr. and _Mrs. T. W. Crawford of
27.
afternoon.
July
and
Mrs.
Al
Cotham
and
'
Sunday
Mr.
Carter.
Mrs. Peter .)cprip gavei report
mise Car"ivn
, Allobie Ha Miss Nola Moore. Mn. Hale:- like. Pearl 'Alexander mut '
children. of Baltimore, Md., were
The hospitality. included Mre- beautifuL suburban home Of Mrs. Murray, and ttis bride are making of the Homem-akers' Cam
'-•
which
.--. Rebbie St. John. Mrs. Florence Zane,. tacomb.
Mayeast
of
few
days
last
.
for a
week at
Annie Crass just
N. Y. ghe attended July 7-11 at ,coltrins'
YrilMeX14 MI'S.' S•eanh. Mrs. L - So n
their hame In Schenectady,
. _
The following article swag' writ- guests
• Milsilesid, ligrs:--1-1a-Mair-Orr. Carts- ..-/rtslhilbr--•filmh'est° 44;Mr. wit Mrs. Freed Cothani,
ity--elluttr-Diiiiitia.-1r- .:--lits7-0.--111:SeettOliffs. 4 elff--11-Se'lbe • seepe -rit 3 pleasant • '
"
bus-Belmont Park.
-tin -by Crisman. M. Pedley: editor
Miss Maxine Crouch. of Lynn
1Yri "Sue Off. Wlss Etna Matted& were Me .ind Mrs. R°de-11-•Gird" Walls Ove'rby. Miss Emily Wilaantiathering of friends ,. and neighTic next meeting will be' held of The Princeton Leader, follow- Grot.c. left Thursday morning for Mara Sue CLayton. Mrs Mddred ner. Mrs. George Gardner, Mr—2
'and
— tre - Here:lemon_ Mrs Mary Ed Me- i hors to celebrate her birthday- and IfUntbileit
August 21 at the home 'of' -Mrs. ing a trip to Murray when he
• Guthrie. Mrs. Zurinie Wilson. Mts. Mrs Manses Wofford. all of Fort coy, Hall Mrs. W J McCoy. Mrs.'the ahdmecorning of 'her ch.ldren
extended visit to Memphis,
acted at chairman of the judging Tenn. Little Rock and Eldorado..
Gcurgh.
;•
.
C"l'h gitftPdcet . Mrs- oie Mae PfellT,T. Tenn.- Mrs L. B. liooks. G. T. Bickel; Mil.'s Lula Clayton 1 from Boston. Mass.. New Jersey.
committee at'-the tobacco festival Ark., where the will visit friendS:
'Brapdon. litra Eallter Maroon. "Dee
"—WA Cstioattd'I-Oxinatnn- XF.'
Refreshments-- werryoserved- by held on July--12 for the
il
-"
o - Beaks Mrs Jaen Beale. Miss
'Calif--Mr
'
Mrs. J.°H. Branch of Humboldt,
_Opalo-Erwan. -iitrao. Bornto-s-Autess-FigniUs-seea-stimigho°° l''''"" -emu --Hottoiss--Whi.- -Wet
-.11isasty Anse Sammans.
*Beethe troetesses to tweivesomembers selecting ItlfiTs •Calroway
qua
1_,Iiircoriile.ti. ••
Tenn.. wise was the week-end guest
Menet Mrs. Maude Grogato Mn'And worida _roam st"bool se redo beige los .p...1,
t br.Rntaftpt feast
Is 'att'-ifeW Metropolis Hotel,
Waal
:No
.
and two Visitors.
to
compete
for
honors at Primed
Tortilervorrollirne Koski Jones Yu $on and Anna Yeses all of ,graftitat 'Janet Holtbro • Idea Ben Gramme sp•ead. A 't one hundred were at Mrs.- L.',S. DiUguid. Jr.. way'
• • so
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. L. Boyd,
•
Sables. Billy-Goats
Reipb. wik.04, Lou* MissoPrencee SeMen. Mrs W. W l prisent ' Those attending from corrotstimenteetat-Slandmass bridge
and Mr. Boyd, managees of the ,
Frames Erwin. Mrs- Tuut_Langstot,
•
Queens
Mrs.
'
,
•
'lewd
hotel there. She
Torturue • Slander.
"Imo ville. Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Jackson, Fox. . Mn- W. Z. Carter and Mrs. t Mun ay.were Miss Emma J . Helm
return to Mur-;
ggyen -by her hostess on Friday at
.•
Babies, billy-geese aid -beauty ray Saturday.
Nig. Vera Williams, Sadie et
• •
+arid Mr. and Mrs. Arnim! Carman.
.
W f: Medd.
one o'ciock,
s
Mr...and Mrs. Bob 'Farley spent-•
queens!
Neil. Farris. Robbre so Erosion. Mrs
Comes our turn again to express last week-end in Henderson, Tenn.,
Beulah -Erwin'
delicious' menu was served
Miss Mary Moore Windsor, whose
admiration for Murray---and the with relatives and 'attended a fando• •
follewing which _bride__ wasoplay- mairiage to lames Lassiter will be folks
down there, for the •wiy- they ly reunion:
ed and prizes_ awarded Mrs. Nat an interesting event of August 3, do things . . . Johnny Graham
Miss Carolyn Perry. of Lebanon,
was
honoree
at
a
'dinner
party
Roy
Tenn., it's a house guest of Miss .•
Ryan for hAlls Wire. and Mrs.
will bear us out this time.
which was given Wednesday evMargaret
Campbell this week.
Your reporter and Johnny went
The ening by Mrs. S. A.
Stewart for Second high.
Goodman and
Mrs. Lynville Yates and daughsA lovely courtesy to' the MarThe Women's Mose:miry- Soesety_
Robt. Bergman Miss Mary Frances Johnson at down to Murray Saturday. to ter, Zetta Ann, of Horse Cave. •
Mrs.
zinc!
honoree
of Oak Grove Baptist Church met ray Star Chapter. Order of the
judge some contests in connection
of Cincinnati were presented sifts. Collegiate Inn. The tabletwas ar- with a Tobacco Festival. John visaing her parents. Mr and Mit
Eastelif • Star., was the barbecue
ServiceServicepre
church
llk
.Wedismadag_AIRomnow-Motbe
By CHERIE NICHOLAS
ranged
in
the
private
dining
room,
helped junge a Pet show anti. CliWt Drinkard.
'
-The guest list -included Mrs. arid the birdsl
luck was: fivesa--5404ty, •
, and-belt the--Royal
•
motif was carried with another Male
Miss Patsy Charlton. of Detroit, FirahCh, Mrs.' Wells Purdom, Mrs. out
and .three ladies,
_ Mr. aim Mrs.. likayd - GS
gram Mrs 0 T Paschall was in by,
in
the
piece
cards
and
the
is visiting relatives. here /in the,
Clifford Melugiri. Mrs. Dewey Nel- lovely
program: and Mr..1 nod Mm.-George Williams
' Oahe ot the lei
centerpiece which was of tries,
and a Beauty Queen con- county for two weeks. She will at.son. Mrs Hoy Stewart. Mrs. P. W. white
y Ws: a: the Some of tholatter. Mrs. GilPselms 83 Wall ere
,.
oases with .a
miniature test,- to., name Murrars .entri'. in ”
.
-wedding of Ater eutudite
Ordway. Mira ,Marvin, %%knell, bride and groom
tend
- - -7------t-''- titled' Orr- Prayer Mrsy . Elesna istoors rettang worthy Matron*
in the cenrer. A Princeton's Tobacco
Moore oftindsor. itsts-:---,-Williams "retiringFestival. There Int"
Mts.-0. B. Scott. Mrs, Bohol delicious threeo.
iteye• sortr. --ootaeus Savesdo. Monts Mr.
.
courie
dinner,
was
,/`
were 80 Calloway County !
Bergmap. Mrs. B. 0.. Langstbro served. The
- lovelies next
,,,,, Sunday.
..
• were sea:cussed by Silo q.- T Pas- pa'to.r. of thsechapier. _
..
.
honoree was pre- •in this event
s___
. „. 1 and .was it a - Miss ...au J7 Pentecost spent::.
Mrs. M.' C. Carman, Mrs. W..'G, "sented a gift by the hostesses.
,-• -.chola,- Mrs Cerise Keen. --Mrs. the delectable -barbeetie supper
last
week
in.
ashville
with her
• • Miseel Peeono"; Mrs Henry Pas- was - served at'-iinall tables placelj
job to pick' the winner?: .
Swann, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs:
Covers were laid for Miss .Mary
Murray Woman-. -qubAimungared cousin. Mrs.,./3 Man Culp, end ahko
K. C. Frazee. Mrs. Nat' Ryiidrs. Mooftei Windscir. • MISS
gdrs. on---She sPacloos • lawn. . Flewers 1
_ -7-Erilt • Mrs Add • Pawnee_
Madge Pat- the shoW and I wilt bet
Mrs.' Kiyed Padgett and daughledd.
any ryasA. F. Yancey and Mrs. H.
- ,. Eloise Kcy.• Meg" Charlie Orr. Mrs. from; the Wilharrii garden were
Hobby'Jane..
terion,I'Mes. Tom Moore Williams. enable
_ s. .
•
sum no other such contest ter,
• -.
s- -...... :.Dis ' . tionsuersermass. --Stewards.tap sased in
. aeoraattein.
.
Mrs. Floyd Griffin, Miss flesh F90- toKnoxville. is drogue -en entry for •Prtrscetters _Hareln„..,EarleY. of
The - =ovine thd delightful
',
' '' 1, ..
sr- Sh
.
ces
spending
lassBarMiss.
Lute
his vacate% here with his
1
1
Fooshee.
Miss:
Neva
t
alu71
.
'On Mrs
and
hospitality
were
Mr.
fifth
Tobacco
.
annnal
...,
Festival
icker
•
will
ga.
..
bara 'Diuguici had guests 'for a (hey Langston, Miss Rachael Linn, be held anywhere . . . In fact, if mother. Mrs. Hoyt Farley, on South
• Tu13owing the program, a MOO Peter, Kuhn, Norma Kurir.: Mr -and
10b Street.
coca-cola party in honor of- Miss Miss Mary, Frances Johnson and the Queen contest to be held
open- •- Margaret and Buddy Bucking.ness ,sereion was held with Mrs. hk.S. Ed Fret* -1Clik. Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. S. A. Goodman.
Jamie Branch..
iog. night Of thearestival is as well/ham. Mr and Mrs. Ray BuckingCharbe Orr. prssident. presiding: Maynard Ragsdale and baby. -Mr
The table .was attractively appresented. draws as enthusiastic/a barn's children, have gone to Paris.
• Biter , the singing` of -Amazing and Mrs.' Cletus McClain. Mr and
pointed with platters Of Bore )3's
• - Grath.- • Mrs.. Dewey Smotherman- Mrs -Paul" Dill. Mr and Mrs Solon
* -crowd:. eyerybody connected With Tenn., for a week's visit with Mrs.
cocaand,
iced.
relishes'
oeutefes.
.Patsy
Shackelferd.
Shackelford.
the
event should be delighted.
•
: gae eat. Closing prayer.
c
liu
ow
ekaist:Oham's mother, Mrs. R. So
• • 4•
colas: • Informal entertainment .was Entertains
Tall, graceful. -pretty Marjorie
Mr and Mrs. A. 0 _Woods. •Mr
•
enjoyed. ' .
-and Mts. Jake Dunn. Mr. and Mrs.
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Prentice Thomas, who has been
einployed in Charlestown, Ind., the
past seven weeks, happend to a
painful accident when a 2x6 fell
and mashed his thumb severely.
,. Mrs. Rudell Parks, formerly Miss
e,„bei Thomas, returned to Louisville last week with her husband
where he is employed.
James H. Turner and wife visited
his mother, Mrs. Lizzie Turner of
near Coldwater July 24. Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Turner and Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Thomas were also
guests in the Turner home where
a delightful basket lunch VINS
served on the lawn.
Smith of Muth
Joette
Nth
street has been very ill with the
measles.
Charles Montgomery, formerly
witl the Land Acquisition department of the TVA in Murray, has
been transferred to Waverly, Tenn.
State Senator Bill Phillips was
transacting business in Murray
Tuesday. Senator Phillips, lives in
Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry DultirieY tuict
childten came in Monday and left
their little daughter. Virginia Anne,
while they made a two Weeks' trip
-'
through the. West.
Ms. Gerald F. Baker, of Kenlucky Woodlands Wildlife Refuge,
], visiting her mother, Mrs, H. B.
Braddy, and Mr. Braddy. this week,
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Nall and son,
Frank, Mrs: 'P. D. Acker, and Miss
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Darlene Hart, of Annitstant, .41a., . Miss Martha Lou Lassiter, who their home Sunday, accompanied
John Acker and daughter, Marjo- teaches school in Rio Grand, Ohio, by Miss Diuguid, who will be their
rte. Miss:Clara Waldrop, and Mrs. and is spending the summer with guest this week.
Marian Berry were visitors at the her parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Mrs. John Rowlett returned SatMammoth, Cave Sunday.
Lassiter, will leave Friday for a urday from Chicago where she has
Ben Thum
' end is visiting in ea.. week-end visit in Jonesboro, Ark, spent the past five weeks studying
lem, Ill., with his grandparents,
Mrs. William Major and son, at the Chicago Art Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holcomb.
Robert, of Chicago, are guests of
Miss Emily Wilson, of HenderMiss Nora McKee!, of Paducah, -her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. son, spent several days this week
.
with Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy Hall.
spent the week-end here with rel- McElrath.
atives.
Miss Emily CaTiTaer-s„ of Ilaidi- Itifisi'''ffiln viill assume held
The many friends of Herbert town,- was the guest Monday of as a member of the faculty in the
Art department of the college in
Smith, qf St. Louis, formerly ot Miss Suzanne Snook.
Murray. and brother of Truman , Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., is September,:
Smith of Blalock's Grocery, will be spending this week with her paMrs. D. e McConnell and David
sorry to learn of his serious illness. rents. Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Shaw, Haton McConnell will leave the
His sister. Mrs. Elizabeth Burton, of Hickman.
latter -part of the week for Cmof Metropolis, Ill., is at his bedMrs. Gordon Banks, of Fort cinnati, 0., where they will spend
side.
two
weeks with her sister, Mrs.
arrived
Monday
for
a
Wayne. Ind..
Mrs. W. S. Major and son. Bob- visit with Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Ed Sudhoff, and Mr. Sudhoff.
by, of Chicago, arrived Saturday Lovett. She will, return to her
Miss Roberta Manor is spending
ni Spend a week with her parents, home Friday night. accompanied by several days this week with relaMr. and Mrs. W. W. McElrath. They her son, Gordon Rainey, who has Lives in LaCenter.
will continue on to Hot Springs, spent, the month of July with his
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale
Ark., for a visit.
cousins„ Wells and John Daniel were week-end guests of Mrs. Jack
Beale and Miss Lute Clayton
Zeina Valentine is seriously iii Lovett.
at his home near Hera Ile is a
Roy Bartleson. of Louisville, was Beale. Mr. and Mrs. Beale will
brother of Lynn Valentine.
a week-end guest in the home of spend several days this week in
Memphis, returning to Murray to
LaDonne Mercer, daughter of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Holton.
and Mrs. Charles Mercer, is visitMrs. Herman Bradley, of Bir- complete their visit before going
ing several friends in MaVield this mingham; Ala,.was the guest Sun- to New- York. City to make their
week. She is the .guest of Mrs. day of her cousin, . Mrs. Wells home. ----- .f - /Alvis Barger.
Mr. and Mrs. Et. F. Scheeffing
Overby, and Mr. Overby.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A: Peak, of MaMr. and Mu. W. G. Swann left had as their guests recently Mr.
cOn, Tenn., were week-end guests Saturday for a vacation trie, and Mrs. A. L. Christensen of Port
of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Laisiter.
through the Smoky Mountains and Au Prince, Haiti. Mr. and Mrs.
Christensen were- returning to their
,
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Baker to the East coast.
and Pat Baker will leave Saturday
Miss Marilyn Mason 'returned mission work in Haiti by way Of
for Rockaway Beach. Mo., to speed Monday front Mobile, Ala.. where New . Orleans following a year's
several weeks. '
_she has been the guest•of friends. ,furlough spent in the United States.
Miss Mary Virginia,Jiovra
Ed Diuguid, John Rowlett, Chi.rd,---ef
Mrs. J. H. Branch and Miss Jamie
Albertville, Ala.. has accepted a Branch were week-encl - guests of ford Melugin, and Will H. Whitnel
position with the TVA and is mak- Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr. And Miss returned Monday from a two
ing her home. with Mr. and Mrs. Barbara .Diuguid. Tbey were joined weeks camping and fishing trip in
Carrell Lassiter on Poplar Street.' by Mr. Branch and returned to Glennwood Springs, Colo.
•
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A. L. Dpncan, Murray; Juanita
Moore, Cedar Grove, Tenn.* "rank
Allen Pool. Murray.
Mrs. Sherman Tyner and son of
Patients dismissed frem the Wm. JO. and Mrs. Adon Williams,
Memphis, Tenn., and her mother,
AchnissiOnii to the William Mason
Mrs. D. C. Jackson, visited Mr. Memorial Hositial during the past -Wiesen
— Memorial Hospital 'during Calvert City, are the proud parents
and Mrs. John Cohen of Puryear,
of--s lion. Billy, born this week at
the past week are as follows:
week:
the William Mason M.emerial HosTenn., last week.
Phillip
Irvan,
Murray;
Everard
C. L. Dyer, Murray; Mrs. Lemon
pitaL
Miss Eloise Hutson visited her
Hicks, Hazel; Mrs. Prentiss Evitts,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Peeler, Dexter; Mrs. R. W. -Huie, Ptu•year, Tenn.; Howard Ferguson,
inigine last -week. Tttey -attend-. -Murray; Wuoilluw Ford, -13grItort, Jolter, RI.; Geraldine Rogem-Lito
Miss Charlotte Maley, of May.'
ad church at Point Pleasant where Mrs. Anon Williams, Calvert City; wai, Idaho; Mrs. Loman Coleman, field, was the guest last week of
revival services were in session last Mrs. Errett Starks, Benton; Olga Murray; J. C. Swafford, Murray:'
Miss'Joanne Fulton.
week with the Rev. Stembridge Glang, Murray; Baby Billy Will- Mrs. Rob
Murray; Mrs. Geo.
doing the preaching.
iams, Calvert City; Wesley Hawks, Gatlin, Murray; Fred Shupe, SeSeveral from around here „at- Hazel; E. C. Mohundro, Brandon; dalia; A. L. Duncan, Murray; Mrs. ly, Ft. Henry &Tenn.. Elvis Jones,
tended the picnic at Sulphur Well Otis Kennerly, Ft. Henry, Tenn.; Errett Starks, Benton; Otis Kenner- Hardin; Bruce Holland, Murray.

Buchanan Routiq

Miss Catherine Alton of Hazel
Saturday
visited her aunt, Mrs. Linden
Smallie and family of Graiiite
City, Ill., last week. Harvey Sinai.
lie returned home with her for a
few days' visit.
Miss Anna Lou. Jackson visited
her aunt, Mrs. Alvin Futrell last
week.
Evertoia Dodd, Mr. and Mrs. Wil;
ham Grubbs. Mrs. liarrise Wisehart and daughters left for Be-.
trait, Mich., last . week. Mr. Dodd
is visiting relatives for a few days
and is expecting to rennet home
this week.
Mrs. Payton Nance and children
are planning to go to Detroit,
Mich., in the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Willoughby.
Mrs. Annie Wilson, Berrid and
Byron Wilson of Clarksville, Tenn.
attended church at Bloc4 River„
Sunday.
The protracted meeting began at
Blood River Sunday:
Mr.
s.areLidvgiseitinLgynvreililae..
Det. eanMCLIChlar.,
Lives- here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hemp Curd
and son spent Saturday night and
Sunday with her riareets. Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Morris and fitmily.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood McCormick and son were Sunday afternoon
guests of Mr. -nod Mrs. Robert
Eaves.
. Bro. Lankford filled his regular
appointment at Mt. Sinai Church,
Sunday. A nice contribution was
given to help send the gospel to
eta boys in camps.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Freeland and
sons were Sunday visitors of Mr.
and-Ates. S. J. Freeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Hathway Bury and
daughter. Puryear, Tenn., were
dinner guests. of_lir..anci_Mrs-.Ga.s.
ton Bucy. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. David Hutson and
daughters were Saturday night
visitors of Mr. and -Mrs. Rupert
Sanders and Gene.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Alton' and
children were Sunday visitor" of
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Morgues and
Jessie Evelyn.
Mrs. Annie Wheatly is on.kilte
sick list this week.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Nesbitt'and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
Hutson,
. ,Feintlay.
Olathe Moody has'recently purchased a farm from Margin Tay
:
lor. Welcome to this conummity,
Mr. Moody.
Chester lapis is home from Detroit. Mint.' 'He will return in a
few days accompanied by his family. .
Mr. and Mrs. Presson attended
church services at Mt. Siani with
Bro.' Lankford and Mrs. Lankford
and son.—"Brownie".

A

Country
- Club

Patients admitted to the KeysHouston Clinic Hospital during the
past week are, as follows._,s
Mrs. Christgoe Ramsey, -View
Concord.; Mew-4. D,-Wall, Murray;
Mrs. M. G. Forrester. Murray;
Charles Ogden, Murray; Miss Julia
Alford, Millingsburg, ta.; Mrs.
John Outland, Hazel; Mrs. Lon
Dilday, Golden Pond;. Mrs. Clarnee Landham. Murray; less Lura
Hughes, Murray; Mrs. Henry Edwards. Hardin; Carl Kingins, Murray; Mrs. James Kindred, New
Concord: Billie
Marberry. Murray; Conley Watford. Fort Henry,
Tenn.; Mrs. Joe Duke, Benton;
Mrs. Newt- Edwards. Ahno; Mrs.
Jack Bailey, New Concord; Mrs.
George Boaz. Murrav, Rafe Jones,
Murray; Mrs,, Napoleon_ Parker.
Hazel.
Patients dismissed during the
past week included the following:
Mrs. Christine Ramsey. New
Concord; Mrs. J. D. Wall. Mu
Mrs M.'-a.--Forretiter, Marra
Charles Ogden, Murray; Miss Julia
Alford, Millingsburg, Ga.; Mrs.
John Outla,nd. Hazel; Miss- Lura
Hughes, Marray; Mrs. Henry Edwards, Hardin; Carl KingIns Mos
ray; -Mrs. James Kindred. New
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• For the est three iutd_one-half years I have tried to
make you thk kind of Ceunii); Cóuit Clecicayou would
appreciate an4waito endorse, clichlte-State Auditor
his ktter,1,irhich I published on
of" RublicAcc unts
,-whereirk-Ite-re—eeignitect-and
„
ihe efficient and.economical plan
o'cmplientd perition in_the County Court Clerk's office.\
Throughout,this campaign. I have clearly and hon--"eltly stiteitinycae.to you. You, and you atone, are the
ury. . e vet t is an your an
Ju ge
rest my case with you.
'-,„
gratitude and appreciation, I remain,
With

0

I.

•;

Concord; Billie Marker',murr
Mrs, Jae -Mike, Benton Mrs. Newt

Zdvrarda. Alino.

GOLD MEDAL, 24-lb. sack .... 99c

Did yckt ever eat pickles put up
irr-ice tea? Wouldn't you like to?
Mrs. Mary Kathryne Orr returned home several nights ago to
eat supper. She asked her mother,
11 rs. Lama Fanner,
,,r
for some ice

PILLSBURY BEST, 24-1b. sack.. 99*

45.

27c

.T
17
1_c1G31-1T
bs.
F
u
R.E2N1c
CH3.1bs.60c SPO

MILK 3 tall or 6Casrmnaaltliocnans 25c

COUNTRY
J'tall or 6 small cans
CLUB

COFFEE Kirogern'sd

Kroger's
Thiron -

Cc.an
Club

23

with Vitamin B1 920-oz. 1 CC
CLOCK BREAD Enriched
G loaves
Twisted and Sliced
CIDER
VINEGAR

DOG FOOD
GRAPEFRUIT 2 No. A
JUICE

WM

Bulk
Gallon
Qt. bottle 10c

LAD DRESSING.
Embassy% brand
Quart jar

- Red -Newt
3.1-Ill,

15c MACKEREL Tau alm 1

RAZOR BLADES, Gale
10 double edge or 7 single edge
3-LB. CAN
1 -lb. can 20c
CHEWING GUM
Popular brands

3 packages

Cut from choke beef
CHUCK CUTS

BEEF IWAST

POUND

234

FRANKS LB. 15c.
Round or
Sirloin

Cut Frau Choice Beef
POUND

BEEF STEAK

Country Club
THURINGER

C. Cleft Assorted
• LUNCHEON MEATS

Nita
Large
Pound

PICNIC HAMS, C. CIO;
Short shank
Pound

25c *BOLOGNA

COTTAGE
CHEESE

Pound

10'c

WIENERS

Skinless
Pound

RIBS
25`' SHORT
of BEEF
15` CELERY "T" gelk

•

Pickle Pickei

Sugar Cured
BACON SQUARES

Pound

27c,
15c

Pourad 19c
Picnic

&,1s_JLd

YELLOW

LARGE

BANANAS

Fruit Decorated
KED HAMS

35

POUis'

6C

tea,eritir6—ali610011-•'fanning

some of
the prettiest pickles one has .eve
seen. But, when she started looking for the ice tea! There was
none. The poly thing to be lound
was a pitcher of vinegar.
Now what was the matterZ -.You
tell us. The pickles werelaTped
in ice tea. Not one large
But
several:- too.
•Oh well! They looked Mighty

•

your friend
eeftee.
eel*

ORANGES

•

NO. I
'IS-POUND PECK

WATERMELONS

According .to Information received lay leading merchants- today
the silk hosiery situation is abOut
to undergo- a change. 'The telegram „read as follows: "Duee--10
Japanese eonditicins all silk hosiery
ills haes entirely withdfawn their
tines from 'sale. This aso includes
it
distributors.- The telegram wits
signed by S. Hoffman. the largest
.roker for silk hosiery in .Anieriia.

•

Pound

Dozen

POTATOES

0 &tic. Hosiery to
Go Up Predicted

..(.../Zaw•tet-

•••

•

GUARANTEED FOODS

Clinic Hospital Notes

To All The Voters In
Calloway County:

I HELLO, WORLD1,1

Hos-pital News

JAR TOPS

1Mae
9c

Dozen

Standard
FRUIT.
,SOCKTAIL- 1.4
1

1 an 1.0c

CRACKERS
country C;ub
'TOMATO JUICE

Grown
Wesco
2-1b. box
46-oz.

ir
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FIRST- CHRISTIAN -.Cellitt It
Llisrles Thomason. pastor
alSUNDAY SERVICES:
• Church School-9:30 a. tr. W.
R Mesr. superintendent. Regto
• lair attendance. especially in the
Childreres Divisioo,' will inittee
. that .no imperta.el le-cs-SPO is Missed
forever.
•—
Morning Worship-10:50 a. m.
, Berman topic: -*You Need Re•
ligion'
- WershiP-7:10 P. mSermon topic: "Sins- of Omission".
Thige.is the last of a series of ser•
be Mistakes."' mons on
TheseMens Fellowship- his susaild
July
for
.
pended meetings
August.
The pastor has_beett tsc,t1
-Calton- -101-loseint the services Of
Blinds): -During his absence there
will be Ribie Seh-WE- followed be
thd lednitei Supper ea•c
Pseaching service. if
-• morning.
• available, will be announced;
regular.--inopthly mseeir._: of
r. 1d
-the Church &lard witt t
this evening at 6.30 oe..lisek

NEW PLAY TO BE
PRESENTED AT
COLLEGE AUG. 8

Offieers and helpers
Mid-week meeting every Wellc& evening et "eiliOeeiseducted
by various gronps of members.
These meetings are proving to be
!sleet helps to all those Who attend them,
The church.and pastor cordially
invite every one to worship here
to do. so
Sam P. Martin. pastor -

_the__ time_Yka
to pretend to be sick so you
wouldn't have to go to thE office—
or perhaps If you have [lever been
tempted, you know those who
have. This is the case of cranky
Monsieur Argan, the imaginary invalid in the comedy by the same
name, to be presented by Sock
sind Buskin in the Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium. August' 8 at 8:14 p. m. In
case of -inclement weather, the
play will be.presented in the college auditorium.
Moliere Was the greatest of
all French' pLaywrites and ranks
second only to Shakespeare. "TheImaginary Invalid" was the last
play he wrote, some say the best;
and -Sock and Buskin is proud to
present to you a play by one of
the greatest playwritas --Led - all

CHURCH..OF CHRIST
C. L. Frasels. Minister
Lord's Day: Bible Study at 9:45:
worship at 10:45 a.,m. end 7:30 p.
m.
_Wednesday: Ladies' Bible -clam
meets at 3 p. m. Prayer _Vint"
ing etts 7.30 - •
The sermon topic for Sunday
morning will be: "How Escape
Si'. "Sanctification" will be the .
topic at the evening service.
gtl, gflag. gtlagzi
1ST CHURCH NOTES)

Sunday. August 3. Oil
-e-thetria- of the sermons of the
-Cireat-Otiadears" and the ,subject of the
reornirre.- sermon will be 'Some1.
Gardens of the Billie-7—
At the evening hour the subject
will be "Sonee Mountains of the
Bible." These two subjects .xleal
"-HC-H
.
CHI
-FIRST RAPT/ST
With. the great „outdoors.•
•
1
•-.4lTul is oer Communion Sunday
rse" -pastor, will preach at the and we invite, all of God's people
morning -hour using as his `theme • • -shafe with us the Holy Sacra."'HINDRA.NC,ES TO THE PRAYER
relent
..
`
„ LIFE".
-- The :Vacation Bible School. will
'prta•ch at begat Monday - morning. August 4.
GoUgh
the evening hour in the absence tt 9 iecfeek and- all children of -the
of the -pastor who is-beginsittrg a preen. regardless. ef destotninaBrother ttPris. sre-itectied -to attend ste eelmeeting With
revival
Gough in." his Chapel Hill -chiirch. eions.- whiele. will contintie thasoete
Church school with - el/ewes—foe FActay. August 9.
The third quarterly conference
all ages ttnder the -direction 'of
. feithfurtlliecrS'aprteachers. Each will be held ere_Wedneadey
--Tplitate room for August 13. and tbeitkoard of stewclam nieekTerrs
.
the 'Study of the .Bdale .leslon 'for ards request_ the cooperation 'ofevery member of the Church that
the day.
Training Union meets at 13-45 they may gontinue their -good
---avery- age begin- record of meeting all obligations
e....with a uaion fU
' nine with the Story .Telling Hour in full each-quarter.
We invite all • visitors, and
The. MUM is
lby./aIthtu I

•

-

Peach Week Will
Start August

Alit CORPS

ir

HAZEL NEWS

opened and at:in-heed refreshment,
fell
the
-were scripted
guests: 51114 Mautk- Walker
Goldie Edwards, Mrs. Helen
Mjo A:the Dunn. MA. Cla
White and children. Mrs. Lo
Rains. Mrs.-:- Olga, Freeman. Mrs.
purge Grubbs) Sirs Koska Jones.
.Mrs. D. C. Clanton. Mrs, Cl.vide
Anderson._ Mrs. 'Charlie Robartscai
of Murray. Mrs.-Vernon Janie% of
Puryear.. Mrs. Mice- Jones. Mrs.
Herdic. Filiff7llars. William Osborn.
Elizabeth
Ann Hernia
-Misses
Jiiriis and Hazel Jones. arel the
honoree. i
Cons ersville Methodist Church
Members Bold ..Nteet
Con,
- lit.thbers and friends'be t
,SALES •OF .!ELT 211
met
yersville•elif.140(nit.TOTAL HF.,AD.-.1-.113 '..
Wednesday of last week to make
i CattIC: fging f.-el steers. -10 0.;".i 110-PaxatiOus for 'the revival meet,
Ill 50..noillt offered. shart-fterstrere- 1111g,.which began July IT. •
1-9504.1050' gran tat steers. 90041 l' ,Among those present were Mr.
fat
.
:
,
and Mai Tom Bradtey. Mr. .Ind
10.15. 'baby _Waves,
cows. g SO4. i 50; - can rs and cut- Mrs. Herburt Parker. Mr. and Mrs.
's. -.-- 4.3K2S; - Bali: 11.30111110: Jas., Smith. Mr, and Hrs. 13111.
Mall. Mr. and Mrs. _W. G. Houer,
,--Is cattle. 70&i, 1000: mall
• - ,.
e. -Mrs BI,,ley
Mr -'-Ethel 1...lrenc.
'- he:id. 4500:o 115 00
Sheep: -Reitr,a•-;;;g -Tints. 1070: Sykee's Mr an Mts. Pat Carraway.
chum spring larr.trs. 1009: throw- Mrs. Con way , -Jackson. "..-. Mr. .ind
- ....-'Citllop---Rratlicy: -ifter--fralt-s. T..6..r9.0:.- Yeah: - No" ve.a.h. 11 70: Md. 2 son. Frank Smith. Sue.' Brad -ey.
Dorhoothy: MeSwain- and Errs'tine
•als, 1000: thrbwouts, g 20.:,soo
_. .
Hog,: 180-115 lbs. 'Ills: 200.-230 Petty.
••.1.—••••••
--1 10., - 1113. 215-275 lb .11.90; 280-300
E.-,Dallas Miller wjli leave Thurs- 1..e... 10-40: over 3(10 lbsi 1040: 'ISO--; -lbc---10111: 120-146 lbs.: 1(150: day on a three weeks' vacation
-_
..altido'Dotroit. New
rouitlia,
-Ctty, -and- whits In Cr_oada.
Comments: Market 25
from week - Dorothea,. Miller will return hirfie
till 'ream'
Ise more ore- .
,
.
Tuesday' -ffomeras visit. to Orraha
-agor--• '•
__
.
-Sioux
•
and- Lincelh:
,
.
.
.
Flattery is sift soap and soh Rapids,- Iowa.
•
Mrs Paul ilendnx and childrats.
soap is 90'; lye.
Erni:int-17Eu and Patsy'ofMurray.
and Miss Saltie Wiltrarns-rd-Crahl•
Ile were sowers ther pail .weak
of- Mrs, sw511 miller.
-Mr. and Mrs' Lester Witsr.n and
Myra Jo of Louisville. - spent *e
week:end. in - Hazel with relatives.
Pvt. James E. Hutson of .Camp
n • days
.
Shelby. Miss, spent seve7
wit!' his saither, Mrs. Lida Hutson
a •
- Geneva.
and sister; .
•
Pvt. James E. Hutson. Mrs. Lula
-Hit‘on and Geneva were d.nner
guests of, Mr. arid
rhpoit arid "farnily Tuesday. •
• 50i..-1//1 Dick and children of
Whitlock. Tenn.. were the ,thnner
guests dl Mrs. Lula Hutson Sun0.
day. ,
'Private :Tarries E. Hutsori ei-ritlald
trias" sister. Airs. Dell Dick 01
.
Whitlock Sunday night.
Pro0triel
Tenn.,
•
Mts.
"G. A.
St "Ptiryhar,
fled.' Parte, Tenn... and Finis
herford 'of near LOuisville,
ests tln the home of Mrs.
were
- ntb-.
herford rete
t FInfg—
PATIAL
.••
"isle
in the borne of
has-been a gu
Pur- I
W.
Hoopi:r,
Mr. and Mrs.
year. and Mr.. and"Ms, W. M.4
Paschall of Hazel..
•
Mrs. „Gators W.Ison
rlau.O.ter. Nancy Dawn. left'-last
frit their home in Indls•
:isle after ..npeosleat fire wetior In
the brene oe her husband's. parents.
Mr, and-tHs: Alison Wilson and
'F.-111ankesiskip.
l
Our revival at Mt. Hebngiristo'sed
Friday night with eight- uniting
with the chtirch. The pastor received a big "pouridin4"- al;a on
FridayKirksey
Next._ Sunday: Church school at
19 a. m-: preaching at 11 a. n.;
There will be no evening service
since_ the _pastor will leave or-Par\to
sons, Tenn.. Sunday. aft.
assis-itLiut a revival al that
'

Murray Livestock
Co. Market Report

to ask for yolir support snd vote.
Some I. hnve missed .for-rfirioini
reasons. I am taking -this means
to ask your vote for this office.

The Office-4-Citi7adire71eerts&mfer- witty will
experience
mete justice to nil alike. Twenty years
,thitt citizen
a
as
record
a
and
as_a_law enforcer,
qualshould
dltmtice,
cleanlinesnan
for
has stoOd
ify me to make you an acceptskle Judge.
will work I will appreciate your ,./zte and
earnestly.and

consistently to merit your confidence.
Respectfully,.

P. F. WATERFIELD

sasair

erms.

Sunda
. . ,y,August 3d
8 P. M.
at'Murray'Ai

r

4 MILES SOUTH OF MURRAY -- ON HAZEL ROA
• STUNT FLYING ••.•PARACHUTE JUMPS
CCAWLE-tgr.•.rA9C4AM- T 41..5U-ISPOWti

LA RIDES

A FAL Afteritoon of Skill, Daring, Fun, amt.BreaksTaking Entertainment?,

lAdmission 50c Per Car - e • -Plen_67 of Parking-SPAIWT1

lor

• •
• •

THE FOLLOWING PRICE SCHEDULE

Effective August 1st
Called For and
- Delivered Price

•.

czyre -

•

Since making my announcernent
for City Judge of the City of
Murray I have endeavored to see
eacti of you perionitlY to discuss
with you my qualifications- and

Due To Price Advances In Materials And Labor The
Cleaners Of Murray Are For—iitle

•

Them.is Still on to put a MAN in the•
-lerles-office-for 4 years.
t
County Court,

rOund, use. _
greatly flattered. but
Oral 15.
The Peach Producing Industry
reeds with her recommendations
- 0o-paration . of 'newslite full c
(that his arm be amputated, etc.), and the Food reticles Industry of papers and raaio stations is being
he develops a healthy doubt as to Kentucky, are cooperating with the
to publicize this cooperawhether doctors are always to be Surplus Marketing Administration enlisted
trusted. Toinette then turns her of the United Suites Deportment tive effort. In addition to news reattention to the lovers. , She per- of Agriculture in this educational leases and recipes for canning and'
stales M. Argan to make a test of consumer campaign to increase the preserving of peaches on the home
hi family's devotion by passing consumption of peaches by every- economic pages Of papers, radio himself off as dead. Angelique's one.
stations will hate programs and
Mars-teeemotner;
With i ibillidant crop In pros- spot announcements promoting 11W
gery Price, quickly lays aside her
apblicity will
peach exports drastically campaign. All this
pose of flattering love, and re- pect. and
help to increase sate3-and profits
increasis
it
war,
— •
marks that it's a good riddance. curtailed by the
for stores tying-in.
Angelique weeps in sincere regret, ingly important to the economic
displays featurattractive
Build
and M. Argan springs up. resolved security of the nation, and the
ing fresh peaches. Also feature
to be head of his house himself prosperity of the South. that we
combination buys — a
special
of
consumption
haphis
daughter's
and safeguard
increase our home
BUSHEL OF PEACHES offered
piness by allowing her to marry FRESH PEACHES now.
with the right amount of sugar
the man she loves.
It is a challenge to our, retailers and, cans or jars for home-canning..
marare
peaches
Others in the cast are: Mary_ to see that these
Very truly yours,
Gresham,Catherine Hays, and Em- keted, and that none are wasted.
Elmus Beale.
ma Sue Gibson. The production Through advertising methods, merSeely. Chamber of Commercec
is under the direetion of Mesa chants can encourage consumers to
Murray. Calloway County, Ky.
Helen -Thornton with Reba Dunn make 'the best possible use of this
as student director. Words, action, abundant, healthful source of food.
The real secret of how to use
and costumes will be in the style
EACH AND EVERY RETAILER
of • the 1000s. So come out in IN THIS AREA should join in this time is to peck it as you would
the cool night's breeze, relax, and educational campaign encouraging I lx)rtmanteau, tilling up the small
enjoy one of Moliere's master- housewives to crowd their menus.
.all things.—Sir Henspaces witTtiant
pieces. _
.
with fresh peaches and to can and ry Haddou.
preserve a- good aupply-ia.-theic

-This grand old classic revised
for amateur theatricals is the story
(l .Argan Played hy Bogard - Dunn,
Who imagines he has every ail,
nient he ever heard of. and is a
ifilit-mine for his unscrupulcits;
National pifach 'reek will get -doctor and druggist. He even plans under way in Calloway 'County.
to A,marry his daughter -to'a dull
young doctor so he will always
, ;74cor7eliirgdtotheof15tAhug
grk
the
rouw
have a physician handy.
A
Peach Growers Association.
I
the
Bdt
daughter),
Angelique
ers its Murray, to worship
meeting was held Tuesday afterbk
Mary
played
Elizabeth
Roberts
us
they hug no 'Other
at the County Agent's office
of Murray. has already fallen mad- noon
church home.
with Mr. Stengil, of the Governly in Roe with a• chivalric young
ment, J. A. Downs of Murray, W.
man 'named Cleante, played by
Miss Mary *whet West
Citctrr SERVICES
D. Perdue of IS.iricsey. 'Otis EldThomas Earl Martin of Murray
Honored With tarty .
Pasiehall.
ridge. . - a. - m., Church - ,Miss Mari Rachel 'Vest wes When her father fells' her of - his /110etay: 111-ek Trevathan of Stone
)
14
Monparty
a
matrinioniar
with
aerangernents
complimented with
school:- 'I viva] services begin day afternoon at the hutne of her Thorriaa. played by Jesse Darnell. attending. Plans-were Outlined to
have slogans placed in all stores
with the 11 o'clock services with parents. Mr. and Ma-s. Henry Wee!
igelicaue
imagines that he is with the -local Scouts egoPeratipg
the Rev. M. I.. Davis ws the Telrival in Welt' Razereiin honor of 'heel s eking of Cteante and Str'asittlret in'an effort to call attention to
him she will marry as her papa
preacher. Worship and work with twelfth birthday:
the peach as a food essential to
us in this Meeting..
She. received a number of nice wishes. When. she discovers that National Defense.
several it is Themes, she' swears the will
sending
After
The Church schools of .Dettter. gifts.
Below is a letter being sent out
Hardin. (Hive. kerd Union Ridge hours in-playing games nice. re_-_ 'go into a convent rather than by the Chamber of Commerce in
fre.shmints were -.served to the marry him. Cleante appears and and effort to Coordinate the interWill meet at 'the regular hour
A--weissorne awaits you at•elF
following guests: Miss Romottie pretends to be a substitute music est in fruit in this county:
Ci ell of Louisville. Miss Joyce Mai master, and the two manage to
our oirtoces,
ALL :RETAIL- FOOD
'Hill of Mayfield,- Misses Jo Eva make love under herefather's very
sirs OF CA14.0W4Y,
cracirru and Jani Weatherford. Billie June ,ye in a charming bttle scene.
. COUNTY:
The loyal servant. Teapette. playJones,opeverely Ann Cole and the
Lax.
All retailers of FRESH PEACHES
ed_by Ernesr
Corseerel
Wilh—Thie"CM
T- IC)
"-u-hirresolves to. ing her master-tee/11s Iire.
next'Sunday tuurning at 11 o'clock.
senses, dresses up as a noted doc- operative Fresh Peach Campaign
Servicei will be--held at 1045 and Miss Lula Pasrhall" Meowed
August
through
7
August
tor. and comes to call. Argan is scheduled
7:45 _for 10 days. Fir. V. A De- With Surprise Party
Miss Lula Paschall of Puryear.
Shazzo of Memphis.•Tenn., will be
Hit' preacher. Bro. DeShaszo held Tenn.. was honoree of a lovely
the meeting at Goshen about 4 surprase party and shower, Friday;
oun, giv•-n b th Missionary
f'ern.
years ago.
which .she is a member
Services at Lynn Grove at S p. Society of
has just Moved int.) I
Mr. Max Hurt vedl be the Miss Pasthail
pl.
ber___begaliful pew Boone at the.
-speaker.
of -Ptiryear---40,--the —Hegel 1
Chula-Sellrehi.
Highwayr Mrs. D. C. ..Clanton"iras in
r
charge 4 the entertainment for ,
'
-7
HIRKSKY. CIRCUIT

Aul-

'I

31, 1941

1

Cpme To --7:----CtiVRCH

•

THURSDAY, JULY

TIMES._ XURR.AY, KENTUCKY

Suits cleaned and pressed'
Suits pressed
Coats & vests cleaned & pressed
Pants cleaned and pressed
Overcoats cleaned and pressed

75c
40c
40c
35c
75c

Ties cleaned and pressed
Sweaters cleaned and pressed
Men's hats cleaned & blocked

10c

75c .
.. 45c
.
-Ladies' hatIclea
• . 75e
--presses, plain
75e
Ladies' suits, short costa ..
40c.
.-• • • • • •
Ladies' skirls— •
40c
..•,
Blouses
Ladies' coats, plain ........ 75c
. $1
Ladies' eicati,.jwirst:_miled
Jackets':s104.4;,..-.....•',.,, '40e - .. •

,

60c
30c
30c
30c
60c
10c
2r-401k

60c

•"

•6Pc
90c
•..30c
90c
40c.
$1.15_

Jackets, anode • • • • • • • • •
50c
...
:
Gloves
41,25
• Evening dresses
.....90.;ic
Velvet street dresses
White suits, dresses 15c higher. White pants 10c higher.:

BOONE CLEANERe
JONES CLEANERS
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
PASCHALL CLEANERS
COY MODEL CLEANERS
ir e47cifiveciat
iot at lonie
Modisi
Coy auGaw

Private James. E, Hution returned'to his rnilltary training' in camp
pelby, Miss., after spending seven'
/awe
.
days with his mother amt
•
folks.'

_

Cash and
Carry Price

•

:etleereeee"

etu,
n d Tuesday
datyurfr
xceL
7014
y_ !Iircii
a
4if,

,L ,Rourita.f.

when

•

AIN

•
••••

•

r

• .1

•
am-

,

•

•111,••••

•

I.

•

• "'es•••5
_

• ei

11111116.

•

refir4~~/erri•07€-FiNegihefediVisKirns.
••••.--4•01.•••••••••,1•••••••1•••100.••••••••...

•
•
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• What Will You-AchievejtTo you—young man—young woman—are you taking advantage of every opportunity to improve your moral and financial standing for the
auttwo? Do you not have idle moments that you could utilize in earning extra money that will help you morally and financially?
To you--Mr. Married Man—are you satisfied with your present income? Is it sufficient to give your family the necessities of life? Could you
not use some extra money earned during your spare moments—moments that are otherwise wasted?—to your good advantage?
To you—Mrs. Married Woman—even though you have your household dirties to care for and have a comfortable living...NW Sodt yourooilF
to the mere necessities of life? Have you not longed for an opportunity to earn some extra pin-money during your span,Isammigol
To Everyone--who wishes to increase their income
for just your spare time!

and Wis.*at icrareendition: The Lesigir & Times offers yostAkat oppitladtv
_ _

-

the ages isve been accomplished by men and women during spare momenta. Tboy Ood's vision—a dream
--and backed it with their spate time 'effort, and received a bountiful harvest as a reward in the end ... Too eanoot achieve that which .
you do not believe! Are you big enough fir-Otalte your dreams come true?

of
Some of thi IrostAighiemonto
_

S Your Income Sufficient For Your Needs?
I.

Could you use $50, $75, $150, or $aoo? Even if you have enough for daiiy seeds, wiry limit yourself to the mere necessities of life? The
siounts you waete could be used to earn money that would add tit Your,csifort 'adisrplkinsure. The Ledgec & Times offers you a splendid
opportunity to incregse your earnings tharkig spare time. The work La pleasant and educational, as well as renumerative. It will not take
pan too Viong from home, requires so ilptsadr-Waming or capital-ear-PAO You in proportion to your efforts.

•401009

-CAPITAL PRIZE
XIIIAORDINAR

•

bt,TitA ArariEs

44:hoetl- riberN-I-otes Free for Every New
"Yearly Subscription Secured During the

11

•

FREE VOTING COUPON
, In ThilrigTiize:Winning
1:kettiftor 100 Votar--:_::_

CASH

Miss, Mr., or Mrs.
Address
This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of the
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"Big

enough to Jake

•
•
: If your honest awer Would- tIte that-you write- lien- _Heed's name
r ballot opposite the name of Hall
stamp
there, ttien may I ask the •ion
.
Iliod 7
- We all have a full, man-sized and woman-Aced job before us. It' will' be
Progressively harder to--hold on to those old time- conscientious scruples that
were made a part of us at our inothOrst knee. If the reactions of t h e war of
1918 may be taken as. a criterion, then we must pray much and live close to our
citizen is not
conscience, or we will be swept* down strea•rn. Your job as
finished with your vote. The officers you elect must be right`t4 heart, willing,
good,,gnnd thinking'
and able to do the job, and you Must back them up with
jurors and a healthy public sentiment. It is true of all of us that 'lie profits
,in
most who serves the best," whether in .our work, our schools, our office,4<r
.\ .

•' Thanking you again, lam,

„
SINCERELY.

care of you - small

HALL HOOD

_

enough to be aweee of you"

In check

our churclie:s.

of Murray
1-

I moat

lawless eleme.nt.. in the county?.

Whether or -not a thing lasts depends.
on how•it was built. The Bank of, Mairay's banking business wasbuilt
from• a solid foundation over- a-40V'.
period of time. The materials
we're wise judgment, ',paid practice
and public confidfnce.
- '
'wffir
US

.

'

If I were. CoutitaLJudge. sheriff Clerk, or one of the/Magistrates, which
s.
of giving me the, most assistanceI
u
%
apable
of these men Would be'
_.
confidently rely upon to oppose crime
Id
Which o-f these
the
and criminals, and which aotilkI depend upon to deter and hold

PFIIIVIANENCE
_
'DEPEN
. . DS ON STRUCTURE .

BANK

of the Candidates can best serve me ind the people of the county

.1•••••••MI.1.41MINot
'
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MURRAY
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SHOPPING

SATISFY THAT
BUYING URGE
NOW!

PUBLISHED BY THE -CALLOWA:Y PUBLISHING CO PANY, PUBLISHERS- CIO THE LEDPER & TIMES

Cast•
_ -A—Real American L. _
and Slrts Outfits Calloway to Selpet Its Slacks
Styled for Every Occasion
OfficersIsturday
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

•

LARGE VOTE LS
EXPECTED-MBE
CAST IN RACES-

tarty in the jailer's race where
there is a multiplicity of gentlemen offering.

The city race for mayor,
council and city judge has created
much interest during the closing
days with the old council offering
for re-election with one exception. Two are entered for mayor
and four for city judge..
Calloway County will march to
hi checking the records it
She polls Saturday to once again found that there are 111013 regisproclaim its choice for officials. tered voters with 10.754 listed as
With one of the largest.list of can- Democrats and 927 as Republicans
didates evbr offered and pertfeu- with 2ff as Independents and two
Prohibitionists. The records alsb
•
reveal that 7.179 voted in the last
It is predicted that this
Glasses Make you -gel; oldt .sleetion
number will run much higher this
time due to so many candidates
Find beauty in modern Ones! canvassing
the county. For, the
convenftvice of voters and those
Glasses have undegone radical who widi to follow the voting, bechanges in construction within the low is listed the hexer through the
last few years. You cant find the
kind to complement your natural county and city.-1- There-Taw-Ate
chanm: Priers are reasonable_ Come precincts in the county and five In
the city. nalsing a *Anal of 25 preon In and look them over.
cincts. They are as follows:
cnontg—*__W, ronerwel
cord, N. Concord. S. Liberty, N.
Liberty, neater. Alm°, Jackson,
'N. Brinkley, S. Brinkley, Lynn
Registered
Grove. Harris Grove. S Swann, N.
Swann, Faxon, W. Hazel, E. Hazel.
OPTOMETRIST „.
Fair. Providence, Kirksey.
At Parker's Jewelry `Store • City-L-N. E. Murray. W. kfuriuy,
S. W. Murray. N. W. Murray.

r-Vote In The Primary Sat
TO CALLOWAY VOTERS—

!!
.,
:.,

of Statewide Interelt

Never-in the-history of America have we been face
face with—a more critical situation than. tbe-one in
hich America finds herself today. Our future at this
me seem fraught with many grave dangers — both
-within ond---without.--blevar in-tha.lvistnity_of_ o
tion has the need for the right kind of leadership
en greater than today. Where will the leaders-14 of
morrow come from? It will come from Calloway
unty, not just our Calloway County, but from all
e *counties of out great America. These future. leadare -the- leaders--of--our small communities today.
oters,' don't lose sight of the fact that our leaders ire
ur ehoice at the polls!
-Calloway's election on Saturday is important, im°tient to Calloway and 'important to the American
-ay of life. Wt, the rank and. file of America,'we individuals who have just one-vote to cast, are very important. Our-one vote.goes a long way to make up the
balance in the scale of justice. This is no time for per-- nal- likes and dislikes--no time. to grind personal
xes. We Must look at each candidate and weigh him at
er in the scale,of, justice. We must decide, in our
own minds, who will make the best official and who,
by his or her election, will ifass on tufuture administrative'pasivwith the best interests--Ileople At
mare by
heart. Let is not,We-Waged by "talk", or
friends, or influence for personal gain through friend.
i(hinvor_faysiaiiim._1.et us judge carefully for the Tom,m-o•14 good, for we, tiftiir'elL are ..95e eift,mt go
'Election promises are like pie crusts—easily. becoken1 ayond,. to the candidate/himself' to
-Acoust-lonk )
his record; to his ambitions; to his place n the-iuture
'of the American -way of life that is in such a precarious
•'t •
,
:position just now!
and
each
privilege„of
and
duty
solemn
the
is
It
•
every free American Citizen to go to the ballot box and
i_talit his vote without fear or favoritism and as his own
'good judgment wills.. Let us.do just that. Let us all do
_last that! The selfish interests always -vote. We gook
— unselfish Americans -must-vote if we are-to survive! ..
DAY, AlAil,IST 2, I

"Jook-joints", "honkey-tonks",
other lawbreaking retail beer outlets mw
.
_______Ara,tedentucky's • $20,000,000 losoliiiid
- .
rte.-

see is a wholesome beverage, and the makers
of beer insist that it be sold under equally
wholesome conditions.
- .
Kent1udcy's

beer industry, therefore, wants all
undesirable retail beer outlets eliminated entirely. Accordingly, we are cooperating with

suite sad'local law -enforcement officials to
assiatiiin-wholesome conditions wherever beer
---

• •-•

-

BOK

THE voguefor slacks
thrt outfits
•a• and _os
has developed into one
of the most significant.
outstanding movements in the field of
modern costume dtt
a_ •
,sign. Beginning some
mere experiseasons ago as
ment, the new Mode of costume today flings a Challenge to desigagrs
te-Ttetribetr-iseet-ttrir snevernent
that it,. advancing in leaps and
bounds to unqualified acceptance
by women everywhere, women who
recognize the chic, the comfort and
the ease that slack- costumes Offer.
A few season, ago the wearing of
slacks was restricted to certain
time, place and occasion and if you
ventured beyond a prescribed program you were made to feel conNowadays slacks cosspicuous.
tumes are so generally worn, nothing less than a whole wardrobe of
slacks is required in order to keep
up with the social and fashion demands of the ,times.

!P R-1,1 N0L
Juice Laxative

We invite you to help in this public-spirited
"clean up" effort, by (1) patronizing_ only
reputable beer retailers; and (2) reporting
any disorderly outlets to enforcement officials
or to this committee.

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
1152 Starks Building. 14ritrolle, Ky.

, Iltrerter
'
FRANZ F DAT 'fill FS T1', ch.

PUSHED IN COOPERATION WITH TIlE IJIIITTO

satmtss MOUSTRial. FOONDATIMI

•t••••••••Wevl.IMIK•dl.•oeM•••••••••
'
••••••11=1•M••••M

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRYIn All Modes
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pen & Pssten Sets - Dianst Sets
Silverirare'
West Side

Relieve Constipation
thrilling inintifest and so wide In
scope_ it _eggs". through frens,gida!
up to atin410 all through Abe $t
--houra-4ircatentlar
And so, while the vacation spiriYoull
Is going strong throughout the nation, fancy turns to cool Bleck
streamline types such as the trim
suit pictured to the right. Tallqred
with precision and cut to give the
style-correct streamline silhouette,
this is a type that makes instant
appeal to bestidressed women.
Over this smart outfit the wearer
tosses one of those short wool jackN.
ets, the rage at resorts this ruin-

DROP IN, SOON
NOU'LL -LOVE ITI

1

SAYS.

Iron sulphate scattered on the
ground under rosebushes ill some.
times.drive away rose bugs. After
icattering crystals soak the soil
well.
• • •
Colored clothes need a litUe special care in laundering. First wash
them in regular soapy, *arm water, then rinse them thoroughly 'in'
lukewarm water (clear) and then
through two rinses oiscold water.
Shake out and hang up to dry in the.
shade.
•••

I

contains fre.iii prunti
Juice. It is a scientifically hoirog
milted emulsion of prune juice and
ral-oil fortified-did&'
thalein. Does the three tkhiga
ineicesilary to relieve constipation.
Softens waste matter, lubricates
Intestinal canal, gently stimulates
intestinal muscles whose action is
so important to effective bowel
- — tnovements. Pianol slat helps restore normal mascular 'Strength...
n* griping or irritation from Prune!.
!Rrunoi provides relief or your
,, . •roney is refunded. For children.
• ;expectant mothers and elderly
j {people.
I
Pruaol conies' in tuo eiZPS. 60e
• I
,....
""'•_./ ler $1.00. Sold and guatsnteed by—
Dale & Stubblefield, Murray.

i

''An antique high-boy se a
In the same category as this eld-lashimied dr.
"classy" slacks suit are the exquisitely tailored jacket and ale
41.91111:119604161_1------

.

(telt incleded)
'Weer Mee (tax included)

261

When you come to Louisville, make it a point to drop.
the
in for luncheon, dinner or supper-dancing at
enchantingly beautiful Bluegrass Room MI the Brown
HoCel—Louisville's gayest, smartest "bright spoe'l
Delightfully delicious food! Makes-you-1ife-to4sai
musid-Two swell floor shows nightly! And all foe as
lasikg_too or three dollscs per couplet •
" for yourselr
Won't you drop in soon—and see
Room?
Bluegrass
she
in
have
can
yoa
Much fen

PALMIST
and life Reader

THE .11ROWN'HOTEL
-and ginedie
.Cottavai"s.Car
HAROLD B.HARM.Mawr

Plenty of Parking Space

H
I

s..

,
••••-••••••••.••=1.”•••••••••••=1.•••••••••••••••••••IMI

ARSITY

NIGHTS -1EUNDAYR - HOLIDAYS
-*- ISo
Children'
Balcony ttemineludillF7.,---36o
Lower Floor(Ms

-

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

TODAY'aiid-fRIDAY •

SPECIAL

25c

Time Out For Hilarity And'14eart"
... Romance And Rhythm! •

PATAYLOR

Answer all goes.
Gone. gives name,
when married. to
whom, and names
of friends and enemies Tells your
pest as you alone know it, your present as it is. %inn future is it will be.
ice on love, courtship, marriage,
cores, wills, deeds. Metitlatton, find
Meas. loot and stolen property. w
' I hare succeeded where other readers hays failed. One vlsit Is worth
columns of self praise. 1 tell you of
soy on oU changes you Mould or
'ould og should not make. Minutes
of ton.sultation with me will save you
money and hours of worry It is never
too late for good vivice Satisfaction
ruaranteed Located In pullman
-_
•

5'

ILLY
MEI
7edokiee4ve,
BRIAN DONLEVY

r

Lecated on Ilyms Greve illebrdtily
,
&crofts from Skating Rink
•
Look for the Big 'Fruitier!

• TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

ill0
• NOVIa
,o6.44
LON
seas
LOCKHART • CHANEY, Jr.

TIE .11,111_1AUGN

Screen PUY by Gene Food.,
Directed by David Miller
Produced be Irving Asher

it OF.1911ri
tre
-10 •

SATURDAY ONLY

A062

THAT MAN'S HERE AGAIN:FOLKS!

UNITED STATES
SAVINGS"
BONDS
AND STAMPS

UDY VALLEE
ANN MILLER

.100 MERIN(
-1 ""DI a COBill
ref 3 mous
RiCsiss
Sir sirs
-)." a atiSS
Glia Gal g Ifi.
„
:ISA Loin 106,

HUNTER

BUY

k

ROSEMARY LANE
Az. ALLEN MIMS

--with a 'leder • lull of joy and comfort
ler his Cold River cronies—and YOUt

COMPLETE PROGRAM TILL,SUNDOWN
A Full Afternobn-of Skill, Dathig,-Fim, and Breath - Taking EnteriaintnentI

-•

READING

4.MILES sount OF MURRAY — ON HAZEL ROAD
• STUNT FLYING • PARACHUTE JUMPS

RIDES

L. •-•

COOLED BY REFRIGERATION -:-

Gifted Airstream

•Sunday,August 3rd
PM; at Murray Airport

Admission 59c Per Car •

_

,
wm••••••••....1111

. Pisenisi

Mee.

_t.
My Neighborl Madaiñ Bradley.:

AIR SHOW_

FREE. AJIIPL

Cot'34ears

H.B.BAILEY_TKAgwELER.

GUARANTEED to ,

Read the classified column.

:7

•

-

.

I

NOT WANTED!

SEE THE LEDGER & TIMES FOR QUALITY JOB
PRINTING OF ALL KINDS... A FINE PRODUCT, YET
MODERATELY PRICED.

ci

JOE T PARKER

NEWS and FACTS

Murray, Ky.,-Thursday, July 31, 1941 -

BUYING GUIDE

CALLOWAY COU

Volume 1, Number 16

HOPE;LAMOUR
-•

I

‘nt

oN

'a-

1111Nt Overman • Eddie Bridal

R POST OFFR k. OR BANK

AMERICA ON GUARD!
Above is a reproduction of the
Treasury Department's Defense
Savings Poster, showing an exaet
duplication of the original "Minute
Man" statue by famed sculptor
Daniel Chester French. Defense .I'
'Ronde and Stamps, tin sale at ypur
bank osi post office, are a vital part
Of America's defense preparatiens..
,

....•

GUY KIBBEE
I-

• Bobs WATSON • Susan PETERS
.1-N,
• 4 James CORNER • Emma
•1

DUNN
Dink TROUT • Monte BLUE
o04 /W..%
'ScoYore—

bir

CLARENCE BUDINOTON KELLAND
-

+-Ay

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
DoN ANtc*
BM,608111
41Z,fUNAIINGS
-

•
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ve in Life?
gild fisencial standing
nciolly?
and

your aisugulTh
Te you—young man—young woman—are you taking advantage of every opportunity to improve
will
helpyi
that
money
extra
earning
in
utilize
could
you
that
moments
future? Do you not have

II

drallp••••

idle

es
0

to
Sc
re
to

o

for the

hi

necessities of life? Could you
To you—Mr. Married Man—are you satisfied with your present income? Is it sufficient to give your faihe
good advantage?
wasted?—to
otherwise
are
that
s
moments—moment
spare
your
during
not use some extra money earned

your

comfortable living, why limit yourself
To you—Mrs. Married Woman—even though you have your household duties to care for and have a
during your spare moments?
pin-money
extra
some
earn
of life? Have you not longed for an opportunity to
to the mere

necessities
-wishes to increase their ineenne and better their

T.
•

el

financial condition: The Ledger & Times offers you that opportunity

fir just yaw sperisirsule!
brim and women during spare moments. They had a vision—a dream
Some of the great'achiementit,of.the ages have been accounollnised
. _ _ . • ..
--IVeent Ml reward in the end . . . You cannot aChieve that which
bsiulfal
and
effort,
'me
ipate
their
—and backed it with
ti do not believe! Are you big enough,to make

regeived a
your dreams ems true?

Is Your Income Sufficientcor Your Needs? ---

•N• •••••

•-•

•

limit yourself to the mere necessitios.of life? The
Could you use $50, $75, $150, or $300? Even if you have enough for daily needs, why
Times offers you a splendid
‘
'
and pleasure. The Ledger'
mennots you waste could be used to earn money that would add to your comfort
educational, ee well- mrienumerative. It-will not take
opportunity to increase your earnings during spare time. The Mork is pleasant and

-

proportion to year efforts.
you too long from ikons', requires no special training or capital and pa)s you in

SRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
EXTRAORDINARY

••••
•••••
Sins

LI

SOW
• -mi. ••

40,000,EXTRA VOTES
.40,000ipini_Votes-Eree

y fc'
the
you f
rontil

Yearly Subscription Secured During the

•

on A
room
respe
sonal
serve
Jailei
posit
sary.
offici
ment

•

First Period

•••••

Win

IN
CASH

;

11

$150.00 IN CASH

SECOND PRIZE

•

FOURTH PRIZE
•••=••

•

••••-•••••• mo•s•••••••--•;•

smo--sm-..••••••=l-sm.-,••••-•m•-

"0.1.1•••••••••••

NOTICE

FIRST DAY ENTRY. C8UPON
'WOO 117111A VOTS
This coupon wiT1 entitle the candidate to 100.0110 extra Yates
if turned in the first day of a eandidate's entry, accompanied by
five ,to yearly subscriptions or their equivalent value. There are
no restrictions placed on the number of these coupons a candt- •
date may use

•

Subscriber's Name
Subscriber's Name

—

--=

*06.1

secured anillorned

THIS PLAN THERE WILL POSITIVELY BE ...

NO LOSF.RS

—

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
*10.,000 EXTRA—VOTES
Thle coupon, when accompanied by 10 yearly Rubsernittene
or the4r equivalent. entities the contestant to 200000 extra vete

if turned in during the first week of entry No restriction is Seel.
ed on tag number of these coupons a contestant may use._
_

• .
41.44/•••MI•0•1•-

Vs,

Subscribers Name

fund of
sion on each dollar they have turned in during the Campaign. A
$475.00 has been set aside to pay all non -prise winners in the fersirei salaries and
a.
. 20 per cent OTI every dollar they have
commissions

UNDER

loath
goini
"hea

Address
This coupon. twat* clipPed ota. name and address of the
eandidase filled in, and maned or delivered to the Campaign Department of the Ledger & Times, will count as 100 FREE VOTES.
II does not cost anything to east these coupons for your favorite
candidate and you are not restricted in any sense in voting them.
Do not roll or fold. Deliver in flat package Get all you can and
send them in —they all count.
(NOTE—This coupon must be voted on or before August 23)

-$25.00-IN CASH

.1 • • V • • • IP • •

All candidates who have remained active according to the rules of the Campaign
and who'failed to win one of the prizes will be paid a 20 per cent Cash Commis-

•

Seàsi

Miss, Mr.. or Mrs.

$50.00 IN CASH

THIRD PRIZE

0•••

-FREE VOTING-COUPON .
The Big Prize_Winixi_Carnpaiipt
7—
GookFor.1-011"VkeiTT

••••.-

ms•

Subscriber's Name.
,.•••••"7

•

Subscriber's Name

_.•

•

NOMINATION BLANK

o
1:1
o

Subscriber's Kim.,

GOOD FOR 1.0,00Q VOTES!
Please inter (Name) M

a

Street
Post

OPPORTUNITY COUPON
.100,000 EXTRA VOTES

•Telephone

Office
TIMES FREE Cifr

as a candidate .kri THE LEDGER &
I agree to ahaesity the rules and regulations of the campaign. IYou may nominal*
yourself or any other person. Only.one of these coupons will be accepted f r o in
each candidate.)

Subscriber's

Name
-•

•

Subscriber's Name
Subs•riber's Name'
.

••••

•

•
711•••

This coupon, when accompanied by 10 yearly subscriptions
or their equivalent, entitles the ,contestant to 100.000 extra votes
If turned in during the second week of entry No restriction is
placed on the number of thew coupons ik contestant may Use.
•
.
•

.1

•
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MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS
Swann's Grocery Sibee-ntakingsmy--annotnieenten
for City Judge jof the' City o
. Murray I have endeavoi•ed to see
each of you personally to diseuss
with you my 'qualifications ,and
to ask for your support and vote.
Some I have missed for va
_reasons. I am taking this means
to ask your vote for _thie office.
The office of City Judge needs one who will
mete justice to all alike. Twenty years experience
as a law enforcer, and a record as a citizen that
has stood for cleanliness and justice, should qual,
ify me to make you an acceptable Judge.
I will appreciate your vote and will work
earnestly and consistently to merit your confidence.

24-PHONES-25
,

G. CUR

•

Nice Tenn. cantaloupes Sc. Sc, lie
Tennessee watermelons
•.
20c and 25e .•
.•
Don't -overionir-serw, churn-fresh .-•
pure vegetable shOit•
Snowdrift,
-Taribier, cooks buttst --*•
xleitTngs
Will ...
• efre: 6-tbs.
3-1b.
Nice lemons. dozen

WE HAVE IT -WE WILL GET IT
- OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

for REPRESENTATIVE

k

ir Temple Garden ealad dressing 11-oss. :10i; pint 15e; quast_Tlige-

•

lie
_
2.0

Qt. jar Marco mustard
Gallon vinegar

•""

zse

Gallon jug vinegar
Johnson's peanut butter, qt.

25e

24-Ibs. Dainty !Amalfi flour

60c

12.1bs. 0 ega flour •

65c

•
•••

Respectfully,.

P. F. WATERFIELD

i

WITH LIGHT.

tatoes. 15-1b.-pk.

Plant
All seed

until Angsst
ns, pound •

White tobacco

4-1

••
•••••

Nice seed

%

..•

as

pesos, 114Ing-_k

•
•-•

.

50-lb, can best lard

AFTERNOON 'SNACKS

l•
•••

50-lbs. Swift's Silver Leaf•lartillte.75

EDD BURKEEN, CANDIDATE FOR
JAILER, MAKES FINAL APPEAL

•

f
,

- inE PEOPLE'OF CALLOWAY COUNTYs's
TO t
In. making my final appeal to the people of COlovray 'County for their support on August 2, I wish to express my
deep appreciation' for the fine expres- sion. of friendship and loyalty shown
me during, my rate for Jailer. I also
want to thank every Man; woman and
child from the 'bottom of my heart for
_ every expression, of faith; for every
Word of encouragement; for every word
spoken in my behalf. I promise you,
win or lose, I will never forget you.
My only desire' is to have an opportunity some time in
•
_ s the future to essgress the same confidence in you.
• . - _ To niy worttly opponents for Jailer, I want to thank
. • you for the *dmess you have shown me during this race.
a clean_racestlisss_fars My desire is that it
m
.
continue Oa . ay.
. To the Voters I would like to say:If you vote for me
'-sui August 2 I promise you that I will keep the rest
'and all the court house facilities in a clean and
-. rooms
respectable condition at all times. I' will do this by personally taking-4W load and seeing that it is done. I have
served as janitor for two years, and I feel that being
Jailer ofsCalloway County will not elevate me to such a
position thak-1 cowl- still do janitor work myself if necessary. I also -promise you I will cooperate with -aft public
____officials_inpfaltinti any progressive steps for tle_betterment of Calloway- County.. .,,I realize that the free excursion steamer for unsucces.sful candidates on August'8' is going_ to be heavily
loaded, urci I believe tbe people of Calloway County, by
going to the polls ceis-_,August 2, are going to - keep this
"heavyweight" al.(
' TRULY YOURS,

II

EDD BURKEEN

'DRINK- SUNBURST MILK

Good sorghum. Callan

•
•

SOc

'

•

55c

-

Red syrup, gallon

•w

•
•

•

SSe

White syrup. gallon

MILK helps you solve the problem of
Now tossatisfy between-meal appetites.
-'' In summer chilsiren and- adults need additional food energy yet do nof1.e0 like
.• I' eating big -meals, so the best thing to do
.to have an extrailottle or His of Milk
is
around the house. It is always refreshing and yotftairt drink too much of it.
•

•

.•
I7-oz. can grapefruit juice

ago

. 15c

••••
•-",•
•.•
II a.

Scratch feed. ceps amill'14beet •
ZS pearls

•
.$47.
a‘
g
;.4

MeCersetseli's Rotonone, 11b.
50.: 5-lbs.

.
4r_ 10
IF

Me

43-1bi:

_14

;_i.i:r-itrot,
z...;

• • MEATS •
.I

Lily Oleo, 2 pounds
Bacon. sugar cured, strip ----

. 1.3.5.0ts,

•
-- ASK FOR SUNBURST MILK-

4

tie .

Ns!

_ •

Pork Liver
Rinind

or iiiit-Meak. K. C.

ji •
:$
.0

Of inch meats, dressed
All kinds --chickens and mutton.

•

-

32,Us

smoked

Veal chops, 110 Wide

The purpose of this -1-rtitlessiss-Vi-tiSsirev various newspeper-aridliandbills
which have been written' by -my- opponent since our campaign started for Representative. I would like to win this race but God forbid that I should resort
to unfair, unjust or false tactics to win over my opponent. I am interested in
my standing with the people in the county in' which I live. Mr. Turner. my op-.
ponentsstated in a previous campaign_thathe was boat an_d reared -la Trigg
County, and expected to be buried in 'Trigg County, Whereas I was, born in
Calloway County and expect to live, die, and be burie in Calloway County.
,of friendship-, -goodTherefore, I am very much interested in the continua
n proper ond honors-7111, and respect •otstty fellow citizens. It has. always
lata_ta ask the. good people for,their votes if you wante an' offices This policy
-Policy_ and_ susses
I have been endeavoriblascarrysont-,- where-it-44a
de .not believe.
tice to make vicious and personaSsattacks on me,Ivhi
!fellow Cale
affect the outcome Of thts cjimpaign. bet I do believe
C,ountians are entitled to and expect an answer fromstne.
Mr. Turner charges that I did not spend the' money alloted to our Itural
Highway fund, and it was returned to, the state. The truth is, not one dollar
was returned to the state. Our appropriation was' $15,166.95. The unexpended balance INAS' $1,749.45, giving us'the total appropriation of $16,916.49.
(Note every dollar was retained for our-tounty).. .

•••

70c

25-lbs. grosting Emit

•

•

Mir

-

Murray Milk Products
_

COMPANY

Telephone 191 -

Murray,
•
a.

W

•

•a
•111.
4•116

LOW-PifICED

- .0IFT
FACTS Vs. "POLITICAL" PROPAGANDA

TOLLEY 1A; CARSON
FOOD

MRKET

TOPMOST CAN GOODS and BANQUET BEEF
Large size

19c
. HEINZ KETCHUP
Topmost
POTATO SALAD 16-oz. can 15c
DILL OR SOUR.
PICKLES Large 14-ounce jar 15c
26-ozs.
23c
SALAD DRESSING
2-lb. and
1
/
45c
glasses
LIPTON'S TEA two
Weather Lunch
29c
TREAT Ideal Hot
3 CANS
.
25c
SPAGHETTI
C & & DATEtilas28
`
50c
BROOMS 5
18c
P & G_ SOAP
23c
1-ROLLS
TISSUE
TOILET
made Pound 40c
HANIALAII-11°me
Pound
50c
CHICKEN SALAD
PIMENTO- CHEESE Pound 40c
reegee
"
° '1411tie 23

4.-

Choice cuts steaks, roasts, dressed fryers, leg of
lamb, cold lunch meatar
We pay highest 'market pinkie for aloe hams and
fresh eggs.
PAUL GARGUS, erases lbuyeei.lbask of storebest price, bast test. _
- PROMPT DELIVERY

_T.he following statement is an exact copy of the recbrt on, file in Frank._
-.fact. Friends, these figures are public. property. Mr. Turner,.you, or any citisast.sitt privileged to see these records -this- being the case, I ask sicsi. in all
sinessitY, is it' necessary or fair to misrepresedt -the facts?
-. •
• ;="1 •
(COPY) COMMONWEALTH or KENTUCKY
• DEPARTMENT OF'HIGHWAYS
DIVISION OF RURAL HIGHWAYS
• Report NO. 7 .
Calloway
Dote-July 10, 194/
Account No. 7190-818

AFETY
PIC/AL
All thcf.e

SERVICE
OPERATIONS
ile'Adorti troi, s
t^
litoorrorysTirst ifr. nrce‘sarS
0 and Ad.ust
•tikus Nei Pi/m.
ft1r Slum/ter Chivas

Oty

Amount allotted
Unexpended balance previous year
Total amount available, Fiscal year 1941-42
Lees': Total encumbrances
Unencumbered balance ,

$15,166.95
$1,749.45
.

V3,2711.10

Important

•

Sissiinifala end hood

. .
$16,916.40
$12.276.10
$ 4,640.30

1.1

.

•

r.

Cl•lie

.
III1.4.

.. •
75

'(Sined) W. P. CURIAN,
sss;sis. Sr. Highway Engineet. •
LEE_PLIRXEAR.
'District Engineer..

aims,
...#
slta
SIP

'Pm

gsslarly‘ •.
$3.75
Gob

He would also lead you to helittLe that I helped to pass ilitx on electricity, telephones. etc. lie-knows quite- well that this Was wised in 1936, before,
-_ •
I- beeaptess-vriember-of Qin Legislatures•
•
hese last minute reports eirculaled -against me by.my opponent,
went to saythey are false, put out to miklead. you and to insure me,yI have madesa clean.- fah. campaign,.having presented my Arafat 'to the
voters upon my record.-labelieve in sincerity-- nut-fair- dealing.Iclieve-nothing
•fis hideSI have no desire-VI mislead the public in any way2-Alean politics are
very essential to our prosperity at this time.
T_I
Tithe voters Of Calloway County
My record V still stands as mY Platfvrit. At ?lie lasesession of the...Legislayour
representing
of
r Judge
pletsecfre
and
rampaign.fo
my
e
i
r
p
n
e
clbse
a
This we-eV b-rings to
'
ture, during which I had the ex
.
•
Seta and decisions ha-re teetuiterording-ta-my conscientious
of Calloway Couisty.
Interests, all
4
vicn
a
friends
Judgment. I will continue to keep an active mind toward the -Interests. of all
to
I would like to extend- my,many
• ,
the people of Calloway County.
. ,s of appreciation for the encouragement and sopport•they
have given me thus far. Also, Iiyould like -to. thank my
In this, my final and closing appeal to you, let me-once More make a refor the manner in which theywhaire conducted
opponents
place
voting
your
to
go
to
,County
Calloways
in
voter
every
quest of each and
campaigns.
their
entative.
-Repres
your
for
'me
r
Id
vote
on Saturday, August .2, and cast your
This being my first time ever to ask fDon't say to yourself: "My vote won't count Much I just won't go." It means
4
at
e.
close
theSpolls
until
I have triedjo make a clean and hones
me
by
offic%
attod
to
frtends
my
asking
am
I
me.
to
mucb
poAtie, although -I have had to work
everyone
seeing
o'clock, Saturday,=August 2.
along as I went and have failed to see many of you. This
I want to take this opportunity to 'thank my maby friends for their en- _J. ask you to accept as a personal solicitation to stippor,t
_
* couraging Wordssktid Splendid cooperation, and will appreciate _to the utmost
Me for Judge nex Saturday.
rife in these dlosiirg days of this campaign.
anything you
Reipe,ctfully yours;
_LAM YOUR FRIEND,
my

may

dolor

CUM')

-PRONE.37

•

J.-IL SCOTT .

. _
• s---sss-ssfsANDIDATE FOR

•

•••
;

Plus this valuable
10 POINT
INSPECTION
liehts • Wrnelth.•I• IN.pers •Slo•us
•Ignition • Cool...3 System • 01
filter • Tronsrrott.on • Dofter•ntiol
••Itt•••I II.or.ngs• Shock Ab.orbe,

of skilled ott•mtlitts aosw
will insure twr•fr•• summusr drivitsg, keels
•••formont• at ttt• top pock ••• too- .
hibuto to mars •c•nontitol fotve• motoring Sor• woon•yf Sov• thes•I S•••
worry, by twinging your tor to us now.

A

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES

so-

"
iimmore
SERVICE

•Ss•
a..
•

VOKES-SMIT
, _MOTOR CO.
-" 211 East Main

•

•

Cdra:L9WAY COUNTY JUDGE
-

-•••_1.4._.• •

•

•

-!..s-.---•
••••••••••••••••••-

sls7#

sivss~r.
•
••

••••

•

COPY _FAEMED

•

"1, •
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Zee•••••••

•

•

••••

70.62 I Jan. 9, 51106-City of Murray, expense
97.50 Apr. 1, 5764-City of Murray, other expenses
Oct. 11. 15342-44-ttie Mae McCiasky, salary
97 59 Jail II, 61101-MyrasBagwell, salary
112,14 April 1, 5765-Ky-Tenn. Light & Pwr., water, light& power __ ANA.
-IL 1365-Leon P. Miller, salary
Jan 11, 54102.-LuIS Clayton Beale, salary
..
102.29 April
W. --&• Moser, salary
A
4, 5708-Myra Bagwell, salary •.3au Um•isumagukuu.5.5 •• lama-Aim- Jan IL 31103-Lala Cain, salary
97.59
111=Mary Lout Outland, salary
107.29
Jan 11. 5004-Ardath G. Canon. salary
116.99 April 4, 5767-Lula Clayton 13eale, salary
Oct. 11, 5346-Kathleen Patterson. salary
97.59
Jan 11, 5605-Wilburn Cayitt, salary
118.99 April 4, 5768-Lala Cain, salary
Oct. 11, 5347-W. P. Russells salary,
Jan. 11. 5806-Mrs. Ruth Stone Churchill, salary
97.59 April 4. 5769-Ardath Can. salary
Oct. 11, 5346-Sara Sleet, salary
• 118.99
1
1
:
1 :499 Jan 11, 5607-Margaret Graves salary
97.59 April 4, 5770-Wilburn Cavitt, salary
Oct. 11, 5349-Hazel Tarry. salary
118.99
155.20
121
650002.56.92 Jan 11. 5609-Preston Holland, salary
11. 3250-Lacy B. Tuisley, -salary
salary
--Crawford.
96•58
-..........
Ann
April
4,
5771-Celia
3608
-Blanche
11,
---70.62
Jan.
Green,
salary'
salary
-.
WI
-bon.
1 RuthL W. J. Caplinger. secretary of the Murray Board of Edseadell. Oct 11. 5352-Ruth Lassiter. salary
97.59
Jan, 11, 5610-Meadow little, salary
97.59 April 4, 5772-Margaret Graves. salary
itemired
of
and
all
detailed
monies
an
report
give below
received and Oct. 11, 5353-Dorothy Rowlett, salary' ,
tl, 5611.--H.arlan K. Inglis salary,
103.49 April 4, 5773-Blanche Greene, salary
33.53
76.62
an e,.pa4ituyee smite by-the-Merrer
Nett Jones. 'Mari-.
-tt:'-561-2- tha..
--92.71
el).00 Jam
n ey, sa
we
24.00
salary
Holland,
April
4,
5774-Lula
to Jane Ie. 1941.
from:A[1dt I..
5613-Elizabeth
•.
: Jam-ftKing, salary
- '78.01
Oct. 11. 5355-George Bonner, janitary army
155.20
1.00 Jan.. 11,- 5614-Mary G. Lassiter. salary
107.29 April 4, 5773-Preston Holland, salary ....--sse -.
Oct 11. 5356-James Louis Johnson, janitor salary.
•
97.59
_
Jan. 11, 5615--Lucy E. Lee, salary
97.59 April 4, 5776-Mqadow Rule, salary
_
Oct 1L-5357-John Morns Futrell. nentor salary
....-...._
Jars-tt.5616-•Bettle Mas MoClasky, salary 7062 April 4, 5777-Harlan K. Inglis, salary
103.49
, 1358-151ax Oebbs, janitor salary
TO .1133111
461
izcurTs-1uLY'
i
stst Jan. 11, 5617-Leon P. Miller, salary
_
97.59 April 4. 5778-Gracie Nell Jones, salary
92.71
J
Oct 11. 5359-Teach. Retirement System of St. of Ky
1110
139.20 April 4, 5779-Elizabeth King. salary
•
.12.15 Jan. 11. 5618-W. B. Moser, salary
• -78.01
5.00 Oct. 15, S3410-W J. Caplinger, new grounds, bulds.
July 3- Auditorium rent
5619
-Mary
Lou Outland, salary
98.59
-7.20 Jan 11.
107.29
April 4, 5780-Mary G. Lassiter, salary
33.30 Oct 15. 5961--Martha Thompson. janitor salary
July 5. State, refund on Hor4lEc_gravelling expense 5620
11,
-Kathleen
Jan.
98.59
Patterson,
salary
24.74
97.59
April 4, 5781-Lucy E., Lee, salary
•
617 Oct. 18, 5352-Murray Lumber Co.. playground equipment
July 8, Delinquent tax. Sheriff
1.71) Jan. 11, 5621-W. P. Russell. salary __.
70.62
April 4, 5782-Bettie McClasky, salary
464.45 Oct 18, 5363-Calloway Co Lbr. Co., maintenance
"Inly 10:' State. -Smith-Hughes Hoene Itc
17
0
6.
3
.
49
05
t
512
91.59
April 4, 5783-Leon P. Miller, salary
-.. 3.000.00 Oct 16 5364-Houghton Mifflin Co.. supplies
1. Bank- of Murray Tempoyijr. WM,
Jan..
2.
2
3
-Ssr
--Haze
a
lSTa
lee
r
.11.
11.
5
(
5
1
t
ry
,
"jar
.
sala
y
iy
0
•
116.99
139.20
11.27 Jan. 11, 5634--Lacy B. Tinsley,
April 4, 5791-AV. Tt. Moser, salary _
1:001T00 Oct He 3365-4 11.-Lippincote-Co..-slipptres
7fe-riporary Loin
'
newt 37111777--eiTriver.
•
salary
77 92 April 4, 57115-Ganeva Outland, salary ____,.------------ '18.78
1.38 Jan. 11. 5825-Mrs. Ruth Wilson.
•
._
4.000 00 Oct 18, 5366-Allyn & Bacon. supplies
September. 20. Temporary Loan. '
salary
97.59
.96.59
.........April 4, 5786-Mary Lou Outland, salary
October I: Nies Reeentie
*•°° Jan. 11, 5626-Dorothy C. Rowlett, salary
147 90 Oct 18. 5367-Benny Maddox Plumbin Co.. maintenance
33.53 April 4, 5787-Kathleen Patterson. salarj
5368-Sexton-Dauglas Hdw. Co., janitor suppliet
98.59
October 4, Sheriff. property and Poll Tax
54° Jan. 11. 5627-Ruth Lassiter. salary
1.671= Oct 18.
65.00 April 4. 5788-W. P. Russell, salary . .
103_49
-Murray
Wholesale
18,
5369
Groc.
Co.:
Oct
•••••••••.o..janitor
supplies
__
_
October 5. State tper capita two months)'
2-25 Jan. 11. 5628-Powell Kinky, janitor salary
3.42000
10.00 April 4,
76.05
5370-So. Bell Tel Ss Tele Co.. service
-- -----5789-Sara Sleet, salary
4-00 Jan, 14. 5629-George Bonner. janitor salary
October 17. State. per capita
1.71010 Oct 18,
2.50
116.99
April 4, 5790-Hazel Tarry, salary
November S. Sneriff. General tax :
31819 Jan. 11. 5630-James Louis Johnson, janitor salary
..1
-4-;,------------------ 10,077.60 Oct. 18. 5271-Central School Supply Co., supplies
5.00
66.92
ausultary ageneienweregrmsw • 3100 sae. It, 5631-John M. ?Wren
April 4, 5791 Lucy B. Tuisley, salary _-_--.....
November M. -... e per ca-gts etc.
1.71000 Oct.- 18. 6372-Luther Robertson.
Janine salary
5.00
97.59
April 4. 5792-Mrs, Ruth Wilson. salary --- -:---- ' '-,.75.00 Jan, IL 5632-Max Gibbs. janitor salary
Decerr.ber 2. Sheriff local taxes
8117.25 Oct. 31, 5373-Murray State T College, tuition
5.00
33.53
- -- -:
Oct 31, 5374-Dew Drop Rowlett. salary, attendance
06.60 Jan, II, 5633-Douglass H. S., Home Er. Dept.. supplies
April 4, 5793-Dorothy C. Rowlett, salary • '
,..
10.00
65.00
safari7.
- --- -------Ruth Lassiter,
" 148.55 Jan. 24. 5634-Martha Thompson. janitor salary
OW 31. 5375-Ed Filbeck, salary
5794
1941 4,
April
9.00
. .
20.00
-Powell Kinley, janitor salary
1., Sheriff, local taxes
146.67 Jan. 30. 5635-Lura Holland, salary
January 1
e.MP Oct. 31. 6376-W J. Caplinger. salary
32.80 April 4, 5795
5.00
-George Bonner. janitor salary
$5.00 Jan. 30 5C.36-Calia Ann Crawford, salary
.--4aiNsaary--10.- Delszepsent trot -.4444•1(eall-. .21.04 Oct 31, 5377-Cleve Lee. salary. laru'n•
62.41 April 4, 6796
.5.00 .
April 4; 5197-George M. Futrell. janiaor salary
9.52 Jan. 30 5637-Ruth Stone Churchill, salary
- January 20, Stata per capita
1.71000 Oct. 31, 5378-Teach retirement system St. ot Ky. '
48
80
•
12.40
-Martha Thompson, janitor salary
--Jaeitare 28. State 'Vocational Aid). _ _
___
Jan. 30. 5638-Mrs. Ruth Stone Churchill. equipmen•
302.34
10 00 April 4, 5798
t ----.-57.49
Murray Lumber Co., maintenance
.
TOTAL General Fund
Ifebruary. & Sheriff, local taxes etc.
i
1.11015
4 4405_58 Jan..30, 5639-Teachers Retirement System State of Kle•
80.01 April 11, 5709,
7.25
5800--Purdow Hardware Co.. maintetnance
Jan. 31. 5640-M.S.T.C.. tuition paid other districts February 5. City of Murray Splay ground)
250 00
...---&a...„75.00 April 11,
-Martha
Thompson.
5379
220
Nov.
supplies
1
.....
janitor_
Janitor
salary
32.00'
Co.,
Wholesale
Gro.
5601-Murray
Jan. 31. 5641--CleveL ee, salary
February' 11. County Clerk
••23 47
85.00 April 11,
2.27
11,5802-Sexton-Douglatas, maintenance
--ADM Jan. 31. 5642-Ed Filbert., salary
-Pehrstery-19:4tate''riepita
,
1.71040- Nov . 1. 5389-Ky -Tenn Light &
148.65 April
38.99
,,,,
Coal & Ice, fuel
liLsrcii 4, heriff. local taxes etc.
112.14. Jan. 31. 5643-J. W. Caplinger, salar.y
- :-..7s•-;:._
_. "0.997.53 Nov. -11. 5381-Myra Bagwell,-salary
146.67 April 11. 5803-Murray Con.
10.69
Canon, new equipment
Jan. 31. 5644-Dew • Drop Rowlett, salary
-March. 6.'aunty lizard pf Zducation
837 64 Nov. 8, 5382.-Lula Clayton Beale. salary
-,65.27 April 11, 5804-Ardath
107_29
4.61
April II.- 5805-Book Fund, maintenance
Jan. 31. 5645-Teachers Retirement System, 136056 06 ICY.'
3Iazah •...i1,-.State per ,-apita
1.712 43
, .-.-..-.---- -i2.22
146.67
97.59
April 29. 5806-W. J. Caplinger, salary
• 56.37 Nov. & 5383-Lila Cain. salary
March =. A. G Cannon i for used. lumber)
148.65
Filbert. salary
116.99
TOTAL General Fund __ •
Nov. 8, 5384-Ardath G Cation, sale
April 1. Sheriff, local taxes etc. _-_-_.
_729
_._
$ 3,1104.66 April 29. 5807-Ed
--- 55.37
- -•
-April 29, 6606-oDew Drop Rowlett...40s
April
Delinquent tax (Mary. R. Williams/
24633
•
116.99' Feb. 1,
- _ __
, Nov. 8.-53*--W6burn Cateitt.
• N.00
5646'
Sinking
Fund
Lee. salary --,--------...-Cleve
5809
April
29,
1,072.50
May I.12'Sheriff. property Sax --__
- '- '
278
08
-Ruth
Stone
Churchill,
salary
Nov. 8. 5386
97.59 Feb 1. 5647-Bank
,
75.00
oS.Murray
May .2. Sheriff. property tax
715.00 April 29, 5810---M.S.T.C., tuition pald other dlatriete 31.00 Nov. 11.-53/17-CellaaAnn Crawford. salary
0E58
89.17
April 29, 5811-Teachers Retirement System, State,airy. ____
May 19. Slieriff, property tax etc.
•
201.96 Nov 8. 5388-Margaret Graves. salary
42.48
9769 Feb 1, 5648-K.-Tenn.I'Light & Power, W, L. as P.
Mks- 21. Sherfff:pnaperty tel etc,
4.67 Nor '8. 5389-Blanche Green, salary
70.1t2 Feb. 7, 5849-S. 13. Chapin & Co.. Int on debt
__g
3,715.70
56.00
TOTAL General Fllnd
May 21. Sheriff. propeety tax •
18.54 Nov 8, 5390-Preston Holland, salaty
15330 Feb. 11. 5650-Myra Bagwell, salary
.
•
112.14
••••••••••
...hese 24. State Aid
49909 Nov..„8. 5391-Meadow Rule. salary -- '
11214
97110 Feb. 11.1651.-Lula Clayton Beale. salary
107.29 May 2, 5812--Myra Bagwell, salary
3.50 Nov 8. 5392-Harlan K. Inglis. sidarg.'
June-27,Aucinerture rent
107.29
105.40 Feb. E 5652--Lala Cain, salary
97.59 May 2. 5813-Lula Clayton Beale, sellers
27 Mt_
92.71 Feb..11„ 5653--Ardath G canon,
Nov. 8, 5393-Gracie Nell Jones.. balm"
Mae,-2..
4
5654.116 99
---WHEurn Cavitt, salary
'Nov. 8 5394-Elizabeth King.
-74.01
liar 2, 5815-Ardath G. Canon, salary •
•
107.211 Feb. 19 .5655--Celia Ann Crawford, salary
• 11119
96.58 May 2. 5818-Wilburn Cavitt, salary
Ftmds rest.% ed from state ___ __
13,111.30 Nov 8. 5205-Mary G. Lassiter, salary
5398-Lticy E. Lee. salary
5058
97.59 Feb 111, 56517s,„--Margaret Graves. salary
97.59 May 2, 5817-Celia Ann Crawford. salart'
• Per Capita apportionment
11,72.43 Nov 8
Feb. 8. 5R57-Blanche Green. salary
97.59
•
70 62 May 2, 5818-Margaret Graves salary
1.9937
Other State aid_
______
NOTES Due to error in printing numbers on checks, Numbers
Feb 8 5658-"Preiton Holland, salary
7062
r
T
"•-••
wom.•••••owes.
155.20 May 2, 5819-Blanche Green. salary
-3016397 •
Local taxes
.42
-••••• 6397 to 5496, inclusive, were not printed.1
Feb 8, 5659-Meadow Huie, salary
97.59 May 2, 57320,-„Lula Holland, salary --- oraaeoura.........swsr-ese
155-20
*031.211
Gefieral primer-1y. tax ••
•
• •••••
Feb 8.
.
10349 May 2, 5821-Preston Holland, salary
70 62 Feb. 8, 5660-Hatlan K. Inglis: salary
4.1060'? Nov 8. SW-Bettie Mae McCiasky. salary
anchie
_
5661--Gracie Nell. Jones.- sa/ary-Rule,
-Meaclaw
5822
May
2.
salary
ai.52
92_71
1,00000 No's' 8 5494I -Leon P• Miller ,salary - -97-'" Feb. 8. 5662-Elizabeth King,asalary
'
•
103 48
78.01 May 2, 5923-Harlan .K. Inglis. salary
139 20 Feo 8.
Nov. 8 5499-W. B. Moser. salary
.
837
64
G. Lassiter. salary-------------------- -May 2, 5824-Gracie Nelle Jones salary
92.71
-.
•
98 59 Feb 8. 5oV3-Mary
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--- •
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DEIRVIM31211618-1946
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.
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• •-•
-,
Oct.„It ,5326Dec. fi. 5548-Lucy B. Tinsley. salary •• :
-Myi
--- -------------*10
- _
11214
.
TOTAL
General
Fund
1.197.20
200
.. plp
ib
lireast3€._, boils ,... . 1.4 _ .. ..,
janiyto.reosp
y..cal,d
55i-1c W;
761
21
;5
67
r.7.2
ar
me
-• Oct 31 3S274L4i1ii' Ctiloon Preal.1 salary
101)0 M
60729 Dec.'21. -5580--Powell 9:361ey, janitor salary .
•••
,•
123.36
Gon.
Coal
'
& Ice Co, fu31 '
2-Murray
1•'Oct.. 11 5328--lada Cain. 'salary .
_____
14.157 Mar. 21. 5752'
97.59 Dec 31. 5590-W. J. Caplinger; salary
35 03
-.-Murray Whirtasale. Groc,, janitor supplies'
• Oct. 11. 5329 -Ardath G Canon, snlarY
146.45 Mar. 17. 5753
116.99 Dec. 31, 5591-14 Filbert. salary*.
425
library •boolee ..,
..t.__,,..„.._
Inc.,
5754--GayVird
Bros
21.
War.
-Dew
Drop
Dec.
31,
5592L
Oct 11. 5330- -Wilburn Cavitt. salary
15527
„RECAP,ITULATION
Rowlett.
01-1a17
244.1C69
12
48
2 08
Dec 31. 5503--CleVe Lae, salary, ..
Oct. 11. 5331 -RuthStone ChiirchIlh,salary _
8.5 90
CaPlinaer,
J.
3756-W.
bookbawl
on
hand
V.'
Balance
Mar.
50•00
-,,,..•.,.-.•-•;•.-at
begirining•
of year
$ 2.114 00
-Oct 11 -5332 - -Cent' • Arr. Cra
-- '75 00
.nll'ary
9654 Dec. 31. 5394-Murray S. ,,r.•c tuition
144.67 Total received during- the -year
CtiOlor..a...apJa.r.8
...c---. ''''"
6333.--Marsgai-6 Graves, 'sans"
('This -inelmies-$9100
Qin;
IA* Mar. 28. W757-W. J.
• 97.59 Dec. 31.5595-Teechars Retirement System.....214MC-of •
Mar. 28, 5758--Ed Filbeek salary'--r..._..
borrowed _rmcgiey).
59.106 59
•
O*'u. 531k-131814ett* breeMelaier, •
7062
------6621
i_
.
t4, salary' _ _ _,____ :-.'5759 .13eve Drop S.
d'OTAL General Fund,
.•
.S
Opt 11. 5.1A5--Pre
-;$ 5.774.35 Mar.
2
,
fon- satar.y
-;
of balance and receipts,
Total
81,260.59
15526
85
''''
5740, Cleee.1...
- -- Mat
- fl lam--Ideadow -rIlde. salary •
„
otal disbursed diming the year.(Thisineludes OAP
75.05
,
*'••
5761-Murraelk.T.-College, tuition* ..•
'
D1141117111REMENIV-111411
•
,..' Oct. 11: 5337-Viarian
highs ,,alary
,
**i0
dist was borrowed)
54.892 88
retirement
sysitem of St.
-Teachers
.5
'12.10
50,1
90
7of._
Ky.
Mar,.35„
.
,
47111
,. 'Oct.- ll, 5338.--C/rack ell alorica, ,salarp
. --; • .
....
94.4
011 -Jam.k 5ilet-4Ly.-Tena.u1A. and Pane, water light,' pbever •_.-:- - fiatt
._____-.....
..„..,......• -.
•
tteteriCi on hand at dose of
.
4,561 71
'
' aii4;4r, 52.1X-Lgliagobellt -Kiiii_ attlfaiW _
-3511
-5597:-,•-Gasier 'lei.: Inc,- library boek•
' _. . .... _
2.ll ApriTO
.
r; atwitter
_ _ ..agefiAtes
,
aligaso
tunid
.vizer
s
Ai, oen
tTrus..,_
stance in' bank at close Of-year_
_
6.581 83gli cf. 11, 8940--Mary G -La..ite.r. valieler-. 107.29 Jan -7. 1000-E. S. Illuguld & Sqn, maintenance
.a.• --_,45.
940
,"W. IL 6241-1.aac3'. E. Lee, 'slaty
25.00 Outstanding checks or tinpald',4ratts..-..
194.12
EL*,7Jan. 7.).0-So.. Bill -Tel:. Als :re Co., Inaintobastea..2'..e__ 1_
•4
-• , •

• ANNUAL AUDIT REPORT-• of tiailloarof Ectuat
-flon
CITY OF MURRAY
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14
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YOU HAVE SAID THAT I AM AS WELL
QUALIFIED FOR COUNTY JUDGE AS
ANY MAN. r

- •

56
59
62

-

I

20
59
49
71
01
29
.59
62
59
20
78
59
59
49
05
.99
.92
.59
53

,

-

NO ONE HAS EVER QUESTIO
HONESTY.

•
YOU KNOW I AM SOBER.
•

I PROMISE YOU A FAIR A N D IMPAR.
TIAL ADMINISTRATION. --- •

.00
.00
.00
.00

RESPECTFULLY,

40
49
25
20
27
.99
69
61
67

GARLAND NEALE

.1

ELVIN MORTON

r

f

HARRIS GROVE

'be laidat COURT
HOURE DOOR, Paris, Tenn., August 11, at 1 p. m to highest and
best bidder. W. H. Finney 640 sere
tans on PAR1S-MAYFIELD mOB.in Henry County, Tenn.,
'
miles from Kentucky-Tennessee
line. *ICH 11014 GOOD TIMBER,
TWO-STORY. tiarsurNG, 4 is
ant houses, big new stook bars. M.
baceo barn, fine well. An Oa
stock farm. Ask tenant on 1111111•1111shoo, you this property

• GUARANTEED FOODS
V

BALL or KERR

.K.00JEMAN

Pints 55c Dozen
Quarts 65c Dozen
Jars_
Gals. 89c Dozen
If

t

o====o=ro==”n=o===
- 0]:=0

.27

OUTSTANDING S_UCCPS.

Water
1

•

o==.20111:2

FARM FOR SALE

Four weeks ago we started introducing NASH'S HEM-AID OINTMENT for the first time in this territory. -Since that time sales ha
been astounding and many custom• THROUGHers have told
of the glortus re.
stiltg.--11 you suffer the =dui pails
discomfort of PILES, don't wan
for pure drinking :ater! .and
ii.i.ther day. Try Nash's HEM-AID
.
' OINTMENT on our GUARANTEE
1111111111111111111111111111111MO WALLIS DAV STORE.
adv.

-400meememiller

os

yvATER ,

• CALL-

Ladies and Gentlemen of Murray, Kentucky:
Upon visiting your homes to solicit your support
of my candidacy for the office of Jud e of the
many- -yolk
unity o
home, which deprived me of the privilege and the
pleasure of stating personally to you my views on
the duties of a judge of a court in upholding the
social and moral standards of those brought before him.
Not all who are brought before the court are
criminals, though they have violated some statute,
and no juveniles are criminals, and with them the
court should aid the parents in endeavoring to
change their course by positive, patient, and kind
advice and treatment.
To know the law and administer it justly, iinpartially, and fairly is the duty of a judge of any.
court. In order to do this successfully a judge
should know the law and -how it has been construed by the higher courts.
Should you feel that I possess these qualifications and can be of service to our community I will
truly appreciate your support. •
„ -Sincerely,

I

00

J. H.
FOR CITY JUDGE

Water

NEW PILE RELIEF -

oo
00

•#

•Club- CORN FLAKES

.17

4t Ci

.20

PLUMBING

58

59
62
00
20
.59
44
71
01
29
59
1.62
.59
120
.78
L59
.59
40
05
99
92
.59
153
1.90
100
00
00
64
41
184
1.43
64
174
71
97
63
184
.97
10
107
'22
'.52
1.92
1.83,
132
1.54
162
!.52
1.59
1.20
F.52

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FAR.AS.,
HARDWARE
•

•

Lyme

2e

24-lb. sack

- 4-

99
.99

att

GOLD MEDAL, 24-1b. sack

ppm

..4k

.111r
COFFEE KIr-opteur'llC. Char
27c
MAXWELL HOUSE, 1-lb. can .. 29c

63c

Qflc Avondale or Boka
uric 244b.
-DU
sack s
PILLSJIURY BEST, 24-lb. sack.. 99c

60c

b$.45c
SPOTLIGHT
T
17
LclG311T
3.1bs.
,
}1
1c
C
I.
FtE2N
FOLGERS, 1-1b. can

A. B. Beale & Son
JUL 1897 Murray,
•

REFRIGERATOR
SERVICE

4INS.4

Kroger's
Thiron

with Vitamin B1
CLOCK BREAD Enriched
Twisted and Sliced
XIDIERVINEGAR

•
Fey Sifted

4)-• *IV
Le loaves

z. 15c

Bulk
Gallon
Qt. bottle 10c

•
A Complete Service
On Any Type
Refrigerator.

•

#3.
,• Ito. 1 a

•

W. H. CARTER
Service Dept.-Paris Radio Co.

RAZOR BLADES, Gale
10 double edge or 7 single edge

PARIs. TENNESSEE

1 lb box
1 2.1b. box 43c

Lipton's
TEA

3-LB. CAN
1 -lb. can 20c

Telephone 626

Standard Pack
CUT BEETS Large No. 21

o

DRUCI CO
Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

Les

1.70
1.00
r.22
r.52
1.69
F.52
3-20
178
1.58
1.5(
1.25
1.48
1.03
1.92
1.85
r 52
100
153
1.00
100'
1.00

_ _•

Round or
Sirloin

DEAR FRIENDS:
0

300
3.00
LOD__
L87

1:1
0

1.51

130
1.45
Left,.
330
3.60
120
1.50
75
)56
1.35
1.62
3.00
1.27,
3.137
3.00

URDU!

BEEF STEAK

Country Club
TilUttINGER

C. Club Assorted
LUNCHEON MEATS

Pound

PICNIC HAMS, C. Club
Short shank
Pound
COTTAGE
CHEESE -

- estiqq,

Fruit Decorated
BAKED HAMS
SHOR RIBS
of BEEF

Sugar Cured
BACON SQUARES

15* CELERY Larg'

Pound

Our Service..
Our

services

include
the use of an exclusive
ambulance, never used

.

Sincerely, your friend,
#

LARGE

BANANAS

Dozen

In connection with funerals. and Is subject to
your call at any time.
day or night, at very
reasonable prices, and
always In the hands of
courteous and experienced drivers. We obey
all the laws of the state
beard in the operation
of our ambulance.

11111111:1M

1.85
1.78
125
7.20

23c

POUND

FRANKS

To All The Voters In;.
Calloway County:
For the last three and one-half years I have tried to
• make you the kind. of County Court Clerk you would •
appreciate and want to endorse, ai did the State Auditor'
of Public Accounts in his letter, which I published on.,
• • paperov
r
. complimented the _efficient and -econoniical plan of
•
--7-;eretiori-in-the-County-Court'Clerk's- offieei-:
, •
,
Through.out this campaign I*aye clearly aid-henestly •stated my case to you. You; and you alone, are the
5ZIge and jury. The verdict is in your handi. I yialingly,
rest My t.ase with you.
•
With deepest gratitude rind appreciation, I remain,

Cut from choise beef
CHUCK CUTS

BEEF ROAST

35` FIELD PEAS

POTATOES

Pound

15-POUND..PECK

nb

Sincerely,

3.59
).59

'
1 88
171
183'
112
•
•.

4AR TOPS _Jitter. 1,9,
i CRACKERS 2.1ric,:„ 13c
Standard
•
• Country Club
FRUIT COCKTAIL .No. 1 can lir
1
TOMATO JUICE, 46•97,,,5c

J. H. Churchill
FunRal Home
Telephone 7

0

Murray,
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- MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS

1'o-the Voters of Calloway

TI
to talk

County: —

has been a great pleasure
with my many friends and

during. thia-Aianipaign

PIT

make new ones.
-to coni-litet tifi-earepaignlit a gentlemen-

ty wiy.,.! have-not engaged

in any. mudslinging. or aymathetie appeals. and have -made no trades or line-ups
With Other candidates or political rings.

ADMISSION-1Oc and 16c

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

request..your vote.

and help on next Saturday, Aug=
more
net 2, In -my rate -fer—elle.--Dentotratie nomination for
••
.
inriona attacks..
I anticipate there will be laSt
-supperVers-ol'-- nix rlief opponents
upon metheir desperation to beat.down the mounting total of
votes friendly to me. I earitestly moue,*Oitit Any lab;
minute "rumors" and statements be looked at carefulb
end branded by honest people with their true titles.

Minute

in

mt.
• LADY FROM
LOUISIANA

_ __Just-Atord _about our adjoiniug_countits' second endorsement: The Sheriffs of Stewart.and Henry- Counties
only hold office of two years duration,and it is the poorest said-office of any -county as the-Sheriffs 'don't have
anything to do with collecting the-taxes.

-71tr-elosiiig I have -no--fl.v#Try -promises' - to
—rat,.
-To you. I
sYrniTarhefk stories to-roraie
-until the P-Olis -c4krse-Aniust--1%-and If elected your next
Shp.riff will lave comnetent deputies to help me carry on

JOHN WAYNE

the duties of the officeAnd nili tip my best - to trilikeiiiti
an honest and efficient offiiL—

ONA MUNSON
..•
RAY MIDDLETON
HENRY STEPHENSON
HELEN WESTLEY

appretia-1

, To my many friends I wish to express pition for your many kind words and encouilitement which
•
my first campaign.
you

ha\e1%eff-me-1nth1

Nilh-ciffirKiWetalled-to

see..i.

will_appreci,ts your vote.
• - SINtERELY.

TRY A 50c BOTTLE OF NASH'S C & L
Mk FOR ONE WEEK ON THIS
GUARANTEE

Wendell B. Patterson

you,

IF
HAVE
MALARIA
'
l HYMPTOWIS — IF YOU ARE
BILIOUS DUE TO TEMPORARY
CONSTIPATION. CAUSING
A
wonN 1717T, INIAGUY.- NO ACCOUNY FEELING. THEN "TRY
'WASH'S
J& L RdALAIIIIA
TOMIC—AND L.AXATIVB.
GUARANTEE:- 1 DON'T
WANT ONE
OF YOUR
MIL MEDICINE
IF
MONEY
DOE' NOT EIBLP--. YOU. THY

mom

NASH'S C
L TONW FOR ONE
WEEK.OF YOU- ARE NOT SATISFIED ME 'DEALER IS AUTHORIZED TO REFUND YOUR
MONEY. PRICE 71111e Mid MOO
BOTTLE. •
FIER
_
'Mord
"W. C. NASH."
WA.LLIs DRUG STORE is authorised to back up this guarantee.
Use only as directed.
adv.

PI

' The move is still en to put a MAN in the
County Court Clerk's office for 4 years.

-,Read he Ledgcr-ktr
-nnele Classified Adds

1

*ii)genizied

Due To Price Advances In:Materials And Labor The
Cleaners Of Murray Are Forced To

FOR YOUR;

AND

Called Far and
Delivaiii Pries

,

HERE IS WHAT GOLDBLOOM
HOMOGENIZED MILK 'IS=
A better milk Icir you inenek, HOMOGENIZED Milk'
is milk which has been forced
_ under TREMENDOUS.
pressure, through ar machine called a VISCOLIZE.R.•
•

—_-__Ordinary-milk-contains
globules- or droplets of'cream, some large,,some small, tin.
_
evenly distracted thrett6 the nulk. After Hothogenizing theig..sceamglobsales
—
:are
_
broken up into very much smaller'globules,osoperly_uniform in size; and distribut- --id evenly throughuut4he milk.,Theinilk looks richer, tastes richer, is more easily digested It is better to cook with and contains increased vitamin 'assimilation. It is
•-another one of the City Consumers improved products designed to give you the
fliest in invigorating, -healthful milk. A truly -great product is mei NEW _MARGINIZED MILK. Try it at your first opportunity:
READ THE BOTTLE COLLAR ON YOU . GOLDEg.C.,..3M MILK:IKITtLES

sup

- Sat
me
• voti

Effective August 1st-..

GOLDBLOOM DEALERS
AND' ROUTE SALESMEN

•

ciot

THE FOLLOWING PRICE SCHEDULE

NOW ON SALE BY ALL

-OP

it v

ANNOVN
•

HE
HAPPINESS •

-YOUVBABY WILL LIKE IT!

it is

A

•

Cash...and
Carry Price

hou

Suite +gleaned and pressed .
-Suits
30c
•.• •
•• pressed
Coats & vestaxleaned & presied. .40e_..
30e
'Pants cleanedAind pressed
35c ..
.30c
Overcoats
cleaned and pressed
75c
.60c
.0•••••
Ties cleaned and pressed
• ::.
Sweaters cleaned and pressed
25c-49c-50c
Men's hats cleaned & blocked
75c
60C
Ladies' hats cleaned & blocked . . 45c
35e
Dresses, plain
7gc
Ladies' suits, short coats
• ..
.60C
Ladies' skirts
T---30c
•
•• 40c
Blouses
40c. .
75c
Ladite emits,
. .90c
Laaies' Eoats, fur trimmed • • • S1
Jackets, wool
.. 40c
.30c
,
,• '
-S
Jackets, suede
S1
:90c '
50c
Gloves . . ......
40c
S1.25
Evening ,dresses
.
$1.15
,....
Velvet street dresses
S1 .
90c .,..
White suits, dresses 15c hidher. White pants 10c higher.

rni n

that

adn
in?
con
h64-1

,

_

•••

-

JONES CLEANERS
BOONE CLEANERS
PASCHALL CLEANERS.
SUPERIOR CLEANER
MODEL CLEANERS

an

4(ititimtworroe,

--07
7
. (Albove prices I.effect at CoytMedell Cleanett except Monday a n d Tuesdirvilsen's.
___47c_apeciariss1ca,..Cash & Carry"-OP,\LY., ti -featured).

Padu-cak, iCentagify

'

411M1111h,
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MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS
N

RNER'S REPLY TO CURD
My copy to the paper,sajd 11 out
of 16 years, first as County (so
called) Engineer under J udge
Jones. He does not report this, but
---,111.1.11=4404-11.ad-to-PAY-that-alao

Ile was reared right'here in
the county, one of our own
boys, and we'll give HIM
the opportunity for that's
only

•

4,

T h e unexpended balance., he
claims was 55c, less than my statel It•
ment claims. That is such a wee bit
it makes no difference.
I got my information from the
_ State-Road office. '
I have liven credit to many of the Representatives of Calloway, and often refer to Lee Clark's
Toll Bridge Act and his efforts as a co-worker in
fighting- the battles for Murray College whon
some upstart, from up-state, threatened to abolish
or to refuse financial support, but Mr. Curd allowed the appropriation to go below any other college.
in the state per capita
I am not asking Calloway to elect me, but at_
the request of many have filed and-insisethat the
voters use their own judgment in 'voting.
_
Afr. Curd hitimates that I served Trigg more
than any other of all counties. Well, it is generally known that I was defeated for State Senator
because I Would not be so selfish as to favor .Trigg,
or certain leaders, more than other counties.

ma,,n—
- MICA
apable, honest an-&entirely qualified. My
conscience wouldn't let
me vote for any'one
else, for our,first duty
is -to our own boys.

Re's ora man who has never
been mixed up in politics and
who will have no favors to pay
back. He'll look out for all of
As2We're for him.

----He claims that he passed the .painless tax bill.
He should get a patent oil this, as no tax bill ever
was painless, and this -one was taken from the
lucky one, instead of the show. This law is uncoilstitutionaL. as no law Can* passed that will alrow stake-out on any game, and the state
no
to run a lottery or take-out, This is just ma
unlawful as the slot machines, or operation of a
gambling house.
To tha ladies: I have not .bothered isis, by
calling aryottehomes these hot days while ypt:
were busy witi) your home wOrk and dressed'in 'a
comfortable way, but I am not unmindful of your
interest in elections, the intelligent way in which
you-east-your -vttee, -aird-the -very- great influenceyou have exerted for good government since you
have _had the ballot.

this campaign draws to a close
it isonly-fitting that I take this opportuns
ity to thank all of you wha.havella graciously offered me your whole hearted
- .
support.
—ssit
As

This has.been an active campaign. I wish we
could rup it on until fall so that we Would get a
lot more county roads dragged as a _road dragged
before is safer than a campaign promise.

1)1%! t,NSF.
S
I N. G s
ItoNDS And
-S
NI S

NOTICE!
We have purchased the terracing
and pond -digging equipment from
the Farm Bureau, repaired it, and
ire now ready to terrace your land
or build your farm reservoirs. We
are cooperating with the Extension
Service And the Farm Bureau in
their soil saving program. See us,
the County Extension Service or the ,,
Farm Bureau for work to be done.

.
_,..

. TO EVERY
, LEE and WADE
"
1 -BRISENDINE •."

btAft,--W011tAtt, AND-CHILD .114 CALLOWAY CM/MN

lliP

•

.---R.

•

-

•

Iwill gq, to the polls with you on
Saturday, confident that Your faith in
me twillbe substantiated in a victorious
•votein my behalf.
I can only repeat' in. these closing
houriiViirit-rwill give y9u sv-busitiesa.adminiiitration in a busizies4lie zmanner,
-to part in my
that "pcatks"
administrition, no more than theyliave
in my-dsinpaign. My actions will ever be
controlled by my will to, serve Murray
httiestly, faithfully, and utilielfishly.

MURRAY' NEWEST
MOST MODERN
syPgaR
AND

Sincerely,

OPENS FRIDAY, AUGUST 1
CORNER NORTH 4th and CHESTNUT STREETS
(Opposite Outland'Ornbacco Factory)
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•

24

24 HOUR SERVICE
SUPti SERVICE GUARANTEED BY COMPETENT
AND WELL TRAINED SERVICE MEN UNDER
THE PERSONAL DIRECTION OF,

RAY P. MUNDAY

I want to take this last opportunity through the local - press
re the primary election to .again express my sincere thanks
every courtesy you have extended to me during my campaign
?Sheriff. I have solicited the support of those who could vote,'
and I have' valued the influence ,and friendship of all, whither
or not you vote at all. Furthermore, I shall treasure the friendship and fellowship of those whom I know will find it.-their desire or necessity to epte_for iny worthy OPponents ih this race.
Titave been delayed a feii. days in my campaign and have
to -go tq a hospital for repairs on account of an'sntomobile
accident.,On this acCount I itave 'failed to make-ioninn'air of
and visits I wguld haye made otherwise. I am sum that those whom I did not
get to .see personally will understand that mi.. pilau! were _upset. by an unforeseen incident of fate.
-

'

iisd

I am harpy,to state to any, friends that I am alle to be bp again and a few
,more days will find ire completely well. Although my, injuries have been pain- fut,I am assured of complete recovery- and no permanent ill effects. I expect to
• be 'among you in the court yard Saturday* night and to listen with you, my
neighbors and friends, to returns
announce y o ti.r choice of your
public officers. I have
made this race open my past record of public service with my own
,
--prifhte fndpetlionalltfe
-down-time toirtruttinir coming tn-the ;end-of-this-- -c.41mPaign still standing squerely upon my record and my associatiOn with you.
- I have refrained from indulging in any schemes or rums that would detract
- croin-the dignity Of the office I seek or would lower the level of this campaign.
I want to thank my-iiitnitlry•oppOnents
fine sportsimiltship they have
shown as fine gentlemen, all of them.
- •
am awatatifiea ,sostie kersons4 _in their zeal.kir'
'the -ennilidate of their clfelee, may either- purposely or unwitting4- start-wild
rumors and various whispering that might influence in some way those who-dp
nat-really stop to thirik. In this connection I want to-warn all of my friends to
BEWARE OF
L L WILD RUMORS AND' WHISPERINGS THAT MIGHT
CtiME TO. YOUR EARS
THESE LAST HOURS. OF THE-CAMPAIGN. It
,is my belief that all candidates and voter; ought to keep cool ancreeep clean,
and play the game fair to tile last minute. Not only be the hopes and 'plans
of candidates at stake, but the reputetion ore great county and a great people
are at stake.
•
I sincerely believe that a vote for me is a vote for A WINNER!YOUR EVIDENCE OF CONFIDENCE IN ME WILL BE WI GREATEST
CHALLENGE TO MAKE YOU THE BEST SHERIFF IN HISTORY!

°THEP
SO(ITHWSST ettiTF-t 9
Hot Spi.g•ilot3not^
L•ttie Poch
....
MOTEL *ARON

vicsssupc nom,.

Voi45.rç AA•

•
rkonicr

1405F4. CONTINE4TA1
Direction -SOUTHWEST HOTELS INC.
:11r. II t:t.a(1) Matimtig. Pr r,
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MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS
•

It

1

Robertson Makes
An Appeal to All the
!People of qie County

Pays To Read the Classified Column!

BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

a

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and Tuesdays,-Ciali Pries

SF

PHONE 55

Classified Ads
each
ifiied
nse
:ties

alloirclass

.1

otices

-•••••••••••••••••••

The campaign is about ovk and within a few days
' you will select your SHERIFF.

CLEANED
DRESSESSUITS

and

COATS

I want to take this opportunity to thank every man.
I woman and child in this county for the many kindnesses
you have shown me. I have enjoyed meeting you and
talking to.yon.. Your interest and my intereOts are th
same, in that we each desire most that we maintain the
'highest standards of morality and citizenship alt-over the
!County. The attitude et yelir Sheriff will have much to do
with maintaining such a itandard.

PRESSED

'

Wednesday thru Saturday 35c eash_price in effect
TROUSERS
2 Pair 29e
_

Call

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

141 !bow
PI°

TREE PICKUP _AND. DELIVERY

Cleaners
719 W-

SPwrif, KY.

FOR SALE: 5-room unga ow,
WALL SPINET PIANO ORDERnew Large lot. $2.000 is sale price, ED SOLD1 Louisville concern fi$200 down. Call 399.
lie nancing piano accounts have returned to them- lovely small modFOR SALE: Farm at Bargain! 170 ern Spinet Piano. Must be sold at
acres 2 miles north of college cam- once for balance due. Responsible
pus. well improved. Known as the party can have on terms of only
C. W. Drinkard home place. Price $8 per month. Address Finance,
reduced from 415000 to .$8,750 for care of this paper.
ltc
quick sale. See J 13. Hamilton,
Murray, phone- 440.1.'or see
MOVIES: By
•Ifth
Drinkard at the farm.
_
U-c coupon at the boxPresenting
office of the
Varsity Theatre Tuesday or WedFOR SALE: A beautiful building nesday, Gingles Wallis will relot, well located. See Mrs. H. P. ceive two free, passes
to see
Wear. 200 N. 5th St., phone 73. tic "Caught in the
Draft", compliments of the Ledger & Times,
FOR SAL.E1Froom modern'home,
porches. tot 85x140, garage. Very
noble. 500 No. 8th St., Mur- UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes available fine Rawleigh Route in
Is Phone 511J, Jim Bucy.
Trigg County. Good Inkiness secured
in this district' ter several
refrigice
SME.
One
I00-1b.
FOR
erator and, one 50-lb. ice Lefrige- years. Daceptioruil opportunity for
cheap. T'el'ephone right man. See Marion Bennett,
rotor.
Haley, Ky, or write Rawleigh's,
401.
ltc Dept.
KYG-181-201A. Freeport, Illinois.
July 24-31, Aug 7-14
HELM'S REID
M M Eft
PRICES. Heavies *.35 up. Official- NOTICE: We deliver
our merchanly pullorum tested.\Government dise to your car
while our street
approved. Our champiock hen laid is under
construction. Phone or
175 points past 181 days. Hatching drop in. Economy
Feed Store,
all year. Helpful bulletinn\Helm's phone 575.
Hatchery. Paducah, Ky.

- I haye• worked= hard itLikie_campaign, and if
elect me. I will work hard in office. It will be my purpose and pleasure to come to your aid when you need.
me, no -matter. how -dark the n ht or how
froiiiThourt Tninse.
,
I know the peinae..of this county are fah; and I be'give in all fairness I 8M-entitled to your vote this-time.
This is probably the last time I will have a right to ask
you for your vote. Four years from now my age will be
against ine.._kut at this time my age and the condition of
my health is such that I can make you the best officer
I ever could in life, and I earnestly request your vote.
•
,• I.et 1Y6 think you again,-ind -I leave you with the
SALE: Singer Sewing
hope that you will permit me to Dery you the_ next four FOR
chine, piano and other furniture
. years as your Sheritf..,•
'Telephone 117. •
•••!.
.1tp
.
SIIICESELY, .

L. ROBERTSON

--_.1

GHOLSON REALTY COMPANY
BANK OF -MURRAY BLDG. -_
Murray, Kt.:owl's

PHONE 464.41

1 0
I
Lady's purse with meney.
FREE 114b1.71ES: By presenting this 1'
at Lerman'A 156. Mr.
coupon at the box office of the Iden
Capitol Theatre Saturday or Sun- Pactr.m.40.
day. Otis Eldridge will receive l'REE MO ES: By presenting this
two free passes to see "Lady from coupon at
e box office ot-the
Louisiana". _compliments of. the Varsity Th
..Thurssiay
-Ledger &
Friday. Mrs. H.
Waldrop, Murray, will recetve
o free passes
GOATS FOR SALE: 2 doe kids, to
see "Moon Over Miami" commilk stock. Euel Doriohoo, Route
pliments
-0
the
Ledger
& Times
7, Benton, Ky.
J 4-31 2tp

Farms and City Property
•

CITY LOANS
• N.
Quick Service

•
••• :HOMAY
. WAFIF- my/ Dutr-L

•
.111.1•.•

110/111
-

Vote This Way for
•

BROACH
143 W. Main Street
-

I See

County Court Clerk.
. Z. CELIA

I

50.1 •

HART CRAWFORIS

I

.- _

Announcement

.
J it. SCOTT
C.A. HALE
-GARLAND WEAL!:
GRAHAM DENHAM

.

Detoosatie Pripiary-.4wi1l come to aa end
- this coinlifir Saturday. August 2..1941.campaign
likewise will Come to an end on Clan date.

••••• -ON •••=..

..../O•

. Pass-my

NART
NOSY T. WEST
it. H. tROBY,LA54114,.
JOHN - R. HUTCHENS
CHARLIE G. JONES
-.Hat McDANIEL
EDIT C,
i Wm. it "JAKE" DUNN
MAGISTRATE
Concord District
J W. STUBBLEFTELD

Bo Sure-Insure! ,
-

Frazee, Mefuglirili Holton
INSURANCE AGENTS
'

g•

!Stinnes Make a Differenci
lvi'l!,P/initas your

nose 331

Gatlin Bldg.

•

serve me

and the. peap-4

the county

I were CounIV Judge. Sheriff, Clerk, or one of the Magistrates' which of these men „would be capableof giving me the most assist/Meet.
Which of these men could T most confidently eely upon to oppose crime
and criminals, and which could I depend upon to deter abd hold in check the
lawless element in the county?

PERMANENCE
DEPENDS ON STRUCTURE
••••

%tinny District
W. H. BROACH
E L. HOUSDEN
CECIL HOLLAND
Wadesbere Maine!
R L. ELLISON
W C ROBINSON
Swann District
GEORGE' W JONES
Brinkley District
.
... B. H. "HARVEY" DIXON
-OPAL.HOUSDEN
0. J. "Ote" BAZZELL
Liberty District
CLARENCE McDANIEL

11114ember-fedenti- Deposit

Insurance Corporation

-

1

Thinking you *gain, I ant,
••••••
• ••.,SINetRELY,

,

••
ALOCK

t

-a hive a full, man-sized and. woman-sized job before us. It will- be',
progressively -harder to hold on to Ulm* old-time conscientious scruples- that
..were made a 'Arra us at our mother's' knee. If the reactions of t h ewer of
1918 may be taken as a eiliterion, then we mutt pray much and live close to our
. conscience, or we will be swept down stream. Your job as a citizen is not
finished with your vote. The officers you elect must be right at heart, willing
and able-to do the job, and.you must hack them•up with good, sound thinking
jurors and a healthy public sentiment. It is true of all of us that "He profits'
.most who serves the best," whether in Our work, our schools, our offices or in
our churches.

Bank of _Murray
'

C

If your honest answer would dictate 'that you write Hall Hood's ntr11P
there, then may I ask tfilit you stamp rotir ballot oppositethe name of Ball
Hood?
,

Whether or not a thing lasts depends
on how it was built. The Bank of-Murray's banking business- w a s built up
from a solid fifundation over a long.
period of time. The materials used
were wise judgment, sound practice
and public confidence.
HANK WITH US AND RE SURE.

tor Slayar"
GEORGE BRET

eh-FiVfN N.

You can't-pot-up a stop
for thieves .but
jigs
'
you can protect your"vett agatnst:the'theft of '
your valuables with ad-.
We
'equate
will be glad to give you
complete-details of this
service, as well as itiforination On all types-of
--111itirance. Stop in any

iithich_o.Lihe_.candidateaNcin best
generally?

SAILER

•

,.DOEB-10620pst

. Of courne,-aa-l-fully expected,-thereatei-lot-of...7,
loud mouthed... opposition to MP. I could hardly onto
- ma the law as vigorously as I have without making some bitter enemies. But, I have never feafd
court house yard big mouthed gamblers. If I
am elected, and.I am fully confident I will be, I will
be elected by the sober, solid, substantial, right
thinking neonle who can't be- bought, bluffed or
bullied. You have voted for Me before and I have
never let you down, nor will I. You know that you
can depend uoon me to take t)je-right road In--any
situation, and I can. always depend upon you to
back me UV.

SHIERITY
I_ ROBERTSON
CHARLIE ADAMS
14 TATTERSON
CARL B. KINGINS

..:

iNSUIRMICR
emu& aima_Aktavaa

is a great privilege that you and Twill have
tomorrow, that of casting a free, voluntary vote for
our choice of the candidates for office. You- will not all vote for me, ansrr
shall regret losing your vote, but I honor and respect your right to vote as you
see proper. I do ask that you do me the justice of voting as your conscience
and best judgment dictates, and may I request tli a t you tusk yourself these
questions:- •

PIIIIIMPPFATIVE
•
.'T 0 `FURNER •
. PINK G. CURD

•••••-.04.

•

anaiier

• -CITY SUDO!
rFHAN lit VAN •
F. WATERFIELD
3.. IL COLEMAN
HUB MURRELL

to

SAL.!:: New and
house "just comcollege at Five
J. Gibson, Phone STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
24ltp SERVICE. New equipment.
houh • fast, dependable Wrecker
Day
reasonable.
FOR RENT: Furnished garage a- Service. Charges
partment. Hot and cold water. Is phone 97. Night phon e__V4
within 100 yards of c011ege - cam- Porter Motor Co., Chein-alst Sales
11
pus See J. G. Glasgow, 1604 Mil- and Service.
ler Ave.. phone 276.
ltp
STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
FOR RENT:1klew 4-room more a- Cleaners. Plain garments in Its
partment with hot water and bath. of two' or more 30c each; single
See Mrs. Hugh FarrineSo. 4t1) St, I garments -35c cash every day..
or_ phone 4W7.
ltp Phone 234, South - Side Squate. tic

to
.
.iake eara_of you - small
\ouotrirls -19-114 awiro of you"

HALL HOOD
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$15
of $1000
In additil
first an:
'nines no'amount 3
two work
eat numb
tions fro
fieturday.
This is
addition
first inn(
will appl;
all other
the close
Now is
' are enter€
acriptions
prize valt
thinking
time. Th,
the list f
busisuit.
- be award
the ('lose
ed and th
Don't "1(
That you
money, he
during sp
like to fe
reality are
Some of
women of

for Eadurviitioas

P.

or

Services Offered

FOR -RENT OR
modern 7-room
pleted" near
Points. See W.
267R.

The

extra

bay* enjoyed .visiting with you. You have •
eerinkildrirjad old consi_d,erat.e in every way,
...and this esniptisn is siosing witout a aingle unpleasant incident in so far as I am toseemod-:-...

TAX COMMISSIONER
D. CRASS
CLAUDE ANDERSON

STNTERELY

FOR RENT: A 3 room apartment WANTED: Used trunk in 10111XLconwith private entrance and bath. dition. Call Ledger & Times of•
See Mrs. H. P. Wear, 200 N. 5th fice..
St.. Phone'73.
tic
WANTED: Single wheel aute--1419.-FOR RENT: 14-room „house near gage trailer. Call Ledger & Thns$
college, furnace heat..9 bedgooms. - 0111"36
'
•I extra apartment. Call 199.
ltc

IVEl
NINE

Hall Hood Expeeisei Appredistir
.

COUNTY ATTORNEY
-NAT RYAN HUGHES
R. HALL HOOD
ALVIN IC KOPFERUD

I.,

•

Write'Tpmet 1111Lak.

XII

ARip

FaiSide

--

Alt'
.

Appointments
Resoonable

COLNTY4 COURT CLERK
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS.,
T-CRAWFORp
LI,TB/E THURMOND

-During the Jat flirfe troriths it has -beep my
nleasure to make a•streittions and dilivent camnsien
for the'office of -County Court
T•have traveled
every work slay in the_week_lind far into.the night"-fwaw
Wt'iWVIiit everat-ftptyre in fhe cotinty.-ThiVe '
visited several- thousand homes and v-et r have not
completed the job. I. AM still working and still trying
to see every voter before' election day! You. have
- shown' me more courtesies than I Irgd •a right to 'ex- _pect. For this Lain-Indeed- a ful Yr_w_epc_our •
ment taa- Itianess
a ways _ a lingering mernor •If J fail to .sei 'Yen] of come, to your
jusl.!
- remember. please. that I tried to-coTerererrmaltirr-,
- the County, but lime _would -mot-permit_ •
In this final word I.wish te reiterate that if Tam,
• elected• I. will not be iy•candidate for -County-Court
- Clerk
.vxars frotn ,mw. _feel. that an • officewhich rrsys'ttkiXitYner'year_-sWli d
be held..by
The.kanWindKidiraTTOF Mtn/lir -thih-to ;rya
If "elected •to the office.' of County.. Court Clerk. ,
I pledge to youi.. that I will Consistently remain in my
office and 'diggently and efficiently perform the;
duties thereof. A sufficient, number of efficient and
rot-stifled
will be employed and will remain
' ••
ditty at EM times.
. During ther.cticrent campaign it has hOen my
..oticy not to PlIrti StQ in perSonalities.ligairiSt-lny op-•
orients. Neither have I made any pertsonal attack ,
.4p.un spy member of the family- of either of my op- I
penents:
ern - pfout of the attaiiiiiteio-..ofsitheir
lirothers-und sisters. If there has been
'mud
slinging" in this• camPaign. it tan' come froni "the
other side of the fence." Such - tacticA de. not,&An=
ide with oy ehilosookY
living.
.1..amtly.-T again wish to express my sincere apL,reciatiffn and -gratitiithi, for the kindness shown..me
luring .this,\My • first irropaign. I earnestly solicit
•• our Vote for Celia
art Uritwford fin Sato-Nay,
Augukt 2, 194L
.•

.uisville's Newest and U p.to-Doto

_

, _:,•
•••:.

I

-

THE

PIANOS
We have a good stock of both new
and used. pianos New pianos CM
up. used pianos $25 up McLaughlin
k Smiley. "Ilie Home of
the Baldwin", 616 Broadway, Paducah,
Ky.
July 3I-3tp •

KENTUCKY_
HOTEL

The Ledger 8. Times Is author
-tied -to announce the following
candidates, subject to the action
of the Dernocratre primary..5i
day, August 2..1941:
i•

0 •.

,

-,D

are aver observed.in the Service,"Copifort
and Convenience of the

Ext

„.
FOR RENT: Tom Williams' garage THE LEDGER & TIMES WILL
.9 corms OF THE ISSUE
apartment on So. 8th; 2-room house BUY 3
on South Broad; 3 rooms on Syc- OF -JULY & 11141 (This Ilonth).1
amore. Have cheap peaches at the _13RIN0 YOUR corns TO
CiT•Zritisd. Mrs. R. A. Starks.
ltp OFFICE AT ONCE AS WE
IN NEED or THEM.
FOR
RENT-Furnished
garaga
apartment, furnace heati also furn- WANTED: House work and cafe .
ished_ efficiency apartment, See far ..allildren. See 1190--Illeie.
--Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, 711 W. Main
.
St. Phone 157-W.
tfc

FOR SALE: Two store or restaurant counters, and I stools. See
them at Zol Swots, in East Hazel,
Kentucky-tf

-t can furnish some.good oak

PHONE 55

Wanted

For Rent

‘FOR' SALE: Portable radio Use
with ,battery or AC or DC Current.
Cost new. $32 50.•will sell for only
$10 cash, In. good condition. Call
at Ledger & Times office

.ritirent-KittcrucxY

dust at a speciil once It
bought before August I.

Mind.

FOR SALE: Good fat, safe pony.
SRLIC-Ootid ai new 1936 Priced right. See R. L. Node. 1303
• -- ••• wale), . -and- ford 0ttve.-1,hone-202.'• Ite
cars. -All models and prices. W
C. Butterworth Used Car Lot. nisi FOR SALE: 80 acres oi land locatto Gilbert- Funeral Home, S. 5th ed 3 miles NE of Kirksey, improvSt.. Murray.
tic .ed. Young orchard, dwelling, tobacco barn, stock barn, hen house,
ELBERTA PEACHES for sale, $1 brooder home, well, pond. Onea bushel. H. B. Douthitt, "Tri- 'half mile of church. Price $40 an
•
I City.
ltp acre. See owner. -Ccirnus AleiCan• der. Route 2, Kirksey, Ky
ltp

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
-•

25c
a.
. mA!lofaddiytioonta:macu;
r bcelifaorrger,10
ildmfoom

FOR

SALES AND RENTALS
FARM LOANS

Lost and Found

YELLOW PEACHES are ready now
at Elckidge Orchard. 5 miles out
on Concord road .told Bob Parker
Itp
„. .
orchard).

_

. VOlUnt

I
iocs,:sish
elc
ouP
i 1 beinmaaddveanocne
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ng14:h
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For Sale iI

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES-

,r-s--

•

-.

•

•••-•'

